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Abstract

This research aims at providing a system design that reduces the mass and cost of spacebome 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) missions by a factor of two compared to current (TecSAR -  300 

kg, ~ £ 127 M) or planned (NovaSAR-S —  400 kg, ~ £ 50 M) mission. This would enable the 

cost of a SAR constellation to approach that of the current optical constellation such as Disaster 

Monitoring Constellation (DMC).

This research has identified that the mission cost can be reduced significantly by: focusing on a 

narrow range of applications (forestry and disasters monitoring); ensuring the final design has a 

compact stowage volume, which facilitates a shared launch; and building the payload around 

available platforms, rather than the platform around the payload. The central idea of the research 

has been to operate the SAR at a low instantaneous power level—a practical proposition for a 

micro-satellite based SAR. The use of a simple parabolic reflector with a single horn at L-band 

means that a single, reliable and efficient Solid State Power Amplifier (SSPA) can be used to low

er the overall system cost, and to minimise the impact on the spacecraft power system.

A detailed analysis of basic pulsed (~ 5 -  10 % duty cycle) and Continuous Wave (CW) SAR 

(100 % duty cycle) payloads has shown their inability to fit directly into existing microsatellite 

buses without involving major changes, or employing more than one platform. To circumvent the 

problems of pulsed and CW techniques, two approaches have been formulated.

The first shows that a CW SAR can be implemented in a mono-static way with a single antenna 

on a single platform. In this technique, the SAR works in an Interrupted CW (ICW) mode, but 

these interruptions introduce periodic gaps in the raw data. On processing, these gapped data re

sult in artefacts in the reconstructed images. By applying data based statistical estimation 

techniques to “fill in the gaps” in the simulated raw SAR data, this research has shown the possi

bility of minimising the effects of these artefacts. However, once the same techniques are applied 

to the real SAR data (in this case derived from RADARSAT-1), the artefacts are shown to be 

problematic. Because of this the ICW SAR design technique it is—set aside.

The second shows that an extended chirp mode pulsed (ECMP) SAR (~ 20 -  54 % duty cycle) 

can be designed with a lowered peak power level which enables a single SSPA to feed a parabolic 

Cassegrain antenna. The detailed analysis shows the feasibility of developing a microsatellite 

based SAR design at a comparable price to those of optical missions.
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^  for the horizontally received and horizontally transmitted signal 

for the vertically received and horizontally transmitted signal 

<J„ Thermal Noise Equivalent Back Scattering Coefficient ( for SNR=1)

K  Boltzmann Constant = 1.6 x 10 WK"^Hz"^

Platform/Satellite velocity 

V g The ground velocity, with which the radiation interact with the ground

Vg Effective or relative velocity

Average RF Power spread over the entire PRI
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p, Peak Power generated by the RF PA and fed to the antenna

f  j, Received Signal Power from the main lobe

Received Power from the Nadir Echo

A)C DC Power

p Output RF Power

p Input RF Power

P d Power Density

< Scattered power density

Gt Gain of the Transmitter Antenna

Gr
Gain of the Receiver Antenna

% Carrier frequency (radians/s)

Wdc Watts direct current

A /f) Range match filter

Azimuth match filter

Applicable to Chapter 5 only

b Raleigh distribution parameter

w(f) Input vector to a system

y(t) Observation/output vector from a system

A The State Matrix

B The Input Matrix

C The Output Matrix

D The "feed through" or "feed forward" matrix

K The Kalman Gain

The Error or Residual

State vector

K D Estimated value of y(t)

Zero mean, white vector noise sequences

n Zero mean, white vector noise sequences

Kronecker delta
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Q, S and R Covariance matrices of Ŵ. and

G Covariance matrix between the state x(t) and the output y(t)

P State covariance matrix

H  Block Hankel matrix

Covariance matrix between matrices A and B

Y! * State covariance matrix

A q Output covariance matrix

r .  The extended Observability matrix

Reversed Extended Stochastic Controllability Matrix

C. and L. The block Toeplitz matices of output covariance matrices

and W2 Weighting Matrices

Yp Block Hankel matrix containing the past outputs

Yf Block Hankel Matrix of the future outputs

O. The orthogonal projection matrix

The state sequence 

Mean of the data 

^  Standard deviation

r  Transformation matrix

I & Q In phase and Quadrature phase components of the complex data format
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aims

The aims of this research are:

To provide a system design that reduces the mass and cost of spacebome Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (SAR) mission by a factor of two as compared with current or planned missions.

To focus the research on a SAR payload that is suitable for forestry and disaster monitoring 

applications.

The limitations imposed on these aims are:

The proposed system design should maximize the benefits of already designed, developed, 

time tested and space proven buses available from Surrey Space Technology Limited (SSTL). 

The SAR payload design should propose minimal essential changes to the existing buses.

The mission life should be at least 5 years.

The design should yield a compact stowage volume that facilitates injecting multiple pay

loads from a single launch.

Initially, as a standalone mission, it should complement the existing optical imaging Disaster 

Monitoring Constellation (DMC), but eventually, should provide a baseline design for a fu

ture low cost SAR constellation.

1.2 Motivation

This research is inspired by the long term benefits that would be achieved by combining a SAR 

payload with a microsatellite platform.

Spacebome Earth observation (EO) missions employ either passive or active sensors. Passive (op

tical) sensors, operate in the ultraviolet, visible, near-infrared and long wave infrared regions of 

the electromagnetic spectrum, and derive their name from the fact that the area being imaged is

not illuminated by sensor radiation—rather, it is illuminated by some natural phenomenon such as 

sunlight or the thermal heat of the Earth. These sensors only capture the reflected, scattered or 

emitted radiations, thus from a design point of view, these have the advantage of being low cost.



consume less power and are light in weight. But their performance is degraded by environmental 

factors such as the presence of clouds, fog, haze, rain etc. in the imaging area. [1]

In the case of active sensors, the area being imaged is illuminated by the sensor itself and then the 

returned radiations are processed for image reconstruction. Most often this radiation is in the form 

of microwaves which have the ability to penetrate clouds, rain, tree canopies, and even dry soil 

surfaces depending on their operating frequency. Thus, it is the only technique which allows con- 

tinuous, day or night imaging, regardless of prevailing environmental conditions. [1]

In the last ten years, programs such as DMC and RapidEye have demonstrated that low cost (~ £ 

10 -  20 M) small satellites (100 -  300 kg) can provide solutions for medium to high resolution 

EO applications [2]. However, these have all been passive optical missions and there have been 

many occasions when useful imagery has not been acquired due to clouds or low light conditions. 

For an all-weather, day/night imaging capability, an active payload such as a SAR becomes nec- 

essary. But SAR missions have not yet made the same evolutionary step as those of the optical 

low cost missions, mainly because of the perception that SAR, being an active payload, is consid- 

ered to be a power hungry system, thus needs larger and more powerful platforms.

In order to exploit the individual benefits offered by EO satellites (whether passive or active), 

often it is desirable to have quick revisits— which can be achieved by combining multiple satel

lites together in a constellation. SAR-Lupe (constellation of 5 identical satellites) and Cosmo- 

Skymed (constellation of 4 identical satellites) are recent examples [3], [4]. The Cosmo-Skymed 

SAR constellation cost is -  £ 775 M, with a unitary cost of -  £ 190 M [5].

The RapidEye constellation of 5 identical passive optical satellites—each - 1 5 0  kg, cost was -  £ 

135 M with a unitary cost of -  £ 18 M [6]. Thus, it would appear that the cost of a single active 

satellite is more than the cost of entire passive optical RapidEye constellation.

Recent missions, such as TecSAR/TecSAR-2 (2008/9, -300 kg) have demonstrated that a SAR 

payload can be flown on smaller platforms, but the unitary cost of only the space segment without 

launch or insurance was still high -  £ 127 M [7]. These individual costs of the active payloads are 

affordable for rich governmental sponsored agencies but are beyond the reach of developing 

countries or customers with low financial budgets.

In order to fill this wide gap in the unitary costs of passive and active spacecrafts, recently SSTL, 

in close collaboration with Astrium UK, has begun designing and developing an affordable SAR 

mission that would cost -  £ 50 M [8]. Although this would be a low cost SAR mission that would 

provide a basis for building a SAR constellation, the individual price, as compared with that of a 

typical (-300 kg, -  £ 20 M) EO DMC passive optical mission, is more than double.
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Given the rapid technological advancements taking place in radio frequency (RF) system design, 

it is envisaged that it should be possible to decrease the cost of a SAR mission further. The aim of

this research is to reduce it to a point—comparable to that of a typical DMC class passive optical 

mission.

1.3 Objectives

Research at Surrey Space Centre (SSC), recently concluded, has shown the feasibility of employ-

ing a low cost and low power consumption linear frequency modulated (LFM) continuous wave 

(CW) SAR payload on microsatellite (-  150 kg) platforms. However, due to high antenna isola- 

tion requirements of this SAR technique, a solution based on employing the transmitter and 

receiver on two spatially separated platforms, was proposed. By splitting the payload onto two

platforms reduces the mass and cost of individual space segments. Nonetheless, overall mission 

mass and cost is similar to SSTL SAR mission, and this solution remains a two platforms based 

mission. [9]

The objective of this PhD research is to propose and analyse a SAR payload design that can be 

operated from a single microsatellite (~ 150 kg) at very low cost.

1.4 Scope

For a spacebome SAR payload, the logical design and development cycle follows the route of 

crystallizing the applications first, and then deriving the application-specific requirements such as 

power, navigation and control system, stability, data handling, storage, downlink bandwidths etc. 

that would be required by the payload from the platform. Then, a platform that fulfils these re- 

quirements is designed. This application-specific platform development approach has historically 

been adopted for missions such as Seasat, ERS-1 & 2, Envisat, RADARSAT-1 & 2, ALOS and 

many others. But this approach is very expensive and time consuming. Due to these reasons, the 

time taken for developing the mission concept, working out the mission requirements, developing 

the payload and the platform accordingly, system integration, testing and finally launching, can 

often spread to a decade or so.

Space technology and philosophy have evolved and refined especially in last two decades and it 

has been learned that if general purpose platforms with certain baseline capabilities are designed, 

developed and space qualified, then a lot of time and cost may be saved. Nowadays, the payloads 

are often built around these available platforms instead of redesigning/reengineering the platforms 

from mfrm. Only minor modifications are carried out that are necessarily required for each 

payload design.
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Pursuing this philosophy, SSTL has designed, developed and spaceflight proven platforms (bus

es) in a variety of categories which offer different baseline capabilities. The relevant information 

about these capabilities is publicly available. The SSTL platforms in the “micro-/mini-satellite” 

category that concerns this research, were examined, particularly the SSTL-100, SSTL-150 and 

larger SSTL-300 buses. The numbers (100, 150 and 300) indicate the approximate mass of the 

spacecraft (platform + payload), hence the SSTL-150 corresponds to a -  100 kg platform support

ing a ~ 50 kg payload. Thus, on one hand these buses save time and money, but on the other hand 

put constraints on the payload mass; power supplied; limits on data storage and transmission 

bandwidths; mission life; type of attitude determination, knowledge and control; stability; posi

tion knowledge etc. Thus performance requirements of any payload have to conform to these 

constraints.

The SAR payload design may be performance or application driven. In the case of performance 

driven missions, the payload is first designed to provide certain baseline capabilities such as fre- 

quency band, spatial resolution, sensitivity, swath, revisits, polarimetric and interferometeric 

modes of operations etc., and then—keeping these capabilities in mind—what could be 

achieved/imaged with this sensor is analysed (i.e., what is the broader spectrum of the applica

tions where this sensor can be used). RADARSAT-2 is one of the examples of this development 

philosophy [10]. This approach yields the type of missions which are usually institutionally sup

ported and take a long development time, although the result provides very high performance 

capabilities. Whereas the applications driven approach, starts the design by deriving the intended 

application-specific payload parameters such as frequency, spatial resolution, the incidence an- 

gles, the swath, revisits, the polarization and interferometeric requirements etc., and then the 

sensor is designed accordingly. By keeping a narrow spectrum of intended applications, a light- 

weight mission may be designed although the payload flexibility (capability) is reduced. The 

planned MAPSAR mission is an example of this kind [11].

Weighing these two design approaches, the application driven approach looks attractive for a 

light-weight mission if a narrow set of applications is considered. However, once mass, the 

available power and the cost limitations are considered in the framework of microsatellite buses, a 

‘compromised approach’— where the design begins with deriving application-specific sensor 

parameters and then trading off certain aspects of these parameters with respect to the baseline 

capabilities of the buses—eventually leads to a design solution that may not be purely termed as 

an application driven design.

To pursue this design approach, the intended applications are analysed with a view to find out the 

sensor parameters that help in servicing these applications. The more pronounced ones are the
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frequency to be used, the spatial resolution, the range of incidence angles, the swath, sensitivity, 

polai'ization and the interferometric requirements.

Figure 1 - 1  has been drawn to summarize/clarify this multidimensional environment that the 

intended design has to deal with, while achieving the objectives of this research.

Application-specific 
sensor parameters

Single micro
satellite based 

SAR design

Novel combination of 
latest RF technological 

advancements in 
antennas and Power 

Amplifiers

Baseline capabilities 
offered and limitations 

imposed by the 
available buses

Light weight and 
compact stowage 
volume -  shared 

launch

Figure 1-1:  A pictorial representation of the multidimensional design philosophy

In this backdrop, different light-weight (both operational and planned) SAR missions are ana

lyzed to determine whether any of these SAR design approaches can directly be applied to build a 

payload that conforms to all the constraints imposed on this research without introducing any ma

jor changes to the available buses, or there is a need to look for some new technique— or modify 

existing techniques—to meet the desired objectives.

A typical spacebome SAR payload transmits naiTOw (~ 5 -  10 % of the duty cycle) but high pow

ered RF pulses ( - 1 - 2  KW) through an antenna [12]. The same antenna is used to collect the 

backscattered radiation. This operation results in a well synchronized mono-static design. 

However, generating narrow and high peak powered pulses usually involves heavy and expensive 

RF power amplifiers and the antenna. Inplementation of pulsed SAR design technique from the 

SSTL platforms necessarily requires major changes in the power subsystem and the overall mass
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and cost would increase.

In contrast, the last decade has seen the successful development of extremely light-weight (~ 1 

kg) and low cost (~ USD 0.2 M [13]) SAR payloads for small airborne platforms such as Un

manned Aerial Vehicles (UAYs). This technique mainly focuses on continuous wave (CW) 

instead of transmission of narrow pulses. This yields significant advantages like operating the 

entire system at low instantaneous power levels, reduced circuit complexity, efficient duty cycle, 

cost effectiveness and low mass and volume. [14]

This technology has not yet been employed in space mainly due to the high isolation requirements 

between the transmitter and the receiver antennas as the system works continuously. This eventu

ally necessitates a bi-static configuration where the transmitter and receiver are spatially 

separated by using two satellites and two antennas (one each for the transmitter and the receiver) 

[9]. This bi-static configuration in return needs careful synchronization across spatially separated 

platforms for maintaining the coherency of the entire system. In short it offers operating the sys

tem at low instantaneous power levels which require a light-weight bus (thereby reducing the 

cost), but nonetheless it remains a solution based on using a minimum of two satellites.

Analysing these two basic SAR design approaches, it appears that none of these in its original 

form fits directly to a single microsatellite platform. Thus, this research investigated the possibil

ity of combining the major advantages of both these systems, i.e., the use of a single platform and 

a single antenna (advantage achieved from a pulsed SAR) and operating the entire system at low 

instantaneous power levels (advantage achieved from a CW system) which enables a single solid 

state power amplifier (SSPA) to provide the required RF power. This investigation yields two de

sign options: interrupted CW SAR (ICW SAR) and the extended chirp mode pulsed (ECMP) 

SAR.

In the ICW SAR mode, the transmitter is switched on for just enough time for the signal to be 

scattered off the ground and return to the spacecraft. The transmitter is then turned off until all the 

signal returns have been collected by the receiver. But this process of switching on and off the 

transmitter leaves gaps in the synthetic aperture (known as the sparse aperture). Processing the 

sparse aperture data, without RUing these gaps, introduces false targets (artefacts) in the image. 

Thus it can be ascertained that the ICW SAR technique provides a design solution to an engineer

ing problem but gives birth to a signal processing problem.

To address the problem of sparse aperture filling, in the recent past different researchers claimed 

success in filling gaps of varying sizes. They have adopted various models to tackle this problem. 

During the course of this research, the system identification (SID) approach was adopted. This is 

based on numerically manipulating the available data to estimate different matrices and vectors of 

a state space model. The inferred state space model is assumed to represent the available data.
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Once this model is estimated, the same model is then used to predict the missing data. This SID 

gap filling algorithm was applied to simulated point targets, and the initial results were encourag

ing. To evaluate the efficacy of this approach, it has also been applied to a dataset acquired by 

RADARSAT-1. The input data was arranged according to the scenario of ICW SAR operation, 

which introduces the periodic gaps. However, the performance of this gap filling approach ap

pears to be unsatisfactory according to the requirements which need to suppress the artefacts that 

appear due to the gaps in the input data. Nonetheless, this is ongoing research in other fields of 

science and engineering, and in future new gap filling techniques may be developed that meet 

these requirements. Due to the unavailability of having a suitable gap filling technique in hand to 

necessarily demonstrate the fidelity of ICW SAR design technique it is— set aside.

The ECMP SAR design ensures that the benefits of both pulsed and CW SAR basic techniques 

are retained while associated problems are evaded. This technique is based on reducing the peak 

RF power by extending the pulse (~ 20 -  54 %) to a point which enables a single SSPA to feed a 

parabolic antenna. This technique yields a continuous aperture, thus, the problems faced due to 

the interrupted aperture synthesized during ICW technique, are circumvented.

The cost of launchers which are often used for injecting small satellites (< 1000 kg) into a low 

earth orbit varies from £ 1 6 - 2 1  M (-  £ 20,000/kg) [8]. Thus, keeping the mass of the spacecraft 

low, the launching cost can be reduced significantly. This formula works well for most of the EO 

passive optical missions, as the mass and density of these spacecrafts are almost the same. For a 

SAR payload, it is not the mass rather combination of mass and stowage volume that determines 

the launching cost. For a SAR payload such as SSTL NovaSAR-S, launching cost appears to be ~ 

50 % of the total mission cost. It is because of the stowage volume at the time of launch, which 

dictates a dedicated launch. This launch cost may be reduced significantly if the payload is de

signed that facilitates a shared launch— thus sharing the launch cost with other payloads being 

injected into space by the same launcher.

In order to ensure a shared launch, the antenna configuration and its deployment mechanism, dur

ing and after the launch, plays a critical role. To this effect, different antenna illumination 

configurations (Newtonian and Cassegrain) and deployment techniques (mechanically deployable 

or inflatable) are analysed. It has been concluded that the dual reflector Cassegrain configuration 

with inflatable technology is the most suitable combination to design a 5 m reflector antenna with 

-  25 kg mass while keeping the stowage volume compact—almost similar to that of the bus itself.

The proposed ECMP SAR design offers a compromised solution between the purely application- 

driven sensor requirements, the mass and cost limitations imposed on the mission and the tech

nical limitations imposed by the available buses. Detailed analysis of the design under the given 

limitations shows that a wide range of detection capabilities can serve a broader range of applica
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tions than initially anticipated, at a unitary mission cost of ~ £ 20 M.

1.5 Novel Contributions

This research has shown that operating a SAR at a low instantaneous power level is a practical 

proposition for a single microsatellite based SAR mission. The use of a simple parabolic mesh 

reflector with a single feed horn and dual receive channels (HH and HV polarized), at L-band , 

means that a reliable and efficient SSPA can be used to lower the overall system cost and to min- 

imise the impact on the spacecraft power system.

The main novelty of this thesis has been to show that the ECMP SAR design, orchestrated around 

a highly constrained SSTL-150 bus, would yield a light-weight mission (which would be half the 

mass of the nearest operational mission TecSAR, or less than half of the planned NovaSAR-S 

mission) at a comparable cost to that of an optical mission.

Also, this research has shown that ICW SAR concept is not yet viable because of the un

availability of a suitable gap filling technique.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The thesis is organised in the following order:

Chapter 2 -  The Literature Review: Different pulsed SAR missions in the light-weight cate

gory (~ 500 kg) are analysed to identify how various subsystems, particularly the antenna and RF 

power amplifier (PA) play their role in reducing overall mission mass. In addition, the latest de

velopments taking place in the field of low cost and light-weight CW SAR techniques are also 

evaluated so that the necessary inferences may be drawn from this research. Moreover, the latest 

trends in PA and antenna designs, as potential cost, power and weight savers, have been included. 

The cost impacts of the spacebome SAR missions (as a complete system), launching systems, 

antennas and PA have been kept in mind throughout the different stages of this research. Consid

ering different antenna and RF PA combinations and how these combinations have been 

historically used— and what the cost effects are of these on the overall design— a low cost, light

weight and novel combination of a ''reflector antenna with a single SSPA'’ was identified and built 

upon for this research.

Chapter 3 -  User Requirements: To pursue an application driven development approach, a

narrow set of applications that mainly focus on environmental hazards related to forestry (clear 

cut/deforestation monitoring and forest fire monitoring and mapping) and disaster monitoring 

(which encompasses flood delineation and monitoring, oil spill detection, geological hazards and 

hurricanes) are analysed with the intent of deducing the sensor parameters. From the user point of 

view, in order to reduce the development time and cost, available SSTL buses and their baseline
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capabilities are considered, so that the payload should be designed around these buses. This chap

ter thus sets the application-specific sensor requirements, and also what the available platform 

resources/capabilities and their limitations are.

Chapter 4 -  Design Options for SAR Based Microsatellite: Given the application-specific

sensor requirements and the available baseline capabilities offered by the buses, certain tradeoffs 

are necessarily required while selecting factors such as the frequency, polarization, spatial resolu

tion, range of incidence angles and swath, mode of operations, orbital altitude and inclination, and 

the antenna type and size, etc. Given these choices, two basic SAR operational techniques, i.e., 

pulsed and CW, are analysed with the intent of determining their impacts if they are implemented 

on the microsatellite platform and what changes would thereby be required. It appears that these 

two techniques in their basic form would either need significant changes in the bus or need two 

platforms, respectively. In order to work out suitable design approaches which combine the ad

vantages of these two basic techniques and avoid the disadvantages, ICW and ECMP SAR 

techniques are evolved in the framework of their implementation on a microsatellite platform. 

These are analysed and problem areas are identified. In the light of these design options, the 

available SSTL-100 , SSTL-150 and SSTL-300 buses are evaluated in order to support the in

tended design approach—either ICW or ECMP SAR. After analysis of the design options, the 

available buses are re-examined to select the most suitable one out of the available three. SSTL- 

150 is considered sufficient to meet most of the requirements, thus it is selected for further design 

analysis.

Chapter 5 -  Signal Processing Aspects of ICW SAR: This chapter deals with the issues related 

to the signal processing problems associated with the ICW SAR. In order to highlight these prob

lems, a real SAR dataset which was acquired by the RADARSAT-1 is used. The initial part of the 

chapter deals with the detailed analysis of both continuous and interrupted apertures and com

pares the corresponding results at different signal processing stages. The latter part deals with the 

adopted sparse aperture filling technique. To evaluate and validate the performance of the gap 

filling algorithm, it is applied to the same dataset of RADARSAT-1. The results are analysed and 

a way forward is suggested.

Chapter 6 -  Detailed Design Aspects of ECMP SAR: This chapter deals with the implementa

tion issues of ECMP SAR on the SSTL-150 platform, within the confines of requirements and 

limitations imposed by the intended applications, the platform and the launching system (particu- 

larly the stowage volume during launch phase). In this context, different antenna design options 

(Newtonian/Cassegrain and deployable/inflatable) are analysed to suggest an antenna that yields a 

compact stowage volume, and is also easy to fit and operate from the SSTL-150 bus. This anten- 

na in combination with the selected SSPA and the available power subsystem are used to work out 

the ambiguities, flexibihties and limitations imposed on the SAR operation. Under the given con
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ditions, the imaging time, expected data rates, onboard storage and data downlink bandwidth re

quirements are analysed with a view to highlight the perceived problems and suggest the 

solutions. The SAR requires very stable platform during imaging. The affects of attitude determi

nation and control capabilities of the SSTL-150 and the stability requirements are discussed. In 

this perspective the role of position knowledge and how it affects the intended applications is also 

highlighted. In addition, the estimated mass budget and the estimated price in comparison with 

the NovaSAR-S are also worked out. Finally the detection potentials are determined and how 

these can be exploited to enhance the scope of applications, are also evaluated.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future Work: This chapter summarizes the work presented in

this thesis and highlights the key contributions of the current research. In order to improve the 

applicability of the ECMP SAR technique, several suggestions are proposed for further research.

1.6 Publications

During this research, following have been published:

• Naveed Ahmed, Craig I. Underwood, "Software Defined LFM CW SAR Receiver Design

ybr Mtcrojafg/Z/fgj", paper presented at 7̂  ̂lAA Symposium on Small Satellites for Earth

Observation, May 4-8, 2009, Berlin. This paper was published as a chapter in the book ti

tled “Small Satellite Missions for Earth Observation - New Developments and Trends”, 

Publishers Springer Verlag, Germany, ISBN 978-3-642-03500-5, 2010.

• Naveed Ahmed, Craig I. Underwood, "Monostatic CW SAR Concept For Micro-

Satellites", Conference proceedings, 8^h European Conference on SAR, Jun 8-10, 2010, 

Aachen, Germany.

• Naveed Ahmed, Craig I. Underwood, "Switched CW SAR -  A Novel and Low Cost SAR

Solution fo r  Micro satellites", Paper presented at 8* lAA Symposium on Small Satellites 

for Earth Observation, April 4 - 8 ,  2011, Berlin, Germany.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review has been conducted to evaluate design aspects of different SAR systems (ei

ther operational or planned) with a view to exploring the trend towards low cost and light-weight 

technologies that may be considered suitable for use on a microsatellite. Against this backdrop 

state of the art, the mini-satellite based TecSAR, NovaSAR and MAPSAR are analysed [7], [15], 

[16]. In addition, the latest technological developments taking place for extremely low cost LFM 

CW SAR for UAVs are also discussed as an alternative technique for use on microsatellites.

Detailed cost analysis helps in decision making at subsequent stages. Due to the confidential na

ture of spacebome SAR missions, it is hard to find a publicly available complete cost analysis for 

these missions. However, scattered information has been gathered to provide a broad view about 

the cost impacts of different systems and subsystems, so that a low cost spacebome SAR mission 

can be built accordingly. To quote an example, for a £ 150 M mission, the individual £ 2 M price 

of a Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) PA may look petty but for a £ 20 M mission—it is compara- 

tively significant. To design a low cost mission, suitable altemative technologies—mainly RF PA 

and the antennas, are therefore analysed, too, as these are considered to be critical sub-systems 

which have direct impact on the mission’s cost, mass and performance.

2.1 Characteristics of Spacebome SAR Missions

Traditionally all the known spacebome SAR missions use pulsed technology, where a single an

tenna is time shared between transmitter and receiver. In these designs, a narrow but high 

powered, modulated pulse is transmitted. Then the transmitter remains off and allows the receiver 

to receive, process and record the backscattered echo signal. Figure 2 - 1  pictorially shows this 

concept. Alternate switching between transmitter (pulse) and receiver (echo) allows sharing the 

most cmcial onboard resource—the antenna. This arrangement makes it possible to operate the 

SAR from a mono-static (same) location.

If the SAR is designed to operate from an airborne platform, then due to the short slant ranges 

between the sensor and the target, the timing, as shown in Figure 2 - 1 is so adjusted that it also

allows receiving the returns before the next pulse is transmitted. For a satellite case, the principle 

remains the same, but due to the long distance involved between the sensor and the targets, there
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would be a certain number of pulses (depending upon the distance involved and the set pulse rep

etition frequency (PRF)) present in the transmission channel between the SAR and the target area. 

So the PRF is selected so as to maintain the separation between transmit pulse and the echo re

turns.

Pulse Echo
■S
B

I
Time

Figure 2-1:  Pulsed SAR - time sharing concept with the same antenna 

Source: Adapted from [12]

For sharing a single antenna between the transmitter and the receiver, a switching mechanism 

(duplexer) has to be inserted in the system to ensure the corresponding paths, from the transmitter 

to the antenna (during time of transmission) and from antenna to the receiver (during time of re

ception), remain isolated from one another.

The use of a duplexer ensures the protection of the highly sensitive receiver from any leakage 

signals that may flow from the transmitter to the receiver during the time of transmission. Du- 

plexers are constructed in many forms, such as: [17]

• Ferrite Circulators (hybrid-ring duplexer) -  heavy and expensive, suitable for high isolation 

requirements in the range of 40 -  50 dB.

• Resonant cavity coaxial or waveguide systems -  involve complex mechanical structures and 

these are heavy, too.

•  Transmit Receive (T/R) Switch -  solid state technology based.

Each has its own characteristics and choosing the appropriate one for a specific radar configura

tion is a complicated process. However it is the net isolation requirement between transmitter and 

receiver which determines the type of duplexer to be used. For the low isolation requirements 

(~ 30 dB or so) such as envisaged within the Active Phase Array Antennas (APAA), T/R switches 

provide a suitable solution.

The first documented SAR payload in space was Seasat SAR launched in 1978. The main objec

tive of this mission was to acquire data in geo-scientific research, particularly oceanography and 

polar ice studies [18]. Since then, spacebome SAR missions have been launched by all the major 

space powers of the world.
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The mass of a spacebome SAR mission is deteiTnined by many mutually dependent factors such as: 

the intended apphcations which dictate the operating frequency band, swath and the resolution re

quirements, polaiimetric and interferometric requirements; the type of the PA and the type of the 

antenna used etc. Table 2 - 1  has been organized to present an overview of salient SAR missions ac

cording to the frequency band, the antenna size, mass and type, and the overall mission mass.

Mission Band
Antenna 
(m X m)

Anten
na

Mass
(kg)

Antenna Type
Mission

Mass
(kg)

SEASAT [19] L 2.14 X 10.74 250 PA with corporate 
feed antenna

2300

JERS-l/LSAR [20] L 2.4x11.9 278 PA with corporate 
feed antenna

1340

ALOS-l/PALSAR [21] L 3.1 X 8.9 250 APAA 4000

ENVISAT/ASAR [22] C 1.3 X 10 608 APAA 8140

ERS-1 [23] C 1 X 10 325 APAA 2157

ERS-2 [24] c 1 X 10 325 APAA 2516

RADARSAT-1 [25] c 1.5 X 15 679 APAA 2713

RADARSAT-2 [26] c 1.4x15 800 APAA 2200

TerraSAR-X [27] X 0.75 X 4.8 - APAA 1230

COSMO-Skymed [4] X 1.4 X 5.6 - APAA 1700

SAR-Lupe [3] X 2.7 X 3.3 - Elliptical Reflector 770

TecSAR [7] X 3 m diameter 21 Deployable parabolic 
Reflector

300

RISAT-2 (TecSAR-2) [28] X 4.5 m diameter 21 Deployable Parabolic 
Reflector 300

NovaSAR-S (planned) [15] S 1x3 70 APAA 400

MAPSAR (planned) [16] L 5x7.5 74 Deployable Elliptical 
Reflector 532

Table 2-1:  Examples of prominent SAR missions, showing the frequency hand used, the size, mass and 

type of the antenna used and overall mass of the mission

These examples particularly highlight the relationship between the overall mass of the mission and 

the mass of the antenna. With the technological developments taking place in deployable and light

weight antenna designs, it is becoming possible to launch antennas that have much lai'ger projected 

areas with a much reduced mass; such as on TecSAR - 2 (projected antenna area of 15.90 m ,̂ 21 kg 

antenna mass) and the planned MAPSAR (projected antenna area of ~ 30 m ,̂ 74 kg antenna mass) 

[28], [16]. These reduced antenna masses, as a result, lead to lighter weight SAR missions.
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Historically spacebome SAR missions had been employed on large satellites, mainly due to the fact 

that these require large antennas (to address the range and azimuth ambiguities) and the high power 

demands required during imaging (thus necessitating large solar panels). These large platforms then 

needed powerful launchers, thus giving birth to very high mission costs. As a result, there were very 

few SAR missions launched into space during 1980s and 90s.

Pulsed SARs with phased array front ends incorporating T/R modules (APAA) have been termed 

as “RF Dinosaurs” [29] as these need a large number of T/R modules and RF cables to switch 

narrow and coherent pulses. Although APAA technology provides flexibility in terms of beam 

steering, it comes at the cost of expensive, heavy, complex and less efficient antennas.

As seen in Table 2 - 1, the antenna size, type and mass contribute significantly towards overall mis

sion mass. APAAs particularly require large platforms. One of the reasons which resulted in a high 

space segment mass for the previous missions such as SEASAT, ALOS, ENVISAT, ERS 1 &2 etc. 

was the fact that these were multi-sensor missions incorporating scatterometers, altimeters as well as 

SARs . As the experience matures in this field, there is a growing interest to use single sensors on the 

platforms. The missions such as RADARSAT-1 & 2, TerraSAR-X, SAR-Lupe, TecSAR-1 & 2, No- 

vaSAR-S and MAPSAR are examples of this class of missions. Focusing on a single sensor reduces 

cost and mass of an individual spacecraft.

The launch of SAR-Lupe (770 kg -  2006) and TecSAR (300 kg -  2008) has shown that spacebome 

SAR missions can be flown on smaller satellites (< 1000 kg) by using appropriate technologies (such 

as reflector antennas instead of APAA). The combination of light-weight SAR and platform would 

then, as a result, need less powerful launchers, thus yielding, overall, a lower cost mission. In addi

tion, more satellites (NovaSAR-S and MAPSAR) in the mass category of ~ 500 kg are planned in the 

near future [15], [16].

Since this research aims at even a lighter weight and low cost SAR design suitable for a microsatel

lite platform circa 150 kg, these lightest weight SAR missions (either operational (TecSAR) or 

planned in near future (NovaSAR and MAPSAR)) are analysed in detail with a view to draw neces- 

sary inferences from design point of view. The next three sections provide a representative overview 

of specific systems in the category of -  500 kg small satellites. The purpose is to focus on different 

baseline technologies/techniques that are instrumental in reducing the mass of these missions.

2.2 TecSAR -  Lightest Weight Operational SAR Mission

TecSAR is a trend setter in the light-weight category of spacebome SAR missions. TecSAR is 

primarily a military satellite— where primary objective is to detect the potential targets not the 

measurement of backscattering properties of the distributed targets. The relevant information is 

summarized in Table 2 - 2 .  [7], [30], [31]
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Parameter Given Values

Operating Band X (8.5 -  10.6 GHz)

Bandwidth > 200 MHz

Antenna Diameter 3 m

Antenna Mass 21kg

No of Transmission Beams 8

Polarization VV

Online data compression From 8 to 3 bits

A/D Sampling Rates 240, 360,720 MHz

Onboard Memory 256 GB

Max Data Transmission Rate 600 Mbps

Orbital Height 450 to 580 km

Orbital Inclination 41°

Weight of the Mission 300 kg (200 kg Bus and 100 kg SAR)

Operational Modes ( Wide Coverage, Strip, 
Super Strip (Mosaic) and Spot modes)

Corresponding Resolution 
(8,3,1.8,1 m)

Table 2-2:  TecSAR Parameters

Given that TecSAR operates at X-band with a 3 m diameter parabolic antenna, if incidence angle 

of 25® is assumed, then the ground swath is expected to be very narrow (~ 8 km). This single 

beam naiTOw swath is not particularly useful compared with the much wider swaths of other SAR 

systems. This problem has been offset by using eight beams instead of one. This needed eight 

PAs. For this purpose, 10 Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) amplifiers (8 are used for 8 beams and 2 

kept cold redundant) are used in the transmitter. To transmit and receive corresponding beams, it 

requires a multi-feed (8 feed) arrangement, as shown in Figure 2 - 2  (a).

The system needs 1.6 kW of RF power during imaging. To sustain this power, the bus is designed 

to deploy two large solar panels that aie capable of providing 750 Wdc EOL (end of life). Figure 

2 - 2 (b) shows these deployable solai' panels.

For TecSAR use, the TWTs were specially designed to give more than 50 % efficiency. These 

TWTs need high potential difference between anode and cathode, which is provided by High 

Voltage Power Supply. Each TWT is provided with 6 kV for its operation.

As reported by [28] and [32], India has acquired an improved version of TecSAR from Israel in
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2009 at a cost of ~ £ 127 M. It is not known whether this cost includes that of the launcher or not. 

This version has a 4.5 m diameter parabolic dish antenna with a gold platted mesh and the ribs 

made of composite materials. Despite 1.5 times increase in the antenna diameter, the overall mis

sion mass is maintained at 300 kg.

/
(a) (b)

Figure 2-2:  (a) -  The antenna and the multi feed system (h) -  TecSAR hus, deployed solar panels,
payload and the parabolic dish antenna

Sources: Adapted from [7] and [30]

2.2.1 Applicability of TecSAR Design to this Research

TecSAR utilized the already operational and time tested bus that was being used with other opti

cal satellites. This reduced the development cost and time for the mission.

For parabolic antennas, the antenna gain is degraded by the errors introduced due to reflecting 

surface (shape/figure) inaccuracies. For a given deformation, these errors are more pronounced at 

higher frequency bands (e.g. X-band) as compared with low frequency band (L-bands). Accepta

ble surface inaccuracies should be within the hmits of ±1/8 of the wavelength. If the surface 

inaccuracy is more than this limit, then the errors introduced to the net antenna gain would typi

cally be higher than 1 dB [33]. This limit requires a rigid antenna structure -  to help achieve 

highly accurate surfaces within ± 3.7 mm or so at X-band (whereas for L-band, this limit is re

laxed to ± 4 cm, which implies less rigid antenna structures are required).

To offset the effects of nanow ground swath achieved from a single beam—needed complex RF 

front end requiring 8 TWTs, 8 coaxial cables and the multi-feed anangement. If similar parabolic 

reflector antenna is used at low frequency band such as L-band, then a wider swath may be 

achieved from a single beam, thus evading the complex RF front end arrangement.
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TecSAR, although light in weight, had to use a mission dedicated launch mainly due to the large 

stowage volume of the antenna. The antenna was stowed like a single folded umbrella during the

launch. For a low cost SAR payload to be specifically designed to facilitate a shared launch, the 

antenna deployment techniques should be such that these yield a compact stowage volume.

2.3 NovaSAR-S (SSTL Planned SAR)

Since late 2009, SSTL in collaboration with Astrium UK has planned to design and develop a low 

cost and light-weight SAR mission, for potential customers with low budgets. The mission is ex

pected to be launched by 2014. Some of the design features are: [15], [34], [35], [36]

• It is based on conventional pulsed technology at S-band (3.1 -  3.3 GHz).

• It transmits 1.8 kW of RF power through a 1 m x 3 m APAA.

• Likely mission mass is ~ 400 kg, with the payload mass of 100 kg and the antenna mass of 70

kg.

• The mission design is based on already developed and time tested SSTL-300 bus which is 

currently being used with NigeriaSat-2 (with optical payloads).

• The single beam strip map mode swath is approximately 20 km with 6 m resolution. Swath is 

extendable by electronically steering the beam to achieve approximately 1(X) km at 20 m or 

150 km at 30 m resolution.

• It supports the strip map and scanning modes of operation (spot mode is not supported).

• Although not yet confirmed, the likely mission cost would be in the range of £ 40 -  50 M.

• The payload is designed to operate for ~ 2 minutes per orbit.

• NovaSAR-S aims to provide polarimetric medium resolution (6 -  30 m) imagery that is con

sidered suitable for applications such as:

o Flood monitoring, 

o Agricultural crop assessment, 

o Forest monitoring (temperate and rain forest), 

o Land use mapping, 

o Disaster management.

o Maritime applications (e.g. ship detection and oil spill monitoring).

• The design enjoys the benefits of the availability of suitable T/R module at S-band that pro- 

vides more than 100 W RF output. Thus by using only 18 T/R modules in the APAA, 1.8 kW 

of RF power would be generated. This is in contrast to other spacebome SAR missions that 

use large number of comparatively less capable T/R modules e.g. RADARSAT-2 uses 512 

T/R modules [26]. Using fewer T/R modules, saves a lot of complexity, weight, power and 

thus cost.
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Designers have selected a 40 % efficient (Power Added Efficiency (PAE)) Gallium Nitride 

(GaN) based SSPA within the T/R module [36]. It is considerably more efficient than other 

commonly used 25 -  30 % [29] modules. To generate 1.8 kW RF power at 40 % efficiency 

actually needs 4.5 kW of DC power. 60 % DC power is dissipated during the process. Due to 

these reasons, the mission would afford limited imaging time of ~ 2 minutes per orbit only.

Overall it would be a lightest weight SAR mission (in the public domain) for measuring dis

tributed targets, at reduced cost and a very quick development time (~ 24 months).

SSTL estimated the cost of NovaSAR-S to be around £ 40 -  50 M. Recently UK government 

has granted funding of £ 21 M for manufacturing the space segment (payload and the bus). 

The launching cost would be arranged separately in future. [8]

Figure 2-3:  The NovaSAR-S

Source: Adapted from [36]

Figure 2 - 3  shows the NovaSAR-S design. The left part of the figure depicts the APAA with 18 

radiating elements. This antenna is un-foldable thus, maintains the same condition during launch 

and subsequent orbital operations. The middle figure displays the layout of subsystems. The right 

most part of the figure shows the solar panels. It is evident that there are no deployable parts in

volved— which increases the overall reliability of the mission during launch and subsequent 

operational phases.

2.3.1 Applicability of NovaSAR-S Design to this Research

SSTL-300 bus operates at 28 V. To generate the pulse of 1.8 kW (RF power), 4.5 kW of DC pow

er is required, which needs -  160 A (dc) from the onboard power sub-system. The power systems
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are not designed for providing this type of current. To sustain this high current demand, bulk ca

pacitors are required with the T/R module—adding additional weight and complexity to the 

antenna and the system [36]. This aspect highlights the importance of operating the payload at 

low instantaneous power levels. Insertion of bulk capacitors— either with the T/R modules (up

front with the antenna) or using these inside the power system—these are major mass 

contributors, thus should be avoided.

For the NovaSAR-S design, the main cost savers are: the availability of already designed, devel

oped and operational bus; and, the availability of Astrium UK modular SAR design (except the 

antenna). Only the antenna required design and development. The antenna design is based on an 

S-band T/R module which is already a designed, developed and space qualified product. This as

pect highlights the importance of using maximum available commercially off the shelf resources.

This design also highlights the importance of individual capabilities (mainly the RF output power 

of -  100 W and the PAE of ~ 40 %) of the S-band SSPA being used within the T/R module. These 

individual capabilities contribute significantly in deciding the number of modules in the APAA. 

Higher output power needs fewer PAs. However, the choice is strongly frequency dependent, as 

more capable SSPAs are available at low frequency bands (S- and L-band) as compared with the 

higher frequency bands (C- and X-bands).

This design also suffers from the problems of stowage volume during launch phase, which neces

sitates a dedicated launch, mainly due to the antenna design. Because of dedicated launch, the 

proportionate launching cost would be ~ 50 % of the mission cost.

2.4 MAPSAR (Multi-Application Purpose SAR)

MAPSAR is a joint Brazilian and German venture. The SAR is being designed to operate at L- 

band. The mission is based on the Brazil’s Multi-Mission Platform (500 kg class spacecraft)— an 

already designed and developed platform. The mission objectives are the assessment, manage

ment and monitoring of natural resources especially forests. [11]

The main envisaged problem for the L-band SAR is the large antenna size required compared to 

other higher frequency bands. For this purpose, the designers have selected a light-weight Casse-

grain reflector configuration with an elliptical parabolic main reflector, 7.5 m in azimuth and 5 m 

in elevation, as shown in Figure 2 - 4 .  [16]

The second design issue is the implementation of the high power amplifier (HPA) for generation 

of the radar pulses. In order to generate 1 kW of peak RF power, 4 space qualified TWT PAs,

each with 250 W output power, are used. The output from these individual TWTs is combined in 

the waveguides [16]. The combined mass of RF PAs, the mechanical assemblies (waveguides).
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the harness, backend sensor electronics etc. is -160 kg [11].

Single, dual and quad polarization modes would be available. The satellite altitude is selected at 

620 km. The incidence angle varies from 20 -  45° with instantaneous swaths of 32 -  55 km and 

resolutions of 4 -  20 m. [11]

It would only support the strip map mode of operation. Within this mode, pre-programmed flexi

ble look angles, on both sides of the nadir (left/right looking) allows achieving wider imaging 

area.

The anticipated mission mass would be 532 kg. Although there have been considerable delays in 

the design and development stages, the MAPSAR is scheduled for launch by the end 2012 or ear

ly in 2013. [37]

The MAPSAR is an apphcation-specific design which provides single, dual and quad polarimetric 

modes with varying resolutions and swath. These sensor requirements are particularly helpful to 

serve the applications such as forestry, agriculture, hydrology, urban mapping, disaster monitoring 

(oil slicks, ship monitoring etc.) and many other public and commercial apphcations. The longer 

wavelengths at L-band penetrate deeply through the canopy and help in monitoring the surface con

ditions in forests and agricultural lands [11].

antenna feed horn subreflector, data downlink

SAR reflector antenna

SAR payload

satellite bus
solar panel

Figure 2-4:  The MAPSAR

Source: Adapted from [11]

2.4.1 Applicability of MAPSAR Design to this Research

The MAPSAR’s innovative reflector antenna design using Cassegrain configuration suggests an

other reflector illumination technique that has many advantages over the Newtonian technique
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used with the TecSAR. Cassegrain configuration is particularly useful for large size antennas. The 

size of the horn (feed mechanism) is large for the L-band as compared with the X-band 

(TecSAR). For the Newtonian design, the horn is kept away from the main reflector at a focal 

point. It means a large and heavy horn hanging away from the main body, besides other issues, 

would start acting as a gravity boom—a situation which should always be avoided from the astro- 

dynamic point of view. The Cassegrain configuration keeps the horn at the vertex, thus evading 

these problems faced with the Newtonian configuration.

To generate 1 kW RF power, 4 TWTs are used in this design. RF PA is a critical component in the 

SAR payload design. It needs at least 2 TWTs to be kept in cold redundancy. The mass of each 

TWT at L-band is -  6 kg. In total six TWTs would require ~ 36 kg mass budget for RF PA. This 

research aims at proposing a microsatellite based design which should have mass of -  150 kg. 

Allocating -  36 kg only for the RF PA, may not be a feasible solution. This problem can be cir

cumvented by keeping the instantaneous RF power levels low so that a single SSPA or TWT 

could be used.

2.5 LFM CW SAR -  A Nano-SAR Design for Aerial Platforms

During recent years the demand to provide battlefield imagery in all environmental conditions has 

increased. Being flexible, low cost and low risk. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are consid

ered a suitable platform for this puipose. Besides these advantages, these platforms have 

constraints that restrict them to support limited payload mass, volume and power. Any payload 

considered suitable for use with these platforms, needs to conform to these constraints. Since 

SAR can provide imagery in all environmental conditions, however, the conventional SARs based 

on pulsed technology are neither low cost nor light-weight.

Figure 2-5:  A 2 lb Nano-SAR based on LFM CW technique
Source: Adapted from [38]

This scenario motivated SAR designers to develop an alternative technology in the form of LFM 
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CW SAR in early 2002. Technology demonstrators have proved to be successful and now quali

fied products are being provided to end users. [39] Figure 2 - 5  shows one of these finished 

products. The manufacturers named it a 2 lb (~ 1 kg) Nano-SAR. [38]

2.5.1 Working Principle

To achieve adequate antenna isolation (through a duplexer network) for a spacebome pulsed 

SAR, high powered ( - 1 - 2  kW or so) and narrow ( -  5 -  10 % duty cycle [12]) pulses as shown 

in Figure 2 - 6, are transmitted. After transmitting this narrow chirp (Appendix A), the transmitter 

remains silent and the system waits for the echo to be received, processed and recorded. But in 

the case of CW, the same chirp is extended over the complete cycle (100 % duty cycle) and is 

transmitted continuously. In the first case the pulse has to be high powered so that the average 

transmitted RF power (on time + off time) over the entire cycle remains high enough to achieve 

adequate Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The process of generating this high peak powered pulse 

necessarily needs a very high instantaneous power. But for the CW case, the equivalent average 

power over the complete cycle is maintained such that requirement of high instantaneous power is 

avoided.
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Figure 2-6:  Comparison of Pulsed (Seasat SAR) and LFM CW SAR (Time vs. Power)

The Average RF Power ‘ ’ over the entire cycle (pulse on time+ off time = PRI) may be related

to the Peak RF Power ‘ ’ by:

(2 - 1) [40]
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where is the PRF (Fiz), i f  (s) is the chirp length, and PRI (s) is Pulse Repetition Interval (recip

rocal of PRF). Thus by using this relationship, as an example, the Seasat SAR mission (timing 

diagram shown in Figure 2 - 6 )  that had F] = 1 kW, =1630 Hz and r '  = 33 fis (5.4 % duty cy

cle). [18], actually required average RF power of = 54 W only.

Now if the pulse is fully extended (over entire PRI) keeping = 54 W , an equivalent SNR may 

be achieved. Figure 2 - 6  shows the comparison for both pulsed and CW SAR cases. It shows that 

the average RF power in both the cases remains the same, but the instantaneous power levels vary 

significantly. Generation and handling of low instantaneous power levels in the case of CW is 

easier as compared with the very high instantaneous power levels ( 1 - 2  kW) typical of space

bome pulsed SAR missions.

Similar to the pulsed SAR, CW SAR also uses a chirp signal where the carrier frequency is line

arly increased according to the modulating (saw tooth waveform in this case) signal. While 

continuously transmitting, the frequency of the transmit signal increases and decreases repeatedly. 

The time interval it takes for the frequency oscillation to ramp up and down is considered the 

pulse repetition interval (PRI) and the number of up/down cycles per second is the PRF. [14]

For a CW SAR the transmission is continuous in nature, therefore a dedicated transmitter antenna 

is required. The radar retums are also continuous in nature, thus in order to receive the retums, a 

dedicated receiver antenna is necessarily required. Depending upon the antenna isolation re

quirements, the transmitter and the receiver antennas may be co-located—having a very short 

inter antenna distance, that virtually yields a mono-static configuration (from platform point of 

view). Consequently an airbome CW SAR design may be characterized as a two antenna solution 

from a single (mono-static) platform.

Phased Array 
Patch Antenna

Phased Array 
Patch Antenna

Transmit 3W Power Amp

  BPF A— I

100 MHz STALO
Digital Chirp 
Generator

5.56 GHz Center Frequency 
80 MHz Bandwidth LFM-CW Signal

Sample Clock

Custom FPGA-based Data 
Acquisiton Board With Dual 
Compact Flash Disks

330 kHz
A/D Converter

Receive
Signal Compact 

Flash
Compact 
FlashuSAR Stack 18'12 VDC Power From UAV

Figure 2-7:  Simplifîed block diagram of a UAV based LFM CW SAR

Source: Adapted from [14]

Figure 2 - 7  shows the block diagram of an initially developed LFM CW SAR (for an airbome
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platform) [14]. The upper portion of the block diagram represents the transmitter and the lower, 

the receiver. The right hand portion is a customized Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

based data acquisition board. In the transmitter portion, the digital chirp generator operates on 

two inputs. One is the carrier frequency (5.56 GHz) that is derived from a 100 MHz stable oscilla

tor and the other is the saw-tooth waveform that repeats itself according to the set PRF. The saw

tooth waveform varies the carrier frequency from 5.56 GHz to 5.64 GHz (i.e., 80 MHz is the re

quired bandwidth). During this process, additional frequencies (harmonics) are also produced. At 

the output of the Digital Chirp Generator, the Band Pass Filter (BPF) allows only the band of fre

quencies (5.56 -  5.64 GHz) to be passed to the RF PA, which are required for SAR operation. 

Since the sensor electronics generates the LFM CW signal at very low power levels, a 3 W SSPA 

is used to amplify this low power signal before transmission through a dedicated transmitter an

tenna. A copy of this transmitted signal (LFM CW) is also fed to the receiver for demodulation.

Note: This copy should be the same that is being transmitted (before amplification), whereas in 

this published block diagram, apparently the authors are showing it as the unfiltered copy from 

the digital chirp generator (thus having harmonic frequencies). In reality the signal is fed back to 

the receiver after passing through BPF.

The amplified signal is then transmitted through a micro strip patch antenna. The echo is then re

ceived by the receiver antenna; it is amplified by the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) that is centred 

at the carrier frequency. The output of the LNA is filtered using a BPF. This output is then fed to 

the mixer that is also provided with the copy of the transmitted signal. This direct mixing of the 

two signals results into a difference/beat frequency that is then digitized by the Analogue to Digi

tal Converter (ADC). Thus, range (i.e., time delay) is directly translated to frequency.

Figure 2 - 8 (a) shows the transmitted and the received signals. For airbome platforms the dis

tance to the target is short, the received signal retums before the chirp period finishes, therefore it 

is possible to mix these directly to obtain a difference (beat) frequency (such a receiver design 

arrangement is known as homodyne). For the case mentioned in Figure 2 - 7 ,  this beat frequency 

(maximum) is of the order of 165 kHz [14], thus requires the ADC sampling frequency to be only 

330 kHz, which in retum produces significantly reduced data rates. As the discussion follows in 

the subsequent paragraphs in the light of the Figure 2 - 8 (a), that the difference between the 

transmitted frequency and the received echoes (frequency) from the farthest distance (time delays 

translated into the frequency) would be 165 kHz.

Note: The pulsed SAR receivers usually employ baseband conversions (these receivers are also 

known as the heterodyne receiver design [41]). Through a stepwise down conversion, the original 

baseband bandwidth ‘B’ is recovered. This particular case needs a bandwidth of 80 MHz to 

achieve a slant range resolution of 1.87 m. The equivalent pulsed heterodyne receiver needs to
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sample it at 160 MHz to satisfy the Nyquist criterion, thus producing very high data rates (pulsed: 

160 MHz; CW: 330 kHz).

Despite using separate transmitter and receiver antennas, the LFM CW SAR designs encounter 

major problems from two types of interfering signals: the feed through and the nadir echo signal.

The feed through signal is the leakage signal that flows from the transmitter antenna to the re

ceiver antenna. Since SAR is used from a mono-static aerial platform where both antennas are 

separated over a very short (few cm) distance, this results in a distinct feed through signal. This 

signal needs to be filtered out in the processing before digitizing the beat frequencies (that are 

representative of different taigets).

Similar to feed thiough signal, the nadir retums are also strong and continuous in nature. The ef

fect of nadir retums in the case of pulsed SAR is mitigated by adjusting the PRF but in the case of 

CW SAR, due to continuous nature of the transmission, nadir retums also appear continuously 

and thus need to be filtered out before digitizing the beat frequencies.
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Figure 2-8:  (a): Time vs. Frequency relationship of a chirp signal in LFM CW SAR. (b): Beat fre

quencies corresponding to feed through, nadir returns and radar returns

For the homodyne receiver design, the beat frequency (Hz) may be calculated as:
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f , = ^ ^ - X - f r X B  (Hz) .......  ( 2 - 2 )  [42]

where Rg is the slant range to the target (m), c is the speed of light (m/s), is the PRF (Hz) and B 

is the bandwidth (Hz).

Figure 2 - 8 (a) shows the time vs. frequency relationship amongst the transmitted signal (that 

spans from 0 to T seconds, where T is the PRI) and the feed through signal (received at fpy ), the 

nadir retums (represented by ,..... . ) and the radar retums from the desired swath (repre-

sented by q , The transmitted signal varies from the carrier frequency to ( /^  + S )  Hz

(according to the set bandwidth, B). By using Eq. 2 - 2, due to very short inter-antenna distance, 

the resultant feed through beat frequency would be very distinct among the band of beat frequen

cies, as shown towards the lower part of the beat frequency spectrum in Figure 2 - 8 (b). After this 

feed through beat frequency appears the beat frequencies for nadir retums, which are followed by

2R /the retums from desired swath. The time related term V  in the Eq. 2 - 2  translates into corre-

sponding beat frequencies in the spectrum. As shown in the Figure 2 - 7 ,  after directly mixing the 

transmitted and the received signals (this process is also called de-chirping), the beat frequency 

spectrum is achieved. By using a High Pass Filter (HPF) that has a cut off frequency at the beat 

frequencies towards the higher side of the nadir retums, the higher frequencies i.e., the beat fre

quencies representing the targets from the desired swath are allowed to pass through and lower 

beat frequencies, that are representative of feed through and the nadir retums are stopped. Then 

by using a Low Pass Filter (LPF)— which has the cut off at the highest beat frequency that is rep

resentative of the farthest target in the swath, the desired band of beat frequencies are allowed 

through for digitization. As claimed by [43] and [44], that by using this combination of HPF and 

LPF (that is actually implemented a BPF), the effects of feed through and nadir echo are reduced.

Overall the LFM CW SAR design yields the advantages of operating the SAR and bus at low in

stantaneous power levels and with reduced circuitry due to the homodyne receiver design. This 

combination results in significantly reducing the SAR mass and cost for the aerial platforms. Sim

ilar advantages are expected if it is implemented from a microsatellite platform.

2.6 Advancements in the Key Technologies

In the preceding sections complete SAR systems were discussed with a view to identifying the 

contributions of different design aspects on the overall mission mass, volume and the cost. Here a 

brief discussion follows to focus on some individual sub-systems that are considered critical and 

potential cost, mass and power savers, for microsatellite SAR payload design.
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2.6.1 RF PA

The choice of RF PA and the antenna is largely dependent on the frequency of the radar. Before 

discussing the antennas, let us focus on the PA first. While selecting the PA one has to look at the 

trade-off factors such as peak and average power, stability and low noise. The PA has to operate 

with high efficiency, wide bandwidth, high reliability, long life, minimum maintenance, and ideal

ly comparable cost to that of the antenna, reasonable weight and size etc. [41]

During subsequent discussions, the term power efficiency will be used. It means Power Added 

Efficiency (PAE) that may be defined as a measure of how much DC power ( Pj^ç ) is converted to 

output RF power ( Prpo^ ) keeping into consideration the input RF power ( ).

PAE = 100x ~ ) = 100x ~ )   ( 2 - 3 )  [45]
^DC ^DC ^  ^DC

A RF PA may be an electron beam amplifier (e.g. Klystron, TWT etc.) or transistor based (i.e., 

SSPA). Each of these technologies has its own pros and cons. Electron beam amplifiers are con

sidered 50 -  65 % power efficient and can provide high power outputs in the ranges from a few 

hundred watts to a MW. These are designed for almost the entire RF spectrum with varying out

put performances [46]. Since Radar inception, these have dominated the radar transmitters 

because a single electron beam amplifier may be sufficient to provide the required amplification. 

The major concerning issues with these devices are:

• In order to operate the electron beam amplifier, it needs a very high potential difference be

tween the cathode and anodes (e.g. 6 kV for the X-band TWT used with TecSAR [30]). For 

this purpose, a switch mode DC to DC power supply is used, which adds weight and com

plexity to the transmitter and also introduces additional power losses in the form of heat 

during this DC up conversion.

• Overall the mass and size of an electron beam amplifier is inversely related to the operating 

frequency. The higher frequency bands would get a light-weight and small sized tubes. As an 

example, X-band TWT used with TecSAR weighs 720 g [30] whereas S-band TWT weighs 

more than 5 kg [46]. The 150 W L-band TWT weighs ~ 6 kg, with dimensions of 634 x 66 x 

77 mm^ [47].

• The choice of the type of the tube amplifier is also driven by the bandwidth it can support. 

For example, a single Klystron tube provides much higher output powers but these are heavy 

(~ 25 -  35 kg), expensive, less efficient and support only narrow bandwidths. On the other 

hand, the TWT are more efficient and support wide bandwidths but as the power output in

creases, the supported bandwidth reduces. These are considered more suitable for large duty 

cycles and at low output powers. [41]
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• The transmitter is a critical subsystem of the SAR design thus needs to be kept redundant to 

increase system reliability. If only one tube is used, then to keep one in reserve (cold redun

dant) means a complete tube assembly— thus adds additional weight and cost to the mission.

Electron beam amplifiers are best suited for transmitter designs where central amplification is 

required such as for the passive corporate fed patch antennas (e.g. as on Seasat SAR) or reflector

antennas (e.g. TecSAR, MAPSAR etc.).

SSPAs offer many inherent advantages over the electron beam tube amplifiers. The factors which 

help in making a suitable choice are:

• These do not need any high voltage power supplies which are otherwise required with elec

tron beam amplifiers.

• As was previously mentioned that at S-band, the TWT weighs -  5 kg but the equivalent SSPA 

weighs -1.2 kg. In addition, the footprint volume is also very important. The same S-band 

SSPAs footprint is about 1/5 the volume of equivalent electron beam amplifier. [46]

• SSPA intrinsically supports wider bandwidths as compared with the electron beam amplifiers. 

For example, the electron beam amplifiers generally support bandwidths in the range of 10 -  

20 % whereas SSPA support up to -30  % bandwidths. [41]

• A single SSPA remains limited in providing the large output power as compared with a single 

tube amplifier. This limitation is offset by using a large number of low power individual 

SSPAs in distributed (in parallel) arrangement within the APAA. This arrangement provides 

space amplification that yields equivalent output power as achieved through a single electron 

beam amplifier. But this arrangement increases complexity and gives rise to high antenna 

weight and cost.

• Once used in parallel within the APAA, then inherent redundancy is also ensured. Failure of a 

few individual amplifiers is gracefully compensated by others.

• The SSPA have demonstrated good performance at low frequency bands such as L- and S- 

bands. But SSPA individual output power and the efficiency drops as the frequency increases. 

Thus applicability of SSPA is more appropriate at low frequency bands where suitable indi

vidual output power coupled with high efficiency may be utilized in different PA/antenna 

configurations.

The SSPA technology relies on semiconductor materials that are generally based on various com

pound semiconductors such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Indium Phosphide (InP), Silicon 

Carbide (SiC), Gallium Nitride (GaN), or Silicon Germanium (SiGe). Each has its own ad- 

vantages and disadvantages once compared on frequency vs. amplification matrix but GaN, SiC
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and GaAs are referred to as wide band gap semiconductors that yield high output power levels at 

most of the low radar frequency bands. [41]

Different researchers have claimed achieving equivalent or better performance than the electron 

beam amplifiers. As claimed by [48] it has been possible to achieve 37 % efficiency for the 50 W, 

L-band for a space qualified SSPA by using GaAs. Whereas [46] claims that space systems of 

Mitsubishi have achieved space hardened 150 W outputs at S-band by using GaN with 53.8 % 

efficiency, which is comparable to those of the TWT. In addition, [49] claims to have achieved 63 

% PAE at L-band with 75 W output power by using GaN technology. They also claim to have 

achieved 56 % PAE at L-band with 204 W. Their products are radar specific.

This discussion may be summarised on this note that although higher power amplifications may 

be achieved with other semiconductor compounds such as SiC or GaAs at low frequency bands 

with moderate efficiencies in the range of 30 -  40 % but higher efficiencies are becoming possi

ble by using GaN. The on-going research in GaN is expanding the frontiers of the efficiency, 

power output and frequency. [50]

2.6.2 Spacebome SAR Antennas

To address the range and azimuth ambiguities, the antenna has to conform to a minimum area 

limitation. This requires a large size antenna for a spacebome SAR mission. On one hand, design

ing, developing and launching a large size antenna poses serious technological challenges but on 

the other hand, it yields a high antenna gain that is necessarily required to obtain adequate SNR 

with limited onboard power resources. Two types of SAR antennas are used for spacebome SAR 

missions. These are the planar and reflector antennas.

The Planar Antennas

The planar antennas may further be classified as passive phase array antenna (PPAA) and APAA.

PPAA (also called passive corporate feed patch antennas or constrained type) use micro strip 

patches or slotted waveguide to transmit and receive RF power. In most of the cases, the RF pow

er amplification is done centrally. After amplification, the RF power is transported to these 

patches through RF coaxial cables/wave guides. In order to maintain phase centre, phase shifters 

are used at the front ends. SEASAT, JERS -  1/LSAR used this type of antenna. The major ad

vantage comes from the fact that design is based on a central RF power amplification that may be 

achieved from a single or combination of few electron beam ampliffers.

APAA is based on distributed RF power amplification. In this design a large number of SSPA 

based T/R modules are attached to the micro strip patches. This design provides inherent redun

dancy to the RF PA as these are used in large numbers, a failure of a few may be compensated by
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others. ALOS-1/ PALSAR, COSMO-Skymed, ENVISAT/ASAR, ERS-1 & 2, RADARSAT-1 & 

2 etc. have used this type of antenna. As the gain of individual SSPA increases, the number of 

T/R modules needed in the antenna correspondingly reduces e.g. only 18 T/R modules each with 

100 W output, are being used with NovaSAR-S APAA antenna to produce a net output RF power 

of 1.8 kW. As the SSPA technology develops in future, giving rise to higher output powers from 

individual amplifiers, the number of these modules would be further reduced. Due to complex 

design involved in the development of these antennas, the mass of these antennas varies for each 

mission generally from 70 -  800 kg.

Reflector Antennas

Reflector antennas provide a suitable low cost and light-weight altemative to the planar antennas 

as was discussed while analysing TecSAR and MAPSAR missions [30], [16]. In addition, to ac

crue the similar benefits, reflector antennas are also becoming popular with communication 

satellites as well. For example, a 9 m diameter AstroMesh reflector antenna has been used with 

Inmarsat-4 satellites and now another 11 m diameter is being used with Alphasat I-XL communi

cation satellite [51], [52].
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Figure 2 - 9: Depicts the inflatable antenna system concept, (a) shows that inflatable annulus is 
stored completely under the feed system during launch phase (b) shows once inflated in the space

Source: Adapted from [53]

However, these antennas are based on the deployable techniques (similar to folding an umbrella).
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Since early 1960's, the research has been directed to develop altemative technologies for launch-

ing large size antennas with compact stowage volume. National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), under the Earth Science Technology Program, is currently developing a 

novel instrument concept with associated antenna technologies for a space-based 35 m diameter, 

Ka-band (35 GHz) radar for monitoring hurricanes, cyclones and severe storms from a geosta

tionary orbit. [54]

This technique utilizes inflatable technology instead of deployable ones. This concept is shown in 

Figure 2 - 9. Part (a) shows that during the launch phase, the reflector surface remains un-inflated

under a small and rigid dish. The feed horn may be kept fixed or may also be rolled back (like a 

telescopic arm) during launch phase. The compact stowage volume is almost same as that of the 

bus itself. After launch, the reflector is inflated and maintained using gases. Part (b) shows how 

the space segment looks like after the reflector is inflated.

Proof of concept experiments of this inflatable technology were conducted in space in 1996 by 

NASA. A 14 m diameter antenna was successfully deployed within 5 minutes by using Nitrogen 

gas. The demonstration proved to be very successful especially achieving very high surface accu

racies in the order of 0.1 -  0.2 mm in the true thermal and microgravity environment. These 

demonstrated accuracies satisfy the requirements of all L -  X bands. This antenna was developed 

at a cost of $ 1 M (in 1996). [55]

Inflatable technology would be instrumental in providing light-weight and compact stowage vol

umes for space missions with large antenna sizes.

2.7 Cost Analysis

For most spacebome SAR missions, the cost effects are publicly not released due to confidential 

nature of these projects. Often, these missions are institutionally funded and considered a source 

of national power projection.

Envisat (space segment mass of 8140 kg, launched in 2002) is considered as an extreme case 

where many Earth observation and scientific sensors were put together on a large satellite and 

launched as a single mission. The overall cost of the mission was € 2 Billions. This included the

design, development, manufacturing, launch and 5 years operations. [56]

While considering the overall mission costs, the m^or portion of this goes to the launching sys

tem. For injecting small satellites (< KXK) kg) into the orbit, less powerful launchers are needed. 

If Russian launcher such as Naper is arranged, then the dedicated launch cost i s - E 1 2 - 1 6 M ,  

and if European (Vega) or American (Falcon) launchers are considered then the price would be -  

E 2 1 M.  [8]
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Within SAR payload, the antenna and the type of the PA have significant imprints on the mission 

mass and the cost. If an APAA is used, then ~ 60 % payload cost goes to design and development 

of this antenna and rest is shared among other electronic subsystems. Recently, UK government 

has funded £ 21 M for the payload and the platform development of NovaSAR-S [8]. Due to 

commercially confidential nature of the NovaSAR-S, the further breakdown of £ 21 M (between 

payload and the bus) is not known but previously released information about S STL-300 bus price 

is ~ £ 9.5 M [57]. It may be inferred that ~ £ 11.5 M is allocated to payload development.

While considering the prices for the RF PA, the unit price of an off the shelf space qualified L- 

band 50 W TWT amplifier varies from £ 0.5 ~ 1 M [8]. On the other hand, the unitary prices of 

different T/R modules vary from £ 100 -  1000. [58] If the PA is separately used, the price will be 

further reduced. For radar specific (commercial off the shelf) SSPA of 150 -  200 W RF output at 

L-band, the exaggerated cost may be £ 5,000 -  10,000 per unit [8].

2.8 Conclusions and Research Potential

rhe (scamples cf ly^ht^weigfü s%)aceb(%TK; S/VR inüssiorw (üseiissed in this clbapfer indicate a shih

from heavy planar antennas to light-weight and low cost reflector antennas as demonstrated by 

TecSAR (3 m and 4.5 m) and MAPSAR (7.5 m x 5 m). These examples take the advantage of al

ready designed and developed, time tested existing buses. This aspect contributes significantly in 

reducing the overall mission cost and development time.

CW SAR offers two major advantages: it operates at reduced RF instantaneous power levels 

hence are more power efficient, and simple system (especially receiver) design. A major disad

vantage comes from achieving higher antenna isolations that necessitates using two antennas. Use 

of this technique with microsatellites has the potential of employing a single SSPA.

The PA and the antenna play significant roles in designing light-weight and cost effective SAR 

missions. The analysis of TecSAR and MAPSAR designs shows the use of deployable reflector 

antennas with TWTs. But these required mission dedicated launches due to large stowage volume. 

There is a research potential to explore the benefits of using a novel combination of “reflector 

antenna with a single SSPA”, such that the planned mission yields a compact stowage volume 

which is suitable for a shared launch.
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3 USER REQUIREMENTS

By pursuing an application-driven development approach and focusing on a narrow range of ap- 

plications, a low cost and light-weight mission may be designed. Since this research aims at

complementing the existing optical DMC resources, applications mainly related to environmental 

hazards such as forestry and disaster monitoring are analysed with a view to deducing the relevant 

SAR parameters. The forestry applications include clear cut/deforestation monitoring and forest 

fire monitoring and mapping. The disaster monitoring applications encompass flood delineation 

and monitoring; oil spill detection; hurricanes; geological hazards such as earthquakes, landslides 

and volcanic disasters.

A detailed analysing of different facets of these applications and finding out the relevant spatial, 

radiometric and platform's attitude, orbit and control parameters, it reveals that these are closely

related to the recently retired phase array L-band (PAL) ALOS SAR system. ALOS has been a 

source of providing continuous L-band imagery during its mission life from Jan 2006 up till May 

2011. If the spatial, radiometric and platform parameters of the proposed design can be matched 

to those of the ALOS, it would then imply that the wide range of applications which were served 

with fine beam dual polarized ALOS can also be served by the proposed mission.

Nowadays, a widely accepted and practiced approach is to build the payload around the available 

satellite buses. This approach saves significant time and labour cost because the bus does not need 

to be engineered according to the payload rather the payload can be built around the capabili

ties/limitations these busses offer/impose. Keeping this in mind, the baseline capabilities of 

already designed, developed, time tested and space qualiBed SSTL buses are also included.

This chapter thus sets the application-specific sensor requirements, and also what the available 

platform resources/capabilities and their limitations are. Subsequent mission (payload and plat

form) design would emerge as a trade-off between them.

3.1 Radar Clutter Statistics

When a radar (air, ground, ship or shore based) is used to detect/track a target, the energy 

backscattered from the terrain clutters the fidelity of the desired signal. During World War II the 

term radar clutter was introduced to denote unwanted radar echoes from extended targets such as
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rain, land, water etc., that interfered with the intended signals (echoes from the actual targets). In 

this context the radar terrain clutter encompassed all aspects of scattering from terrain surfaces. 

The advent of imaging radar in early 1950s changed the outlook of the clutter from an interfering 

(problematic) source to an information source. It was mainly due to the fact that imaging radar 

acquires the information that is derived from the knowledge of how the electromagnetic waves 

scatter from rough surfaces and inhomogeneous media. This information takes into account theo- 

retical models for electromagnetic interactions with surfaces and volumes, experimental 

measurements of the backscattering cross section per unit area ' ' for various types of the ter-

rain, and the statistics associated with the scattering process. Because of this wider scope of the 

intended applications of the radar scattering, in today’s literature the generic term “Radar Scatter

ing from Distributed Targets”, has become a norm (instead of terrain clutter) to refer to the topics 

previously classified as radar clutter. [59]

Historically radars have predominantly been used in the military domain, thus many terms and 

concepts associated with it have strong association with its military inheritance. From the detec

tion and tracking applications, terrain scattering is viewed in statistical terms because the 

objective is to determine the degradation in the false alarm probability that may result from ter

rain background. Consequently the term radar clutter has evolved into the more specific term

“Radar Clutter Statistics” denoted by Probability Density Functions (PDF) characterising ( f . [59] 

(7̂  of the terrain varies as a function of two sets of parameters: [1], [59]

• The sensor parameters that include the wavelength, the polarization configurations and the 

viewing geometry.

• The terrain parameters that include its dielectric properties, surface roughness and geomet

rical characteristics.

In this backdrop, it may be said that in general, the PDF is both sensor and terrain type specific. 

In some cases, more precisely, it may be termed as terrain condition specific e.g. a forest exhibit 

changes in both its dielectric properties and geometry as a function of time; the backscattering 

properties vary significantly from a calm or rough sea. [59]

A distributed target usually consists of several randomly distributed scatterers. On illumination by 

a coherent electromagnetic signal, the magnitude of the scattered signal is equal to the phasor sum 

of the returns from all the scatterers illuminated by the incident beam. The backscattered signal is 

a random variable because the dielectric and geometric properties of the terrain surfaces are also 

random variables. [59]
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3.2 SAR Applications

During early development stages (1950s) of SAR, the technology remained mainly restricted for 

military applications. In the subsequent years (1960 -  70s) the access to this technology was 

made open for civilian use as well. As the sensor technology developed, in return, it enhanced the 

capabilities of the SAR. These have diversified the scope of practical applications of SAR. Salient 

applications relevant to this research are discussed in the following sections. [1], [60], [61], [62]

3.3 Land Cover and Land Use Applications

Land cover refers to the surface cover on the ground, whether vegetation, urban infrastructure, 

water, bare soil or others. It involves identifying, delineating and mapping the land cover. Land 

cover information is important for global monitoring studies, resource management and planning 

activities. Identification of land cover establishes the baseline from which monitoring activities 

(change detection) can be performed, and provides the ground cover information for baseline 

thematic maps. [1]

Land use refers to the purpose the land serves, for example, recreation, wildlife habitat, forests, 

agriculture, urban etc. It involves both baseline mapping and subsequent monitoring. Timely in- 

formation is required to know what current quantity of land is in what type of use and to identify

the land use changes with respect to time. [1]

The difference between land cover and land use is instrumental in exploiting the information ob

tained during data acquisition process. The properties measured with remote sensing techniques 

relate to land cover from which land use can be inferred, particularly with ancillary data or a pri- 

on knowledge. [1]

SAR plays important role in diversified land specific applications such as: [1], [60], [62], [63], 

[64]

Agriculture classification and management 

Aquaculture mapping

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and mapping

Disaster monitoring (forest fires, floods, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions etc.)

Forest mapping

Monitoring of land subsidence 

Rice mapping 

Snow and ice mapping
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• Hydrology and water resource management

• Land use monitoring and land cover classification

• Geological surveying and mineral resource exploration

• Terrestrial ecosystem and forestry management

• Surveying of archaeological sites

• and many other new areas of research being explored.

The list of SAR land applications is long and ever expanding. To remain focused in this research, 

forestry and disaster monitoring are analysed in detail in the subsequent sections.

3.3.1 Forestry

Figure 3 - 1  represents the distribution of the world’s forests according to the areas (tropical, tem

perate) and type of wood (hard, soft and mixed wood). According to the statistics released by the 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAQ) of United Nations (UN) Global Forest Resources As

sessment 2000, forests cover almost one-third of the world's land area or 3869 million hectares, of 

which 95 % is natural forest and 5 % is planted forest. Forests are distributed unevenly across the 

globe with 17 % in Africa, 14 % in Asia, 27 % in Europe, 14 % in North and Central America, 23 

% in South America and 5% in Oceania. [65]
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Figure 3 -1: Distribution of the world’s forests

Source; Adapted from [66]
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Looking at the world’s forests distribution, two distinct regions may be identified: tropical and 

boreal. Both these regions have characteristic environmental conditions that strongly support the 

use of SAR. The ability of the SAR to provide high resolution imagery independent of weather or 

sunlight is particularly important for regions of the planet that present restrictions to the use of 

optical sensors due to the presence of rain, perennial clouds, haze etc. (e.g. tropical regions such 

as Amazon) or where solar illumination is insufficient (boreal regions). Besides this, SAR also 

has the ability to penetrate the vegetation canopy, which is not possible using optical sensors. 

Thus the data acquired by SAR serves to map and monitor the use of the land, forestry and agri- 

culture particularly in these regions. [11], [60], [65]

Forests are a valuable resource providing wildlife habitat, food, shelter, and daily supplies such as

medicinal ingredients and paper. Forests play an important role in balancing the Earth’s CO2 sup- 

ply and exchange, acting as a key link between the atmosphere, geo-sphere, and hydrosphere.

M^or issues concerning forest management are depletion due to natural causes (fires and infesta-

tions) or human activity (clear-cutting, burning, land conversion) and monitoring of health and 

growth for effective commercial exploitation and conservation. [1]

The forest related applications may be sub-categorized as: [10]

• Forest resource assessment applications which include the inversion of dendrometric or struc

tural parameters at the stand level such as biomass, forest species, and stand structural 

organization.

* Forest resource monitoring that includes the routine mapping of deforestation, clear-cuts, fire 

(scars) and flooding.

3.3.1.1 Forest Resource Assessment

Forests play important role in maintaining the global carbon balance. Carbon cycle as it relates to 

CO2 (Carbon dioxide) which is a greenhouse gas, is fundamental to the study of the Earth’s cli

mate. The deforestation and afforestation are believed to have the highest effect on the net flux of 

greenhouse gases. Carbon is stored in the form of biomass in forests. This biomass is interde

pendent with factors such as nutrient fluxes, water availability, forest age, and temperature. 

Critical piece of information gathered by monitoring the changes in biomass helps in better un

derstanding the global carbon cycle. [64]

Among remote sensing instruments, SAR has shown to have unique capabilities to respond to 

biomass over a usable range and give reliable temporal information [64]. In order to quantify the 

biomass, the sensor requires, in most cases, measurements from the complete structure of the for

est canopy or tree depending upon the spatial resolution of the sensor [10]. The shorter

wavelengths (such as C- or X-band etc.) do not penetrate deep through the canopy, thus for this
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type of measurements, low frequencies such as L- or P- bands are preferred [64], [10]. If it is de

sired to discriminate the forest type and estimate the biomass, a single polarization offers little potential 

[10].

Previous research and experiments conducted by polarimetric L-band spacebome imaging radar 

(SIR-C) mission has demonstrated the potential of monitoring patterns of forest re-growth follow

ing disturbance in many different forest ecosystems. However, the use of SAR for biomass 

mapping is often complicated by factors that include the non-homogeneity of forest stands and 

relief induced backscatter variations [10]. For high biomass heterogeneous forest with trees of 

different types, height and structure, classification based on polarimetric SAR data alone does not 

provide sufficient sensitivity for the separation of representative forest classes. To extend the 

classification observation space is to introduce interferometric observations. However, the sensi- 

tivity of the interferometric coherence to the spatial variability of vegetation height and density 

makes the classification of forest structural parameters a challenge. Even small variations of the 

vegetation layer characteristics (height and density) and variation of the underlying ground scat- 

tering mechanism (on the order of few percent) affect the position of the effective scattering 

centre and are reflected with different coherence values. [67]

More recent research based on utilizing polarimetric-interferometric SAR (Pol-InSAR) has shown 

that reliable forest classification may be attainable that eventually helps forest monitoring and 

forest management. Jointly with forest height estimation, forest classification improves biomass

estimation and forest mapping. [67]

One such study by using Pol-InSAR was demonstrated using DLR airborne B-SAR L-band Pol- 

InSAR datasets acquired in 2003 in a fully polarimetric repeat pass interferometric mode with a 

small spatial baseline (5 m), spatial resolution of less than 3 m and a temporal baseline (10 

minutes) over the Traunstein test site. The forest classification results were validated against the 

available ground measurements. The Traunstein test site is located in SE-Germany and is a man

aged high biomass forest test site (biomass up to 450 t/ha) on relatively flat terrain. The site is 

composed of various agricultural areas, forests, and some urban zones. [67]

This research focuses on the forest resource monitoring (clear cuts/deforestation and forest Ere

monitoring/mapping). Against this backdrop, the proposed SAR design should primarily cater for 

the spatial and radiometric specifications relating to the resource monitoring. If it could also par- 

tially serve the resource assessment specifications, it would be an added advantage.

3.3.1.2 Forest Resource Monitoring

3.3.1.2.1 Clear Cuts and Deforestation

Wood extraction from forests is an ever increasing demand. Depletion of forest resources has long 
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term implications for climate, soil conservation, biodiversity and hydrological regimes, and is 

therefore a vital concern of environmental monitoring activities. Commercial forestry is an im

portant industry throughout the world. Forests are cropped and re-harvested, and the search for 

potential new areas continues. In order to conserve native and virgin forest areas, and curb the 

unsustainable forestry practices in the remaining areas of potential cutting, the companies in

volved in extracting wood need to be more efficient, economical, and aware of sustainable 

forestry practices. In the areas where forest are extracted, a healthy regeneration of trees ensures: 

good future prospects for the commercial forestry firms, adequate wood supplies to meet the de

mands of a growing population, and most importantly it is essentially required for the 

conservation of forests. [1], [68]

Non-commercial sources of forest depletion include removal for agricultural (pastures and crops), 

urban development, droughts, desert encroachment, loss of ground water, insect damage, fire and 

other natural phenomena (disease, typhoons). In some parts of the world, predominantly in the 

tropics, forests are covering prime agricultural land. Forests are burned or clear cut to facilitate 

access to, and use of, the land. This short term undesired practice has associated long term con

cerns for species-rich forests, local and regional hydrological system, polluting the atmosphere 

etc. Thus, the rate and extent of clear cut and deforestation, as well as monitoring regeneration, 

are key parameters to be measured by the remote sensing instruments. [1]

To this effect, optical (VIR) sensors produce satisfactory results but persistent local environmen

tal conditions (such as clouds or low light conditions) restrict their use from the satellite altitudes. 

SAR plays its complementary role in this scenario especially if global coverage is envisaged. 

Comparative studies conducted indicate that longer wavelengths result in a higher contrast be

tween forest and non-forest such as clear cuts. [68]

One of these studies was conducted for mapping of the clear cuts in Swedish forest using satellite 

images acquired by the radar sensor ALOS PALSAR. ALOS operated at L-band (24 cm). It had 

combinations of different imaging and polarimetric modes (total 72 combinations). The selected 

combinations were Fine Beam Single (FBS) polarization (could operate either HH or VV with a 

bandwidth of 28 MHz in a look angle range of 9.9 -  50.8®), Fine Beam Dual (FBD) polarization 

(HH/HV or VV/VH (HHWV not supported) with 14 MHz bandwidth). Within these combina

tions, the FBS (HH) and FBD (HH/HV) were selected with a look angle of 34.3®, 70 km of the 

swath could be achieved in these modes with a ground range resolution of 20 x 20 m respectively. 

Multi temporal results show that a 3 dB difference in the backscatter value between forest and 

non-forest were consistently observed. [68]

In addition, similar experiments were reported for tropical and temperate forests. The results also 

indicated a 1.5 to 3 dB difference in the backscatter for the forest and clear cut existed. [68]
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Similar experiments for L-band cross polarized data show a large backscattering difference be

tween clear-felled and mature forest because of much weaker surface scattering component. For a 

test site in Brazil, HH and HV backscatter difference of 8 dB was observed between forest and 

clear-cut. [68]

These experiments demonstrated that to discriminate between forest and clear-cut, a single polari

zation may not be beneficial—rather, a combination of co- and cross-polarized channels provide 

the dynamic range, which is instrumental in polarimetric image processing.

Note: while mentioning the polarization directions such as HV, the first letter refers to the inci

dent and the second to the scattered radiations, respectively. Also, the extensive field experiments 

conducted for measuring the backscattering properties of the distributed targets have shown the 

scattering process in the backscattering direction is reciprocal in character, which leads to the 

equality: [59]

3.3.1.2.2 Forest Fire Monitoring and Mapping

Fire is part of the natural reproductive cycle of many forests. It revitalizes growth by opening 

seeds and releasing nutrients from the soil. However, some times it may endanger the settlements 

and human lives, thus needs to be controlled. [1]

Forest fire may be distinguished into two stages as:

• Fire detection/monitoring: during burning, it is treated as disaster monitoring.

• Post fire assessment: at subsequent stages it is the stage that deals with the damage assess

ment, the forest monitoring and assessment with a view to analyse how well the forest is 

recovering. It is known as burn mapping.

During fire monitoring, the sensors are required to survey the wider swaths to detect fire especial

ly in remote and inaccessible areas, alert the relevant agencies and facilitate the fire fighting etc. 

To achieve this requirement, wider swaths and quick turnaround (within a day or so) response is 

envisaged. To this effect, passive sensor data from NO A A (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration) satellites which mainly utilize the AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer) is considered sufficient. These sensors provide an effective spatial resolution of 4 

km with a swath of 2600 km while operating from 830 to 870 km altitude. These provide once to 

twice a day revisits depending upon the latitude of the imaging area. [69] In order to reduce the 

revisit time and to establish an early fire alert system, ESA driven FUEGO project was launched. 

This constellation of 12 polar satellites in three orbital planes, work jointly and provide approxi

mately a 15-minute temporal resolution. [70]

SAR plays its role in the post fire assessment stage because it provides high spatial resolution da- 
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ta as compared to the passive sensors (radiometers) mentioned above which have very poor spa

tial resolution. For post fire assessment, a narrow swath (50 -  100 km), high resolution ( 1 0 - 2 5  

m), moderate turnaround (few months to a year) and multi-polarimetric sensor is envisaged. [1], 

[62]

3.3.1.3 Forestry Related ALOS Images

The previous discussion relating to different forestry applications can best be explained with the 

help of L-band ALOS images. Figure 3 - 2  presents HH, HV and VV polaiimetric images and 

RGB colour composite images of Tomakomai, Japan, acquired by PALSAR using H/V polariza

tion on August 19, 2006. This area consists of cultivated land (upper area), forest areas (middle 

area) and the Pacific Ocean (lower area). Although it is difficult to recognize the difference 

among HH, HV, and VV from the three single polarimetric images on the left, the RGB colour 

composite image represents the scattering properties of each area as colour differences. [71]
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Figure 3 - 2: ALOS polarimetric (HH, HV,VV and HH+HV+VV)

Source; Adapted from [71]

Figure 3 - 3 depicts the cultivated area, residential area, and forest area extracted from the RGB
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colour composite images in Figure 3 - 2 .  The green region, where the cross-polarized component 

occurs, shifts with the change of polarization. Cross-polarized component generation is related to 

volume scattering from H/V polarized signals whereas double-bounce scattering and surface scat

tering from linearly polarized signals. This information is used for tenain and land-use 

classification. [71]

Cul t iva ted  area

Res ident ia l  area

Forest area

(H.H) (H. V) CV.V)

Figure 3-3:  Zoomed in/ classification of the Polarimetric data presented in Figure 3 -2

Source: Adapted from [71]

Figure 3 - 4  shows forestry change in the State of Para, the Amazon, between 1993 and 2010. De

forestation (blackened areas in images) was not very common in the 1990s, but was much more 

frequent after 2006, as can be seen in the images. The images of the 1990s were taken by the ra

dar JERS-1. By comparing acquired images in time order, one can understand the progress of 

deforestation and forest deterioration on a global scale. [71]

The Figure 3 - 5  shows the false colour composite where the co-polarisation (HH) band is dis

played in the red channel, the cross-polarisation band (HV) in the green and the (HH-HV)
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difference in the blue channel. With the HH band sensitive to direct and specular backscatter and 

the HV band to volume scattering, the forest appears green, clear cut areas dark purple, open wa

ter black, and flooded vegetation light violet in this image. [71] From this example, it can also be 

ascertained that polarization diversity (HH and HV) helps in distinguishing the clear cuts from 

rest of the forest.

6 '  
F  '

Forest

Deforest

Reforest

Non-Forest

Water

Image Forest/Non-Forest Change Image Forest/Non-Forest Change

(C)JAXA. METI analyzed by JAXA.

Figure 3 - 4 :  Forestry change over time in the State of Para, Amazon between 1993 and 2010. 
From the image, Forest/Non-forest, forest change. Red indicates forest reduction and light green 

shows forest recovery. The location is at a south latitude around 8 degrees and west longitude
around 55 degrees.

Source: Adapted from [71]
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Figure 3 - 5; ALOS PALSAR dual-polarization image (Western Amazon, 21 August 2006)

Source: Adapted from [71]

Forgoing in view, it can be ascertained that different polarizations can be combined to provide 

additional information about the imaging area. However different polarisations have different de

tection capability depending on the area observed. For instance, the cross-polarized HV or VH 

data are better for detecting clear cuts, tropical forest, and temperate forest as well as post flood 

inventory in the forested areas. For inundation and extended flood, HH is better. [72], [73]

3.3.1.4 Summary of Forestry Related Applications

This research is focused on environmental hazards such as forestry and disaster monitoring. The 

forestry applications include clear cut/deforestation monitoring and forest fire monitoring and 

mapping. Since these are also linked to forest resource assessment, thus the aspects of periodic 

growth of the forest (not to be mixed with the detailed tree classification based on tree types, tree 

height, age etc.) should also be taken care off. As can be seen in the ALOS images discussed in 

Figures 3 - 2  through 3 - 5  that if the proposed SAR sensor is designed that matches the spatial 

and radiometric capabilities of the ALOS, then that sensor should be able to serve these applica

tions as well.

Against this backdrop, the ALOS sensor paiameters, spatial and radiometric specifications are 

mentioned in Table 3 - 1  [74]. From the radiometric performance point of view, the 2 kW of RF 

peak power yields high sensitivity (i.e., what value of (J° can be detected) in comparison with that 

of JERS-1, which exhibited limited sensitivity to low backscatter targets (NESZ: noise equivalent 

sigma zero —  18 dB). The JERS-1 SAR had to be operated with a reduced (25%) transmission 

power (325 W), during its entire mission following problems with antenna deployment.
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ALOS - Sensor/Platform Parameters

Frequency 1270 MHz / 23.6 cm

Bandwidth 28 MHz (single polarisation)

14 MHz (dual, quad-pol., ScanSAR)

Transmission power 2 kW (peak power)

Image modes and Polarizations

Single polarization (HH or VV) 
Dual pol. (HH+HV or VV+VH) 
Quad-pol. (HH+HV+VH+VV) 
ScanSAR (HH or W )

Incidence Angle Strip map: 9.9 -  50.8 deg.
ScanSAR: 20.1-36.5 (inc. 18.0-43.3)

Ground resolution
Rg (1 look) X Az (2 looks)

~ 9 m X 10 m (single pol. @41.5°)
-  19 mx 10 m (dual pol.@41.5°)
-  30 X 10 m (quad-pol.@21.5°)
-  71-157m (4 look) x 100m (2 look) - (ScanSAR 5-beam)

Swath
Swath width 70 km (single/dual pol.@41.5°) 
30 km (quad-pol.@21.5°)
350 km (ScanSAR 5-beam)

Data rates 240 Mbps (single/dual/quad-pol)
120 or 240 Mbps (ScanSAR)

Orbit Inclination 98.16 deg. Sun Synchronous (SS)

Revisit 46 days

Platform’s Attitude, Orbit and Control System

Attitude determination/ 
knowledge

±0.0003° (3 SD) all 3 axis

Attitude Control R, P, Y:±0.095°(3 SD)

Position Knowledge ± Im

Pointing Control 30 arcsec (3 SD)

Pointing stability (Jitter) 1 arcsec/sec (3 SD)

Radiometric Specifications

Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero 
(NESZ)

-24 -  -27 dB (single pol. @41.5°) 
-27 -  -30 dB (dual pol. @41.5°) 
-30 -  -31 dB (quad-pol.@21.5°) 
-23 ~ -32 dB (ScanSAR 5-beam)

Ambiguities -  Range

9 - 26 dB (single/dual pol. @41.5°)
39 - 46 dB (quad-pol.@21.5°; co-pol) 
20 - 27 dB (quad-pol.@21.5°; X-pol) 
24 - 60 dB (ScanSAR 5-beam)

Ambiguities -  Azimuth
21 dB (single/dual pol.@41.5°) 
21 dB (quad-pol.@21.5°)
19 - 32 dB (ScanSAR 5-beam)

Radiometric accuracy < 1 dB relative (within scene)
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Table 3-1:  Comparison of ALOS and proposed ECMP SAR Spatial, Radiometric and Platform

Specifications

Source: Adapted [74] and [121] for ALOS

While discussing the radiometric performance, it is necessary to highlight that civilian SAR sys

tems concentrate on achieving high radiometric accuracy (not the fine spatial resolution) 

necessarily required for investigation of natural targets, whereas the military systems focus on

detection and recognition of manmade targets (such as vehicles) which require fine spatial resolu

tion instead of high radiometric accuracy. [75]

3.4 Disaster Monitoring

3.4.1 Flood Delineation and Mapping

Flooding is a major hydrological hazard that occurs quite frequently. During 1990 -  99, floods 

affected approximately 1.5 billion people -  more than 75 % of the total number of people report

ed as affected by natural disasters world-wide. [62] However, flooding is sometimes necessary to 

replenish soil fertility by periodically adding nutrients and fine grained sediments [1]. In order to 

measure and monitor the aerial extent of the flooded areas, to efficiently target rescue efforts and 

to provide quantifiable estimates of the amount of land and infrastructure affected, remote sensing 

techniques are necessarily employed. Floods are a short lived phenomenon and mostly occur dur

ing inclement weather. For efficient crisis management, the flood information requires almost a 

“near real time turnaround”. [1]

As spacebome optical sensors cover wider swaths (such as DMC optical sensors having a moder

ate resolution of about 30 m cover a swath of ~ 600 km -  thus providing an opportunity to daily 

cover the entire globe with few satellites operating in the constellation), these may be considered 

the first choice. But over a period of time, it has been observed that flooded areas mostly remain 

under cloud cover (e.g. the dominant source of flooding in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand 

etc. is the Monsoon season which is characterized by almost continuous cloud cover during this 

season). This prevailing environmental condition affects the performance of optical sensors. 

Likewise, if a flooded area is highly vegetated or thickly forested, then the performance of optical 

sensors is furthered hindered. SAR has the potential to offset the effects of such environmental 

conditions. In addition, by carefully selecting the operating frequency, the soil conditions under 

forests and cropped/vegetated areas may also be ascertained, thus facilitates assessing the extent 

of damage caused by the floods.

The land/water interface is easily discriminated with SAR data, thus allowing the flood extent to 

be delineated and mapped. SAR data are most useful when integrated with a pre-flood image [1].
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The difference in roughness of the land (diffuse scattering), water (specular scattering -  which 

appears dark in the image) and flooded vegetation and build up areas (double bounce) is quite 

evident on radar imagery which allows easy interpretation of the flooding extent. [10]

Extensive research has been conducted by using different airborne and spacebome SAR platforms 

to determine the best configurations for flood mapping. It has been established that HH polariza

tion and large incidence angles (> 45°) provide the optimal configuration. [10]

Detecting flooding undemeath a substantial vegetation or forest cover remains mainly the func

tion of operating frequency as longer wavelengths (L-or P-band) have the potential to penetrate 

deep through the canopy and tree trunks and get reflected from underneath the surface. For flood

ed forests, it was shown that differences in backscatter retums between flooded and non-flooded 

areas are greatest at HH and lowest at HV or VV. [10]

The key requirement for this application is “near-real time tumaround” as the information is 

needed during (or immediately after) an incident has happened. But this requirement can be re

laxed in hydrologie modelling, calibration/validation studies, damage assessment and the 

planning of flood mitigation. [1]

After the serious rain falls in Pakistan by the end of July 2010, the ALOS observed the Indus 

River basin and the related flooded region to detect the temporal changes. In order to effectively 

detect the flooded extents under the possible rainy and cloudy conditions, PALSAR-ScanSAR, 

which serves 100 m resolution and 350 km imaging swath with quick revisit time, was used to 

provide the required imagery. The same image is used here -  as an example to highlight the bene

fits a SAR can provide in this situation. [71]

Figure 3 - 6  shows the colour composite of the ScanSAR mosaic data which are acquired between 

Aug. 5, 2010 and Aug. 29, 2010 in six times and mosaicked to 1500 km geographical scale in 

east-west and north-south directions as after the rain fall event and another six-ScanSAR-data 

mosaic acquired between June 27, 2010 and July 19, 2010 as the before the event. Colour as

signments are red for before the event and green/blue for after the event so that the red colour 

represents the flooded flat region with no- or less radar backscatter and blue colour represents the 

increase of the radar backscatter due to the rain events. The ScanSAR data are terrain-corrected 

using the USGS 90 meter topography data and slope corrected for eliminating the radar backscat- 

ter modulation due to the terrain height variation. Indus river basin was widely inundated by these 

recorded heavy rain events. [71]
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Figure 3-6: Colour composite of the PALSAR ScanSAR mosaic: Red for before the disaster, Green
and Blue for after the disaster.

Source: Adapted from [71 ]

These images helped the Pakistan’ Disaster Management Authority to provid the early warnings 

to the residents in the effected areas. It was also instrumental to the aid agencies to direct the post 

disaster relief efforts. Due to persistent cloud cover in the effected areas, the optical imagery 

could not furnish the necessary information during this worst hit disaster.

In the light of these discussions it may be ascertained that for the flood delineation and mapping, 

the sensor should have 100 m resolution, wide swath of 350 -  500 km, quick revisit time and HH 

polarization.

3.4.2 Oil Spill Detection

Oil spills can destroy marine life as well as damage habitat for animals and humans. Minor but 

frequently occurring marine oil spills result from ships emptying bilge tanks before or after enter

ing port. Major oil spills result from oil tanker accidents [1]. These oil spills have severe 

environmental effects and are thus media eye catchers. Recent oil spillages from a deep sea oil 

well situated in the Gulf of Mexico is one of the biggest oil spills in the world that has left long 

term environmental hazards.

Following a spill, the shipping operator or the oil company involved is responsible for setting up 

emergency evaluation and response teams, and carryout the containment and cleanup efforts.
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During this process, there are number of factors that need to be considered, such as: spill location, 

size and extent of the spill; direction and magnitude of the oil movement; and, wind, current and 

wave information for predicting future oil movements. [1], [10]

The remote sensing information regarding oil spills is required by coast guards, national envi

ronmental protection agencies and departments, oil companies, shipping industry, insurance 

industry, fishing industry, national departments of fishing and oceans and departments of defence 

etc. [1], [10]

The key operational requirements are fast tumaround time and frequent imaging of the site to 

monitor the dynamics of the spill. For spill identification, high resolution sensors are generally 

required although wide area coverage is very important for initial monitoring and detection. Air

borne sensors offer advantages of frequent revisits but these are expensive to operate and provide 

limited swaths when compared with spacebome sensors. A combination of VIR (laser fluorosen- 

sors) and SAR sensors are used for detection and subsequent operations to offset the effects of 

ocean oil spills, SAR sensors have an advantage over sensors as these provide data under poor 

weather conditions. [1]

The detection of oil spills by radar systems is based on the dampening effect oil has on the capil

lary surface waves. At incidence angles (20 -  55°) these waves govem the backscattering of radar 

waves of comparable wavelengths (Bragg scattering mechanism). Hence, wave dampening in the 

presence of oil results in a localised reduction of the measured radar backscatter. In SAR images, 

the darker oil covered areas are often clearly visible among the rougher, and hence brighter, oil 

free water surfaces. [10]

The detection of an oil spill in the SAR image is strongly dependent upon the wind speed. Winds 

ranging from 3 - 1 0  m/s may be considered optimal since these generate a good oil-water 

backscatter contrast. At lower wind speeds, the retum signal of oil-free water will approach that 

of oil-covered water while at higher wind speeds the backscattering of both oil-covered and oil- 

free water will be govemed by large scale wind induced waves. At wind speeds greater than 10 

m/s the slick will be broken up and dispersed, making it difficult to detect. Oil, which floats on 

the top of the water, suppresses the ocean’s capillary waves, creating a surface smoother than the 

surrounding water. This smoother surface appears dark in the SAR image. [1], [10]

Eventually, to detect oil spills in radar images is a function of the observed backscattering con

trast. Research has proved that oil-water backscatter contrast decreases with an increase in radar 

wavelength. But there is varied opinion among the researchers about finding the detection poten

tials of different polarizations. Results show a slightly higher contrast achieved from VV 

polarized images than either HH or HV polarized images. [10]
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Figure 3-7: RADARSAT-1 Image of Super tanker, The Sea Empress accident on 15*'' Feb 1996

Source: Adapted from [1]

On 15* February, 1996, near the town of Milford Haven, Wales, a super-tanker, the Sea Empress, 

hit the rocks and the outer hull was breached and approximately 70,000 tonnes of light grade 

crude oil was dispersed southward under stormy conditions. After a week, RADARSAT-1 took 

the image of the area which is shown in Figure 3 - 7 .  This image was acquired with a view to de

tect the extent of the oil spill. The darker areas off the coast, are the ones where the oil is floating 

on the surface. This floating oil suppresses the ocean’s capillary wave, thus creating a surface 

smoother than the surrounding water. This smoother surface appears dark in the radar image, thus 

providing the opportunity to effectively discriminate the oil from the water.

3.4.3 Hurricanes

Hurricanes are tropical cyclones which have winds that reach sustained speeds of 64 knots (33 

m/s) or more. Hurricane winds blow in a spiral pattern around a relatively calm “eye”. The “eye” 

may be 30 to 50 km in diameter and the storm may extend outward from the “eye” for more than 

500 km. As hurricanes move towards land, their trajectories can be difficult to predict and they 

can bring torrential rains, high winds and storm surges. A Hurricane’s development is a short 

lived phenomenon (few days) but its effects may be devastating and can last several weeks. [10]

It would be pertinent to make a distinction between routine surveillance (to spot the development 

of the “eye”) versus tracking (the approximate location of the “eye” has been detected and now it 

is matter of following the direction of its movement). For surveillance applications, wide area 

coverage through the scanSAR mode (with a worsened spatial resolution) is envisaged. For track

ing applications a narrow swath with a fine spatial resolution is required. Thus it involves a trade

off between wide area coverage (scanSAR) and high spatial resolution. [10]

SAR images of the ocean surface often show the imprint of atmospheric phenomena that modu
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lates the ocean surface roughness (such as surface winds). These SAR images may be used to es

timate the corresponding wind fields. Rougher areas corresponding to higher wind speeds appear 

bright in the radar images, whereas smoother areas corresponding to lower wind speeds appear 

relatively dark. [10]

SAR can penetrate clouds to provide images that can be used to infer the wind speed and storm 

structure at the ocean's surface with fine resolution (as compared with spectrometer). Traditional

visible and infrared weather sensors such as those on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad

ministration (NO A A) Geostationary and Polar Operational Environmental Satellites, (GOES and 

POES, respectively), are limited to providing information on the topmost level of the storm 

clouds. Other sensors, such as scatterometers (a microwave radar sensor that is used to measure 

wind speed and direction over the ocean surface) can also penetrate clouds, but are limited in their 

ability to observe localized wind events near the coast by their 15 km to 25 km resolution cell size 

[76]. In addition, shore based weather radars have a limited operating range to detect and track a 

hurricane developing deep in the ocean. To cover large coastal areas, terrestrial weather radars are 

required in large numbers. Airborne weather radars provide a suitable solution but these are asso

ciated with very high operational costs and limited swaths. Spacebome SAR provides a suitable 

alternative and complementary information for hurricane surveillance and tracking.

The results published by [76], [77], [78], [79] and many others, using images acquired from dif

ferent spacebome SAR systems have shown that hurricanes may be detected and tracked. But the 

major problem of these SAR sensors is the temporal resolution/revisit time. They need to be pro

grammed or assigned to the designated areas well in advance. Individual spacebome SAR sensors 

have equatorial revisits of 13 -  25 days or so. In order to reduce this revisit time, these are needed 

more in numbers to form a constellation or there may be a mechanism to take benefits from other 

spacebome radars available over a specific area at the time of requirement.

The research has proven that for detection of the hurricanes, C-band sensors operating at HH po- 

larization are considered sufficient (e.g. RADARSAT-1), provided wide area coverage through 

the scanSAR mode of operation is available. ScanSAR provides the added advantage of imaging 

the entire diameter of the hurricane in a single or couple of passes. A daily revisit is essential to 

update the situation with global access. [10], [76]
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Figure 3-8: RADARSAT-1 ScanSAR Wide image of a spiral-like Hurricane in the Labrador Sea.
The imaged area is 500 km wide.

Source: Adapted from [76]

Figure 3 - 8  shows the spiral-like hurricane developed near Baffin Island (labelled ‘i') was taken 

on 29* December 1997 at 2120 UTC by RADARSAT-1 The core ‘eye’ of this well-developed 

hurricane is near ‘i’. The SAR image shows in detail the spiral-form structure of the surface wind 

field around the eye (the dark ellipsoid-shaped pattern) of the hurricane. The convergence zone of 

the surface winds in the core is characterized by several sharp wind field gradients that are re

vealed by the fine spatial resolution of the ScanSAR image (labelled ‘w’). Similarly different 

wind behaviour is observed at other parts of the image— which helps in retrieval of important in

formation. [76]

Foregoing above discussion, it may be infened that for hurricane detection and subsequent track

ing, the sensor needs wide swath ~ 500 km, spatial resolution of -100 m and quick tumaround of 

-  a day or so.

3.4.4 Geological Hazards/Disasters

Geology involves the study of landforms, structures, and subsurface, to understand physical pro-
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cesses creating and modifying the Earth's crust. Geology also encompasses structural mapping 

that deals with the identification and characterization of structural expression. Structures include 

faults, folds, synclines and anticlines and lineaments. Understanding structures is the key to inter-

preting crustal movements that have shaped the present terrain. Structures can indicate potential 

locations of oil, gas and other minerals. Structures are also examined for clues to crustal move

ment and potential hazards such as landslides, earthquakes and volcanic activity. Identification of 

fault lines can facilitate land use planning by limiting construction over potentially dangerous 

zones of seismic activity. [1], [10]

From the user point of view, the role of the SAR related to geological disasters (landslides, earth

quakes and volcanic activity) may be classified into the following two distinct phases.

• Pre-disaster Phase: this is related to detecting, collecting and analysing the data concerning 

that hazard, before its activation and becoming a disaster. Long term monitoring and detec

tion of seismic activity and crustal movements may provide necessary inputs to risk 

assessment models that are developed for disaster mitigation purposes.

Mapping slow Earth deformations is considered a challenging goal for spacebome SAR mis

sions. [64] The temporal separation in a repeat pass interferometry of days, months or even 

years, can be used to advantage for the long term monitoring of geodynamic phenomena, in 

which the target has changed position at a relatively slow pace, as in the case of glacial or la

va flow movements. However, it is also useful for analysing the results of single events, such 

as earthquakes. If two acquisitions are made at different times from the same position, so 

there is no across-track baseline, then the phase of the interferogram depends only on the 

change in topography between the acquisition times. In general, a difference in across track 

(range) position of the acquisitions also exists. In this case, multiple acquisitions can be made 

to measure the topography, and measure the change in topography (differential effects) over 

time. [62]

• Post-Disaster Phase: this relates to the activities that are kicked off once the hazard has be- 

come the disaster. These may include identifying the extent of the damage, response and 

recovery efforts. SAR plays its complementary role in identifying the extent of the damage 

particularly in inclement weather conditions that restrict the utility of the optical sensors.

To this effect, the focus is on change detection in the terrain relief before and after the occur

rence of the disaster. For the post-disaster phase, the temporal analysis of SAR images that 

are acquired before and after the disaster helps in identifying the extent of the damage and di

recting the response and recovery efforts.

The following sections provide an insight on the role SAR plays during the pre-disaster phase of 

geological hazards.
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3.4.4.1 Landslides

Landslides pose serious threats to settlements and structures that support transportation, natural 

resource management and tourism. They do considerable damage to highways, railways, water

ways and pipelines. They commonly occur with other natural disasters such as earthquakes, 

volcanic activity and floods caused by heavy rainfalls [10]. Recent scientific publications [80] 

show a partial success in addressing the application of SAR to the morphological characterization 

of landslides and the measurement of slow slope movements.

For detecting slow motions, a repeat pass interferometric technique is used. The data acquired 

through this technique is exploited to produce interferometric DEMs, that are useful for wide-area 

preliminary assessments of susceptibility of slopes to failure, and to detect and quantify slow 

landslide movements. However, use of this technique for detecting landslide motion is difficult 

because mass movements are small in size and typically occur on steep slopes in high relief vege

tated terrain. SAR has its inherent limitations (foreshortening, layover and shadowing) when 

dealing with slopes. The presence of vegetation (especially in areas where rainfall is frequent) 

also requires very quick revisits (a week or so) of the sensor to ascertain the change. Moreover, it 

would also need longer wavelengths (L- or P-bands) to penetrate through and get the reflections 

from the surface for clear assessment and detection of surface deformation/movements. [10]

To improve the detection capability—for susceptible areas that are under thick vegetation cover—

another technique that relies on the presence of Permanent Scatterers (such as houses, roads or 

other prominent landmarks like bare exposures) helps in detecting movements. [80] In site specif-

ic or single landslide investigations show that Permanent Scattering data can represent a very 

useful complementary data source with respect to information acquired through ground based 

observations and in situ surveying. [81]

German space agency, DLR is currently studying a space borne mission to map Earth surface de

formation and vegetation structure from space. In this study the scientific requirements for 

deformation measurements are collected, traded off versus technical feasibility and a mission 

concept is investigated that provides a global monitoring capability of geo-tectonic threats. [82] 

The findings of this research group pertaining to the landslides are mentioned in Table 3 - 2 .
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Product Characteristics Value

Area Mountainous areas

Accuracy 1 cm

Resolution 5 -  20 m (5 m in emergency)

Update frequency Every revisit/as quickly as feasible

Swath width > 20 km

Derived product 1/2/3 D - displacement vector map

Table 3-2:  Summary of parameters -  Tectonic/landslides

Source: Adapted from [82]

3.4.4.2 Volcanic Hazards

The population and infrastructure near erupting volcanoes is seriously threatened due to hazards 

such as lava flows, mudflows and ash falls. The eruption of Iceland’s famous volcanic ash in 

2010 had global environmental hazards as most of the international flights passing over Iceland 

were cancelled which caused huge financial losses to all concerned.

Many volcanic phenomena are detected and partly quantifiable using remote sensing information. 

This includes the monitoring of deformation, thermal and gas emissions, and processes during 

eruptions. The high resolution mapping of topographic and geomorphic changes is important 

since they influence the direction of lava and pyroclastic flows and lahars. [10]

Effective volcanic hazard monitoring and mitigation requires access to high quality geomorphic 

and topographic data to predict the direction of lava or pyroclastic flows and lahars. In addition 

mapping of young volcanic deposits is essential to the evaluation of volcanic hazards. [83], [84]

Geological structures related to volcanic edifices such as cones and calderas have a morphologi

cal expression which stands out in relief. These topographic changes are easily mapped with SAR 

due to changes in average local slope. [85] Active volcanoes are difficult to monitor due to the 

extreme hazard and remote sensing with optical imaging systems is typically impeded due to 

clouds of smoke and ash during eruptive cycles. SAR is able to detect the changing morphology 

of the eruptive centre. [10]

To quantify the tectonic deformation, the findings of DLR research group [82] pertaining to the 

tectonic/volcanoes are mentioned in Table 3 - 3 .
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Mode Product Characteristics Value

Global volcano surveillance

Area All volcanoes (-540,000 km )̂

Accuracy 2 cm

Resolution 50-100  m

Update frequency Weekly

Swath width 5 0 - 100 km

Derived product 3 D - displacement vector map

Emergency

Area Active volcanoes and vicinity

Accuracy 1 cm

Resolution 10 m

Update frequency Twice per Week

Swath width 5 0 -  100 km

Derived product 1/2/3 D displacement vector map

Table 3 - 3: Summary of parameters -  volcanoes

Source: Adapted from [82]

3.4.4.3 Earthquakes

Remote sensing systems are usually used for geological base mapping (Ethology and faults) and 

earthquake damage assessment [86], [10]. Repeat pass interferometric techniques have been used 

to observe the motion related to earthquakes. The regional tectonic setting of an area forms the 

basis for assessing its vulnerability to earthquakes. The structural maps developed using SAR da

ta can further be improved if these results are fused with other optical, topographic and 

geophysical images. [10]

Active faulting, differential erosion along ancient faults or along lithological boundaries exhibit 

some topographic expression which can be recognized in SAR images of almost any polarization

provided the resolution is comparable to the features. [10]

For most of the land applications like polarized data (HH or VV) have similar information content 

due to a similar backscatter response from rough surfaces or through volume scattering. Cross 

polarized data (HV or HV) are more sensitive to the larger scale (larger than the radar wave

length) geometry of the surface or volume scatters. The cross polarized data are therefore 

sensitive to areas of extreme surface roughness or where abrupt changes in relief occur (escarp

ments) to cause depolarization of the radar return. The bedrock fracture zones and fault scarps 

are typically highlighted by a much stronger contrast in backscatter retums relative to the sur

roundings in cross polarized data than in the like polarized. [10]

In arid environment, the experimental results show at C-band, the imaging depths are expected go
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up to 0.5 m, thus permitting the recognition of bedrock structures beneath sand sheets. [10] This 

imaging depth further increases as longer wavelengths (L- or P-bands) are used. Using longer 

wavelengths are particularly important for detecting movements of the seismic faults beneath 

\%%gefati<3n/forestC()V(%%

Most researchers conclude that at a minimum, dual-polarization at a single frequency is a re

quirement for geological applications. Experimental results (basing on multi-frequency and multi

polarization SIR-C/X SAR data) have shown that cross polarized L-band has the greatest infor- 

mation content and provide a strong contrast especially in a vegetated terrain. [87]

To derive the scientific requirements, the findings of the research group [82] pertaining to earth

quakes are mentioned in Table 3 - 4 .

Mode Product Characteristics Value

Global

Area Whole earth surface

Accuracy 1 cm
Resolution 200 m

Update frequency 4 times per year
Swath width 400 km

Derived product 2 D - displacement vector map

Risk Areas

Area All active areas

Accuracy 5 mm/month

Resolution 100 m

Update frequency monthly

Swath width 200 -  400 km

Derived product 3 D displacement vector map

Emergency

Area 50 km across fault

Accuracy 1 cm

Resolution 5 -20 m

Update frequency Weekly (2 months after the event)

Swath width 100 km

Derived product 1/2/3 D displacement vector map

Table 3-4:  Summary of parameters -  Tectonics/earthquakes 

Source: Adapted from [82]

3.5 Summary of Application-Specific Sensor Requirements

The foregoing discussions on various intended applications outline different sensor requirements.

If it is desired to define a SAR sensor that could be used to serve these applications, then the
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baseline capabilities of that sensor should conform to these requirements. Keeping this in mind, in 

addition to mentioning the sensor requirements against each application, these are summarized in 

Table 3 - 5.

Forestry and Disaster Monitoring—application specific sensor requirements

Frequency P,L,S

Polarization HH, WandHV

Incidence Angle 20 -  50°

Spatial Resolution 5- 200 m

Swath 50 -  500 km

Orbit Inclination SS/Global

Revisit Variable from real time turnaround /twice a day to 
once a year

Access to Data Near real time on occurrence/once a day

Additional Requirements
minimum acceptable polarizations: HH & HV 

InSAR 
ScanSAR

Table 3-5: Preliminary user requirements for forestry and disaster monitoring applications

3.6 Available Buses

At the start of space age, initially small satellites were built and launched. As time went on, the 

satellites that were flown were developed to serve several different projects and they became 

larger and more expensive and took a longer time to develop, build and launch. Envisat (8140 kg) 

may be quoted as one of the extreme examples of such large and multi sensor mission. For a 

large, expensive and multi-sensor mission, failure of one subsystem (e.g. short circuiting in Seasat 

SAR) may leads to complete/partial failure of entire mission. [88]

As space experience grew especially in the field of Earth observation and space science, a corre-

sponding realization also developed to distribute the mission objectives to small satellites. But 

still sensor-specific customized buses had to be developed for each mission (up till late 70s). This 

required longer design and building time that had large associated labour costs. [88]

The MagSat (launched in Oct 1979) was the first technology demonstrator that exhibited the use

fulness of a general-purpose bus for science applications. The bus could support a variety of 

sensors and anticipated range of missions. This open architecture bus design concept reduced the
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mission cost significantly because each satellite did not need to be designed from the scratch. [88]

SSC at University of Surrey and its spin-off (and now a private company) Surrey Satellite Tech

nology Limited (SSTL), also contributed to fostering this concept in 80s and 90s. Taking 

advantage of this inheritance, different missions are planned keeping the baseline capabilities of 

available buses, so that minimum alterations are required in the bus. This concept significantly 

reduces the lead time for development of the mission. The three examples quoted in the previous 

chapter for light-weight spacebome SAR missions (i.e., TecSAR, NovaSAR and MAPSAR) all 

have taken advantage of already developed, space qualified and time tested existing buses.

To this effect, SSTL platforms provide a robust and flexible solution. The most notable buses that 

are considered for this research are SSTL-100, SSTL-150 and SSTL-300. The detailed baseline 

characteristics of these are presented in Table 3 - 6 .

Some of these terminologies need further explanation at this stage. These capabilities have a di

rect impact on the SAR mission design that will be analysed in chapter 6.

• Pointing knowledge: How accurately can the bus measure (know) any directional vector? If it 

is assumed that directional vector (say the SAR antenna pointing/incidence angle) is at 30°

then the SSTL-150 bus can know the direction vector within the bounds of a 30° ±25 arcsec 

(for 1 SD if normal distribution is considered).

• Pointing Control: Knowing the inaccuracy in the desired direction, how accurately can it be 

corrected? For the SSTL-150 it is 36 arcsec. Thus for the worst case scenario it would be: 

30° ± 25 arcsec ± 36 arcsec .

• Pointing Stabilitv (Jitter): This is an uncontrolled zone that may not be corrected by the atti

tude control system. It may be caused by onboard vibrations etc.

• Position Knowledge: How accurately is the position known? For these buses it is ±10 m

• Slew Rate: This is the rate at which the attitude determination and control system can rotate 

the satellite from one known direction to another desired direction. For example, the SSTL- 

150 bus has the capability to change the direction of SAR antenna at l°s '\
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SSTL-100 SSTL-150 SSTL-300
Total Mass (plat
form dry mass / 
maximum pay

load)

(83/15) kg (103/50) kg (218/150) kg

Payload power 
(average/peak)

(24 -  33/48 -  67) W
EOL (80/100) W EOL (140/180) W EOL

Payload data 
downlink 80 Mbps, X-band 105 Mbps, X-band 105 Mbps, X-band

Data storage
16 GB capacity, dual- 

redundant mass 
memory

16 GB capacity, dual- 
redundant mass memory

16 GB capacity, dual- 
redundant mass memory

Pointing
knowledge

2520 arcsec (1 Stand
ard Deviation (SD)) 

all 3 axes
25 arcsec ( 1 SD) all 3 axes 72 arcsec(l SD) all 3 axes

Pointing control 2880 arcsec (1 SD) all 
3 axes 36 arcsec(l SD) all 3 axes 36 arcsec (1 SD) all 3 axes

Pointing stability 
(Jitter) 15 arcsec/sec 1.5 arcsec/sec 2 arcsec/sec

Slew rate Nadir pointing mode 
only

lOs-i 0.75° S'̂

Position
knowledge 10 m 10 m 10 m

Propulsion Liquefied Butane gas Hot gas Xenon resistojet Hot gas Xenon resistojet

Attitude Control 
System

Sun sensors and 3-axis 
control with reaction 
wheels and magne- 

torquers

Sun sensors and 3-axis con
trol with reaction wheels 

and magnetorquers

Sun sensors and 3-axis 
control with reaction 

wheels and magnetorquers

Delta V 20 m/s 36 m/s 15 m/s

Mission Lifetime 5 years 7 years 7 years

Batteries Li-ion cells providing 
15 Ah capacity

Li-ion cells providing 15 Ah 
capacity

Li-ion cells providing 15 
Ah capacity

Solar Cells

3 body mounted solar 
arrays with single 
junction GaAs cells, 
total area 1.08 m̂ . 1 
deployable solar array 
with triple Junction 
GaAs cells, total area 
0.36m .̂

Early designs (Rapideye) 
used single junction GaAS 
cells, now more efficient 
triple-junction GaAs cells, 
with a total area of 1.81 m̂  
are being used.

Triple-junction GaAs 
cells, total area 2.44m^

Cost - USD 10 M USD 15 M

Heritage Missions UK-DMC-1 & 2, 
Deimos-1, AlSat-1, RapidEye, DMC-4, TopSat NigeriaSat-2

Table 3-6:  Baseline capabilities of SSTL-100, SSTL-150 and SSTL-300 Buses
Sources; Adapted from [57], [89], [90]
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3.7 Summary and Conclusions

Radar clutter statistics, characterized by a PDF, are both sensor (wavelength, polarization conAg- 

uration and viewing geometry) and terrain type (dielectric properties, surface roughness and

geometrical characteristics) specific. Designing a new SAR sensor for measuring distributed tar

gets has to encompass both these aspects.

The horizon of SAR applications is wide and ever expanding but in order to complement the opti

cal DMC resources, these are focused on a narrow range that includes forestry related 

environmental hazards (clear cut and fire scar monitoring) and disaster monitoring.

The dictates of these applications lead to preliminary SAR parameters to build upon the corre

sponding mission. Most pronounced ones are L-band with moderate resolution of 10 -  50 m over 

a swath of approximately 50 km, with HH and HV polarizations.

After going through the intricacies of the intended applications and deducing relevant sensor pa

rameters which can serve these applications, it has been found that these specific requirements 

closely resemble the specifications offered by the fine beam dual (FED) polarization (HH/HV) 

ALOS sensor. Thus, FED ALOS is considered as a reference—to be matched in terms of spatial 

and radiometric characteristics—by the proposed SAR design.

In addition, baseline capabilities of different available buses are also included here. The underly

ing consideration is that if the SAR mission is built around already developed and time tested 

buses, then there would be significant saving in cost and time. The concept of using available

platforms also poses constraints over the design in terms of payload mass, power and volume.

Thus, the microsatellite based SAR mission design—to emerge as an outcome of this research— 

would be a suitable compromise between: what is required from the applications point of view, 

what these platforms are offering, and what constraints these are imposing.
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4 DESIGN OPTIONS FOR MICROSATELLITE 

BASED SAR

The application-specific requirements dictate the capabilities a SAR design should ideally pos-

sess. Once these dictates are analysed according to the baseline capabilities of available buses, 

certain tradeoffs need to be incorporated in the design.

This chapter is built upon discussing these tradeoffs that lead to the selection of suitable frequen

cy, polarization, operational modes, orbit and inclination, antenna design etc. These choices then 

lead to the derivation of SAR parameters to be used within different design options such as 

Pulsed, CW, ICW and ECMP SAR techniques. The associated problems of each technique are 

highlighted with intent to quantify the effects these would have on the onboard subsystems. These 

options are then utilized in selecting the suitable bus out of three available busses.

4.1 Design Tradeoffs

While designing a microsatellite based SAR, a wide range of issues are required to be considered, 

particularly the frequency, polarization, orbit and the most pronounced one being the antenna de

sign. In each case, the various options that are available have different pros and cons that affect 

the performance of the system and need to be evaluated in the light of limitations posed by the 

microsatellites. The forthcoming sections deal with this selection process.

4.1.1 Choice of Frequency

While considering different forestry related applications, L- and P-bands offer greater canopy 

penetration. Implementation of P-band spacebome SAR has issues such as:

Limited allocated bandwidth (only 6 MHz around 435 MHz [91]) by the ITU (international 

telecommunication union). This bandwidth governs the maximum attainable range resolu

tion, which would remain poor in this case.

A spacebome mission requires considerably a large antenna to address the range and azimuth 

ambiguities. Recent research focused on implementing a P-band SAR satellite for biomass
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mission [92] suggest minimum of 10 m diameter and 100 kg antenna mass. Besides mass 

and volume, antenna gain—which is non-linearly related to the wavelength, remains low, 

thus needs higher RF power output from the PA to achieve adequate SNR.

Because of these issues, so far, none of the known spacebome SAR missions uses P-band. The 

other frequency choice is L-band. Due to the retirement of ALOS on 12* May 2011, there is no 

other operational mission in space that can provide remote sensing imagery at L-band. The 

planned MAPSAR mission has been facing delays and early 2013 launch is not confirmed yet.

For the flood related disaster applications especially making a distinction between flooded/non

flooded areas, higher frequency bands (S-, C- and X-bands) may be used. But if the flooded area 

has a thick vegetation cover (such as the Indian sub-continent and other tropical regions etc.) then 

SAR radiations are required to penetrate through the vegetation cover and get scattered from the 

surface undemeath to make this distinction. For this purpose, L-band is considered a better choice 

than other higher frequency bands.

For the geological hazard detection (pre-disaster) stages, where the cmstal movements are to be 

detected, different researchers recommend using L-band over other high frequency bands because 

it offers longer coherence length [64], [82]. To carryout the damage assessment and coordinate 

the recovery and rescue efforts (during post-disaster stage), higher frequency bands may be used 

but for the areas that are under vegetation cover, L-band offers a suitable choice.

Thus, for these intended applications, L-band is selected.

4.1.2 Choice of Polarization

As it has been elaborated in the previous chapter by giving examples of ALOS images that in or

der to make clear distinction between forest and non-forest; preparing the forest fire scars maps; 

and subsequent resource assessment of the forest re-growth, it is necessary to have at least HH 

and HV polarizations. If VV channel is available, it will be of an added advantage. But adding a 

VV channel means including a complete PA, the RF cables up to the antenna, complex feed as

sembly and an additional receive channel. These increase engineering complexities, weight and 

power consumption etc., thus may not be feasible to support from a microsatellite platform. Keep

ing these requirements and limitations in mind, from the forestry applications point of view, a 

dual channel HH & HV polarization is considered sufficient.

Similarly it was also discussed that differences in backscatter returns between flooded and non

flooded areas are greatest at HH and lowest at HV or VV, particularly in the forested areas [10] . 

Therefore, HH channel in combination with HV channel would cater for this requirement. For the 

oil spill detection and monitoring where experiments show a slightly higher oil-water backscatter
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contrast from VV polarized images than either HH or HV polarized images. But for this applica

tion, the predominant factor remains the wind speed (with 3-10 m/s providing optimal 

detectability) and the wind direction (up-wind, down-wind or cross-wind [91]) not the polariza

tion. To support this argument, an oil spill detection image which was taken by RADARSAT-1 

(that had only HH polarization) has been discussed in the previous discussion with a view to 

highlight that oil spill can be detected with a single HH channel. Therefore, from the oil spill de

tection point of view, HH should be sufficient. Similarly it was also shown that detection of 

hurricanes (that is basically looking at the sea state) can also be achieved with the help of a single 

HH polarized channel. In the same way, geological hazard detection (pre-disaster phase) is mainly 

dependent upon the periodic repeat pass interferometric data acquisition not the polarization di- 

versity.

Foregoing above in view, to serve the intended applications, a dual polarization (HH &HV) is 

selected.

4.1.3 Choice of Spatial Resolution, Incidence Angles and Swath

As discussed in the previous chapter, each application requires a different spatial resolution and 

swath. For most of these applications, the researchers have recommended flexible limits of 5 -

100 m for range and azimuth resolutions. Fine spatial resolution (~ 5 m) requires higher band

width which needs a larger onboard memory to store the data produced during imaging. 

Correspondingly it would need high speed data downlink to transfer the stored data to ground 

stations. The available memory onboard SSTL buses provides a limited capability. The detailed 

aspects pertaining to these issues will be discussed in chapter 6, but for the purpose of developing 

different design options, at this stage, a moderate resolution of 30 m is considered.

During establishing different application-specific requirements, it was observed that a large inci

dence angle interval that spans over 20 -  50° is preferable. Large incidence angles yield longer 

slant ranges and need comparatively high RF power to achieve adequate SNR. More so, these 

result in larger swaths that produce correspondingly larger amounts of data for the same resolu- 

tion cells as compared to narrow swaths. The detailed impacts of these incidence angles will be 

dealt in chapter 6; at this stage, it is considered to be 30°.

Similarly the swath requirements for these applications are also flexible in the range of 30 -  500 

km. Wider swaths are desirable but net effect has to be analysed keeping the baseline capabilities 

(particularly the available power, safety limits of the batteries, the PA capabilities, memory stor

age and data downlink) of the SSTL buses. Considering these aspects, at this stage of the 

research, the swath is set at 50 km for the incidence angle of 30°.
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4.1.4 Choice of Imaging Modes

Swath is the antenna’s radiation (half power point beamwidth) footprint on the surface being im

aged [12]. There are three commonly used SAR imaging modes which are shown in Figure 4 - 1 .  

Once the background for a new design is being established, it is necessary to analyze these in the 

framework of the capabilities offered by the microsatellite buses.

Strip Map

Strip map SAR is the most commonly used imaging mode of operation. In this mode, the radar 

beam is pointed in a fixed direction (usually) perpendicular to the velocity vector of the radar 

platform. The beam sweeps a long strip of terrain, collects the returns and after processing, a long 

image or strip map is generated. The antenna does not need to change its orientation during imag- 

ing. [93]

Strip  Map Scan SAR Spotlight

S atellite
Height

G round
Track

Sw atti
W idth

Satellite
Velocity

S atellite
Height

S .itellite
H eightG round

Track
G round
Track

Full \  
P e rfo rm an ce  

R ange

Figure 4-1:  Typical SAR imaging modes

Source: Adapted from [94]

The antenna footprint on the ground defines the swath in the range direction. Since a strip is con

tinuously imaged, the length of the strip is almost the same as that of the distance the SAR travels 

during the antenna synthesis time.

ScanSAR

In scanSAR mode, the beam is slewed to produce images of adjacent strips of terrain. Images 

from scanSAR generally have coarser resolution than strip map images because there is less time 

spent imaging each strip. [94]

ScanSAR yields a much wider swath than what is achieved from the strip map. Here in this case, 

the antenna is scanned between several incidence angles to obtain a wider swath, which is com
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posed of several sub-swaths. Azimuth resolution decreases as the synthetic aperture is shared 

(sub-sampled) between the sub-apertures.

Spotlight

Contrary to the previous modes, in spotlight mode the SAR beam keeps on steering at one single 

patch of the ground while the satellite passes over that area. The entire integration time (during 

which the aperture is synthesized) is thus utilized on imaging one scene only. This yields the 

highest azimuth resolution imagery. However, this mode is complex for radar control and signal 

processing because the beam must constantly be repositioned during imaging. It also does not 

provide continuous imaging in the azimuth direction, thus is often used to map small specific are- 

as. [93], [94]

Analysis

The necessity to have a single or multiple imaging modes stems from the intended applications of 

the mission. As was discussed in the previous chapter, oil spill and hurricane detection and track

ing need wider swaths (few hundred km) which can only be achieved through scan mode.

Scan mode needs rapid steering of the beam in the range direction, whereas spotlight mode needs 

it in both range and azimuth directions. Rapid switching of the beam in the range direction de

pends upon electronic means used either with APAA or multi-feed reflector antennas.

For beam steering in range direction, a reliable and convenient method is to use the APAA. Vary

ing the phase of the transmitted signals across the array allows the beam to be steered without 

physically moving the aperture. This agility greatly increases the usefulness of the radar, allowing 

it to produce images of multiple sites in rapid succession. [94]

Recently TecSAR has demonstrated the implementation of scanSAR mode by simultaneously 

using multiple beams and controlling these from a multiple feed array (arrangement shown in

Figure 2 - 2). If similar multiple feed array arrangement is adopted at L-band then each beam 

needs a dedicated PA. If TWTA are used, these are heavier (> 5 kg each) and more expensive 

(> £ 1 M each) for the L-band than for the X-band tubes (< 1 kg), thus these would add a lot of 

extra weight to the payload.

Foregoing this discussion, it appears that APAA provides the required agility needed for the 

scanSAR mode but is a heavy and expensive choice. So far the lightest weight APAA planned 

with the NovaSAR-S is 70 kg whereas the TecSAR reflector antenna is only 21 kg. Supporting 

such a heavy (70 kg) is not feasible for a microsatellite.

Keeping these system design aspects and constraints in mind, for the applications such as oil spill 

detection and hurricane detection, it is envisaged that SAR would play a complementary role to 

other DMC optical sensors, thus the initial monitoring and detection information would be pro
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vided from other sources. More so, for hurricane detection and monitoring, it is required to have 

daily revisits, which is out of the capabilities of a single SAR. Thus, due to these constraints, only

the strip map imaging mode is selected.

4.1.5 Spacecraft’s Altitude and Inclination

The selection of the orbit altitude and the inclination are governed by many factors such as: the 

intended applications; availability of the suitable launching sites particularly if a shared launch is

envisaged, then, inclination should be such which suites and facilitates sharing payload parties 

from their perspective; variety and availability of the launchers; the nature of the space environ

ment in which the satellite would operate from; the availability of sunlight and the Earth’s 

shadowing effects on the charging the batteries; etc.

The environment depends on the altitude. Below 500 km, the atmosphere is still dense, thus drags 

the satellite more and to compensate the effects of this drag, the satellite needs to use more pro-

pellants, which shortens its operational life. [94]

At higher altitudes, radiation poses problems. The Earth’s magnetic field captures charged parti

cles from the cosmic and solar radiation and traps them in bands, called Van Allen belts. 

Considering these effects, the satellites are deployed in one of three altitude ranges: [94]

• 500 -  1000 km called low Earth orbit (LEO)

• 5000 -  15000 km called medium Earth orbit (MEG)

• 20000 km and higher, most commonly around 36000 km known as geosynchronous orbit.

Orbit’s selection involves certain tradeoffs. On one hand, higher altitudes offer better coverage or

more viewing at any one time than a satellite operating with a lower altitude. These would reduce 

the Earth’s shadowing effects, thus generate more electric power through solar panels. To achieve 

a given level of global coverage, if a constellation is to be formed, then high altitude (within LEO 

say 900 km) requires fewer (but more capable) satellites as compared with lower altitudes. [94]

Another prominent aspect related to the selection of the altitude for the SAR is “power aperture 

product” (radar’s RF power fed at the input of the antenna multiplied by its aperture size). The 

transmitted signal must travel to the Earth, be scattered, and then travel back to the satellite for 

detection. As the range to the surface increases, the strength of the radar echo received at the sat

ellite diminishes rapidly. For the SAR, detection is proportional to the “power aperture product” 

and is inversely proportional to the 4̂  ̂power of the slant range to the target. These requirements 

necessitate a larger and more expensive satellite with a bigger solar array, battery and antenna, for
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a SAR mission at higher altitudes as compaied with low altitudes. Keeping these aspects in mind, 

almost all the known SAR missions operate in the LEO. [94]

Apart from altitude, the inclination of a satellite’s orbit (the angle between the plane of the orbit 

and the plane of the equator) is also important. Orbital inclination primarily affects the area of the 

globe that the satellite can observe. By choosing a particular inclination, the satellite can spend 

more time over specific (latitudes) areas of interest. [94]

In order to provide global coverage, traditionally Earth observation satellites have been launched 

into sun-synchronous (SS) polar i.e.; high inclination orbits (~ 90 -  100®). This does provides 

global access but the revisit rates at the equator aie reduced considerably. Whereas injection into 

low inclination orbits provides maximum access and revisits to the equatorial and tropical re

gions. It thus remains a competing choice between how wide areas are to be accessed and how 

frequent are the revisits required, and these are primarily dictated by the selection of the suitable 

inclination angle.

Traditionally radar systems flying in Polar orbits give good 
revisit rates and coverage to high latitudes at the expense 

of poor service to the Equatorial and tropical regions

The use of low inclination orbits provides the opportunity to 
tailor specifically the ground coverage and revisit rates to the 

needs of users in these Equatorial and tropical regions

40 28 16
Orbital Inclination

Revisits achieved in 3 days

Figure 4 - 2: Effects of orbit inclination on the access 

Source: Adapted from [95]

Figure 4 - 2  makes it obvious how the orbit inclination affects the revisit rate at any latitude from 

the equatorial through to the polar. If a specific application requires near real time imaging closer 

to equator or tropical regions, then using a very low inclination such as 7® would provide up to 13 

revisits per day with a minimum revisit interval of only 90 minutes. And a constellation of 3 re

duces this to 30 minutes. [95] As the inclination increases, the access to wider areas also 

increases. By selecting a near polar (90 -  100®) inclination, global access can be achieved by a 

single satellite but at much reduced equatorial revisits. Besides access, inclination also affects the
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time a satellite spends in the Earth’s shadow. Low inclination increases this time compared with 

high inclination satellites. Shadowing affects the power generation capability through solar pan

els.

Since most of the intended applications discussed in the previous chapter need global coverage, a 

SS, polar inclination in the range of 97 -  99° is selected. A major advantage of this inclination is 

that most of the optical sensors operate in this polar and SS range, thus suitable launching sites 

and low cost launching systems are already in place. This would also facilitate in arranging a 

shared launch in conjunction with variety of other missions, thus reducing launch cost. This incli

nation would yield a poor equatorial accessibility that can be improved by deploying more than 

one satellites either in the same or different orbital planes.

By using the Earth satellite orbital parameters (i.e., the set of standard equations given by [96]) 

Table 4 - 1  has been organized to show the effects of variations in the altitude over other parame

ters in the LEO.

Altitude
(km)

Velocity 
(km s'l)

Period
(minutes)

Max. 
eclipse du

ration 
(minutes)

Daylight
duration
(minutes)

Eclipse/
year Rev/day SS inclina

tion (deg)

500 7.613 94.62 35.75 58.86 5540 15.18 97.40
550 7.585 95.65 35.61 60.04 5480 15.01 97.59
600 7.558 96.69 35.49 61.20 5421 14.85 97.79
650 7.531 97.73 35.38 62.35 5364 14.69 97.99
700 7.504 98.77 35.29 63.49 5307 14.54 98.19
750 7.478 99.82 35.20 64.62 5251 14.39 98.39
800 7.452 100.87 35.13 65.74 5196 14.24 98.60
850 7.426 101.93 35.07 6 6 . 8 6 5142 14.09 98.82

1 0 0 0 7.350 105.12 34.94 70.18 4986 13.66 99.48

Table 4 - 1 ;  SS orbital param eters

SS circular* Earth orbits with varying altitude show that the eclipse duration remains similar for 

altitudes from 500 -  1000 km, but the time the satellite remains in the sunlight increases from 

58.86 -  70.18 minutes. This maximises the use of solar energy for the power subsystem. If this 

aspect is considered alone, then it appears that higher altitudes are better but the power-aperture 

product advocates using lower altitudes.

Besides these aspects, the selection of orbit altitude and inclination has to be weighed against the 

availability of low cost launchers and suitable launching sites. The purpose of this research is to
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propose a SAR design that complements the optical DMC sensors, which are often deployed in 

SS circular Earth orbits in the altitude range of 575 -  625 km. Placing the microsatellite based 

SAR in the same orbit as those of DMC would provide a constellation having both optical and 

SAR sensors. For these reasons, the same SS orbit as that of the DMC is considered for this re

search, with average altitude at 600 km and inclination of 97.79°.

By considering an altitude of 600 km and inclination of 97.79®, Satellite Tool Kit (STK) software 

has been utilized to visualize the global coverage achieved from a single SAR satellite that has 50 

km ground swath. During this simulation, a ground station near the equator is assumed. The re

sults are presented in Figure 4 - 3 .

Figure 4-3;  STK simulated results -  ground tracks per day from a satellite at SS orbit, 600 km alti
tude

Table 4 - 1  also shows that the satellite would have 14.85 equatorial crossings per day at an alti

tude of 600 km. From this information, the revisit time is determined as:

• The Earth equatorial circumference = 40,075.16 km

• Thus the inter-ground track distance between two successive revolutions (at the equator) = 

40,075.16/14.85 = 2698.66 km

• If the ground swath is 50 km, then the revisit time = 2698.66/50 = 53.97 days ~ 54 days.

It is pertinent to mention that RADARS AT 1 & 2, with 100 km swath had 24 days whereas 

ALOS had 48 days revisit time. [20], [25], [26]

Note; SAR design planning is done through an iterative process and is governed by a set of dif
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ferent equations. These equations have been derived by different authors and are available in rel- 

evant text books. To avoid cluttering up this part of the thesis, detailed derivation of the required 

expressions is done separately and attached as Appendix A.

4.1.6 Selection of the Antenna Design

The antenna is the most critical component of the SAR system design. As has been discussed at

length in the literature review and in section 4.1.4, that a reflector antenna is lighter, less expen

sive and simpler than APAA. These reasons make it the most suitable contender to be used with 

microsatellites at L-band. Thus, for a baseline design, a single horn, parabolic mesh is considered 

for the dual-polarisation (HH and HV).

Within reflector antennas, there are different design configurations such as deployable or inflata

ble, Newtonian or Cassegrain etc. Each has its own pros and cons, but these yield similar far field 

radiation patterns—the main interest for the SAR— from the same size of the antenna. The deci- 

sion to opt for the best configuration within the reflector antennas needs to evaluate a few other 

factors such as overall stowage volume, ease in construction, maintenance during launch and de

ployment in the space, cost, expected mass etc. These aspects will be discussed in chapter 6.

After selecting the reflector antenna, in order to deal with range and azimuth ambiguities, the 

minimum antenna area is to be determined. For a reflector circular dish antenna of diameter D,

the projected area:   (4-1)  [97]

and the minimum antenna area A_:rmn

A - 4 / l v ;
min 4  ^

h tan   ( 4 - 2 )  [18]

2 _
'̂ min

h
COS)^

COS)^

tan .........  (4-3)
;rc

where is the satellite velocity = 7.558 km/s as given in Table 4 - 1  

h = mean satellite altitude = 600 km 

p = the incidence angle = 30®

X = operating wavelength = 23.5 cm 

c = speed of the light in free space, 3x10^ m/s 

Dmin = minimum diameter of the dish (m)

=> D = 3.47 m
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Therefore, to adequately address the ambiguities, the minimum antenna diameter should be great

er than 3.47 m. In practical dish/circular antenna systems, a beam broadening factor is also taken 

into account. This factor varies from -  > 1 -  1.22 [97]. To be realistic and to cater for this aspect, 

an antenna with a slightly larger diameter should be selected. Hence D = 3.66 m is considered for 

subsequent discussions.

When considering the antenna design for the spacebome SAR mission, there are two mutually 

dependent aspects that need to be analysed at this stage. Firstly the effects of antenna radiations 

on the nadir returns and secondly the desire to have minimum depth/curvature of the parabola. 

Minimum depth yields a comparatively flat dish that is easy to constmct and maintain.

Focal point

Figure 4 - 4: Diagram showing the Focal Length (/), Diameter of the dish (D) and the Depth (d) of
the parabolic antenna

The antenna radiation pattern depends on how the reflector is illuminated by the feed. The varia

tion in electric field across the antenna diameter is called the antenna taper [97]. By varying the 

position of the feed (i.e., the focal length (/)), not only the radiation pattern but the 

depth/curvature of the dish can also be controlled. Figure 4 - 4  pictorially shows how focal length 

(/), the depth of curvature (d) and the diameter of the parabolic dish antenna (D) look like in the 

context of the parabolic antenna. These are mathematically related by:

/  = 16 d
(4-4) [98]

The tapering is commonly known as focal length to diameter (f/D)  ratio and for large size para

bolic dish antennas, it is commonly set in the range of 0.45 -  0.65 [97]. The values higher than 

0.65 introduce spill-over losses (i.e., the incident radiations going outside the dish), and to control
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these, a larger horn (feed) is required. Thus to achieve a suitable balance among different parame

ters, ih t f /D  ratios are chosen within this range.

CADFEKO is an antenna design and simulation software tool that has been utilized for canying 

out simulations of the proposed antenna, encompassing the above mentioned aspects. During 

these simulations, diameter of 3.66 m and surface inaccuracies of ± 4 cm are considered. T h t f / D  

ratio is varied from 0.45 -  0.65 and the combined results are shown in Figure 4 - 5  and Figure 4 -  

6 .

Effects of Antenna Tapering by varying f/D Ratios - 3.66 m Antenna

 f/D =0.45

f/D =0.50

 f/D =0.55

f/D = 0.60

f/D = 0.65

-10

LL- -20
Li_

-30

-40

-50

-150 -100 -50  0  50
Far Field Radiation Pattern (Degrees)

200100 150

Figure 4-5:  Comparison of 3.66 m antenna radiation patterns by varying///) Ratios

Analysing these results, it appears the radiation pattern achieved ixovaf/D ratio of 0.60 is slightly 

narrow and higher over the main lobe, although yields the highest first sidelobe but towards the 

lower angles (from 80° towards 45° : Figure 4 -  6 ) it performs better than others. More so it is 

within safe limits, where the losses caused by the spill-over radiation are low. It strikes a suitable 

balance between reduced sidelobe radiations (nadir oriented) and a low depth parabolic structure. 

Therefore âf/D  ratio of 0.6 is selected for further use. The angular distribution of the far field ra

diation pattern is shown in Figure 4 - 7 .  Figure 4 - 8  shows the 3D radiation pattern whereas 

Figure 4 - 9 displays the polar radiation plot.
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Effects of Antenna Tapering by varying f/D Ratios - 3.66 m Antenna

f/D = 0.45

f/D = 0 .50

f/D = 0 .55

f/D = 0 .60

f/D = 0 .65
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Figure 4 - 6: Zoomed in part of Figure 4 -5  

Far Field Radiation Pattern for f/D Ratio of 0.6 - 3.66 m Antenna
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Figure 4 -7 :  Far field radiation pattern for the selected//D ratio of 0.6 m

These simulations show that the main lobe gain is 32.67 dB. The half power point beam width 

(BWsdB) is 4®, this determines the 3 dB swath in range/azimuth directions. The first sidelobe level 

is 10.50 dB at ±6.65° off the main lobe. This yields sidelobe to peak ratio of -  22.17 dB. This 

ratio has a direct bearing on the returns from the first sidelobe.
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Figure 4-8:  3 Dimensional view of the radiation pattern for the selected f/D ratio of 0.6

G ain
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270

3003-11-22: parabolic

Figure 4-9:  Polar radiation pattern at f/D ratio of 0.6

Associated with the first sidelobe is the region of the radiation pattern that contributes to the nadir 

returns (depending upon the incidence angle). As was previously mentioned that the intended ap

plications need to look at the target area over a range of incidence angles (20 -  50®), thus the 

corresponding average gain in this region is ~ -  15 dB.
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The radiation pattern in the direction of ±  90® (off the main beam) is about -  10 dB. The back 

blast is narrow and a low gain of 2.2 dB.

4.1.7 Sensitivity

As different sensor specific parameters (frequency (L-band), polarization (HH and HV), range of 

incidence angles (20 -  50®, nominal 25 -  35®), range of spatial resolution (10 -  50 m, nominal 30 

m) etc.) relating to the design have been worked out, it is pertinent to figure out the range of dif

ferent sensitivity values (target specific parameters) pertaining to the intended applications.

Measuring a® over a variety of targets with calibrated spectrometers is an expensive, time con

suming and difficult process. Over a period of time, different projects were initiated to measure o® 

from calibrated sensors. A combined master dataset had been prepared by [59], the PDFs for dif

ferent types of terrains, vegetation and trees were organized and information was publicly 

released. The lookup tables and the corresponding PDFs that are relevant to the intended applica

tions of this research are selected and separately included in the Appendix B.

Considering different PDFs and the mean values presented in the Appendix B for trees, shrubs 

and the short vegetation, at 30® incidence angle, the a® = -  14.6 to -  16.2 dB (SD = 4 to 6 .6 ) and 

-  18.7 to -  24.9 dB (SD = 4 to 6 ) variations are observed for HH and HV polarizations respec

tively, at L-band. In order to proceed further with SAR design options, at 30® inclination, let us 

consider cj® = -  15 dB (SD = 5) and -  21 dB (SD = 5) for HH and HV polarizations, respective

ly. This would also ensure a dynamic range of 6  dB between HH and HV polarizations. This 

satisfies the conditions discussed in section 3.3.1.1 (forest resource assessment) and 3.3.1.2.1 

(forest resource monitoring) where a dynamic range from 1.5 -  8  dB depending upon changing 

scenarios, is recommended.

The purpose of selecting these baseline o® values at 30®, for HH and HV polarizations at L-band 

is to work out the approximate values which can serve a set of applications. Indeed, <j® is strongly 

incidence angle dependent, thus while calculating SNR, this aspect will be taken into account.

4.1.8 Selection of the FRF and Other Parameters

Since a parabolic reflector antenna has been selected, it yields the same half power beamwidth 

‘BW 3 jb’ in both range and azimuth directions. By using antenna simulation results given in

Figure 4 - 7 ,  => Azimuth ‘BW , = Range ‘BW , ̂ ’ ( ) =  4“

Basing on this beamwidth, different slant ranges (Rg) would be:

• The slant range at the centre of the swath ‘Rg.c’, at 600 km altitude and 30® incidence angle: 
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'^s,c=Xos/î = ' % s 3 0 » = ' ^ " ' " ’
(4-5)

• The slant range at the near edge of the swath ‘Rs,n’ would be:

= X o s (y ff-^ , / 2 ) = “ X o s 2 8 “

• The slant range at the far edge of the swath ‘Rs,f’ would be :

R -  h /  —6 0 0 /
^s.F-/cos(yg + ̂ X 2)- Aos32( = 707 km

(4 -6)

(4 -7)

For the spacebome SAR, the curvature of Earth effects are pronounced and need to be incorpo

rated while calculating the ground ranges, ground swath and ground range resolution. The 

detailed discussion and derivation of expressions are included in Appendix A. By using these ex

pressions, the corresponding ground ranges have been shown in Figure 4 - 10. It shows that 

ground swath (S) in range would be = 58 km.

• The SAR’s azimuth resolution ‘ A 4’ is related to physical length (diameter) ‘D’ of the antenna 

in the azimuth direction by AA = ^  . By incorporating the curvature of Earth effects, it im

proves by: AA = R.
X  — = 1.67 m  

2

where R. is the mean local radius of the Earth.

(4-8) [75]

Slant Range
Near = Rs,n 
Center =Rs,c 
Far = R s ,f  
Ground Range
N ear=  Rg,N 
Center=Rg,c 
Par=Rg,F

28°

30°
32°

R s . f  
707 km

Height 
600 km

R q  n = 3 2 4  km

Rq c =352 km Rq F =382 km

Swath=58 km

Figure 4 -10: Ground and Slant Ranges due to 4** beamwidth

• In order to set a 30 m ground range resolution, the system bandwidth ‘B’ is calculated at the
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near edge of the swath. The off nadir/incidence angle that defines the near edge of the swath is 

{ p —0 J 2 )  = 2 ^ .  Since it would be an orbital mission, thus the effect of curvature of Earth 

needs to be taken into account by calculating the local incidence angle, that is given by:

30.9E
Ite J

The required system bandwidth needs to be calculated according to this local incidence angle 

and it would be: B = -----------   = 9.74 MHz ..............  ( 4 -9 )
2x  ARg xsin(^ yy)

In order to adequately sample the Doppler frequency, the minimum PRF should be:

PRF^^  -  ^  = 3950 Hz ......  ( 4 -10 )

where is the effective/relative velocity.

Similarly to ensure that at any instance of time, only one pulse is impinging in the target area,

the maximum PRF =    r  = 5236 Hz .......... (4-11)
^ { R s .f - R s .n )

By ensuring that the minimum PRF is over sampled and also to be in the mid range, for time 

being, the PRF may be set at 4500 Hz.

=> PRI -  = 222 (is .....  (4 -12)

Under the strip map imaging mode, the observation time, integration time or aperture synthe

sis time, is the time once a target enters the antenna beam from one side and leaves the beam

from the other side in azimuth direction. The observation time may be calculated from that of 

the azimuth footprint (FJ at the centre of the swath as:

= 48 .5km  .. (4 -13)

and under the assumption that the Earth is a perfect sphere, then the approximate observation
\3¥  48 5x10

time would be: T = — = — : ^ = 6 .3 9 . 9 .............................................................. . (4 -14)
' V. 7.56x10"

4.1.9 Summary of the Parameters

Different parameters discussed in the previous sections are summarised in Table 4 - 2 .
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Symbol Description Values

fc Carrier frequency 1.28 GHz

AA Azimuth resolution (single look) 1.67 m

Ground range resolution 30 m

B
Bandwidth to get 30 m range resolution at the near edge of the 

swath
9.74 MHz

fr Selected PRF (within the range of 3950 -  5350 Hz) 4500 Hz

Duty Cycle

Pulsed

CW
Extended Chirp (with 3.66 m diameter antenna)

6%
100%
14%

Pt

P av

Peak RF transmitter power (at the input of the antenna)
Average RF power

1 kW 

60 W

PRI Pulse repetition interval (reciprocal of selected PRF) 222 ps

5 Ground swath achieved from strip map imaging mode 58 km

h Satellite altitude (SS, 97.7^ inclination) 600 km

P Incidence Angle (design should cater for 20 -  50°) 30°

D Diameter of the parabolic reflector antenna 3.66 m

P^3dB Half power beamwidth 4°

G Gain of the antenna 32.67 dB

NF Receiver noise figure 3dB

Loss Additional loss budget 3dB
Polarization Dual polarization (HH & HV)

Sensitivity (at 30° incidence) -15dB
-21dB

(SNR)mio

Minimum SNR at the centre of the main lobe 
for the HH polarization 
for the HV polarization

12 dB 
6dB

Thermal noise equivalent back scattering coefficient (for 
SNR=1)

-  27 dB

Table 4 - 2: Summary of the SAR parameters to be used in the design options

4.2 SAR Design Options

In order to arrive at the practically suitable design that Bts in the stringent constraints imposed by 

available microsatellite buses, different SAR design options are analysed in the forthcoming sec
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tions. The SAR parameters mentioned in Table 4 - 2  would be used to calculate the SNR.

4.2.1 Option 1: Pulsed SAR

Almost all the known spacebome SAR missions are based on pulsed technology. A pulsed system 

is characterised by transmitting a narrow (5 -  10 % of the PRI) but high powered modulated 

pulse. This pulse is scattered off the target and received, demodulated and recorded by the receiv

er. The system is designed such that both transmitter and receiver share same antenna.

If it is assumed that a power amplifier with 1 kW output is used and to achieve a SNR > 12 dB 

for = -1 5  d B , then the required pulse width would be t '  = 13.33 ps (which is a typical 5 -  

10% duty cycle for a spacebome pulsed SAR design [12]).

In order to image the swath (slant range), without overlapping the pulses, a minimum imaging 

time/receive window time is required, that may be calculated as:

V =3i5£:i—̂î̂ 1 = 187/Z5 . (4 - 1 5 )

As previously calculated the PRI =222 ps, then 187 ps needs to be reserved for receiving the ech

oes from corresponding target area. These aspects are shown in Figure 4 -11 .

13.33ps (6% )

IkW
187psNadir

Echo

222ps —

PRF=4500Hz

Figure 4-11: Pulsed SAR timing arrangement 

SAR Equation for computing SNR

The radar equation links the physical dependences of the radar parameters from the transmitter, to 

the target and back to the receiver. It is a basic and important equation and could be derived in 

different forms. Detailed derivation is included in the Appendix A, whilst the form to be used is 

discussed here as:
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The SNR for n coherently integrated pulses is:

{SNR)„ (4;r)^x;^^x2xv^xÆx7 .̂^xÆFxlo^.y
[W]  (4 -16)

where:

Pt = Peak RF power -  the output of the PA (which is fed at the input of the antenna) [W]

G= Gain of the antenna (it is not a fixed value but incident angle dependent).

A, = Wavelength of the radar centre frequency, [m]

= Normalized backscattering coeSicient per unit area (incident angle dependent).

ARg= The ground range resolution (varies non-linearly and is local incident angle dependent), [m] 

= The pulse repetition frequency. [Hz]

Rs= Slant range to the target (incident angle dependent), [m]

= Satellite velocity, [m/s]

K= Boltzmann’s constant = 1.6 x 10 WK ^Hz" ^

7^  ̂ = Operating Temperature in, Kelvin (290 K).

Af=Receiver noise figure (3 dB).

Loss= Lumped losses (scanning, beam shape, collapsing, integration, cable etc.) in the system (3 

dB).

t ' = The time period of the chirped signal, [s]

The term ( P ^ x f ^ x r ' )  used here in this equation sets the average RF power that the transmitter 

feeds to the antenna. If t ' is extended up to 100 % of the PRI, it becomes the CW case, where 

r  ' = PRI =  ̂which yields ~ ^av •

While looking at the SNR equation, there are four terms that have the angular dependencies. 

These are: the antenna gain, ground range resolution, o°, and slant range. In order to find out the 

SNR distribution according to the angular variations of the incidence angle, these factors need to 

be evaluated from nadir (0^ to the set incidence angle (30°) and beyond.

Figure 4 - 1 2  shows the antenna gain distribution over a range of ± 30° off the main lobe.
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Far Field Gain Distribution According to Incidence Angle

CÛ"O

o
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Figure 4 -12: Antenna gain distribution around the ±30*̂

Let us define an instantaneous incidence angle vector centred at 30*̂  as

Pi = 0 .01 ,0 .06 ,0 .11 ,........................... ,60^, and map it over to calculate the instantaneous slant

ranges according to: / c o s P ,

Thus yields slant ranges from 600 km (nadir point) to 1201.8 km (at 60 ).

For calculating the instantaneous values of ground range resolution ‘ ’, additional effects of

the curvature of Earth need to be incorporated. The instantaneous local incidence angle ‘ ^ ’

R.+/ rmay be calculated as: 6 >.^=sm sin^, (4 -17) [75]

By using this instantaneous local incidence angle, the AR^ is calculated by:

cAR„ =
 ̂ 2 R s i n #

04-18)
i , N

that varies non-linearly from 80.64 km (at nadir) to 16.25 m (at slant range of 1201 km).

The next factor which has the angular dependency is the o^. For calculating the SNR, standard 

profile of radar signatures are used [59], [91] which show the variations according to the inci

dence angle. These angular plots aie developed and published by [59] and are based on the data 

acquired from the field experiments. Appendix B shows the details of a® characteristics at the L- 

band according to different terrain classifications. After analysing the available information, espe-
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cially from the nadir returns point of view, the L-band, HH polarized, angular plot for Shrubs is 

selected, as it provides higher values at low incidence angles (near nadir). The plot is shown in 

Figure 4 - 1 3 .  This plot shows the mean values and the 5 % and the 95 % occurrence levels.

L Band, Shrubs

00
TO

CO
u

g
o
o>c
o  ...

nu
V»JCwn
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f —  HH vWv#
-O' sx

Angle of Incidence (degrees)

Figure 4 -13: Relationship between incidence angle and backscattering coefficient

Source: Adapted from [59]

Considering this plot, the a® variations are grouped into short intervals of incidence angle, and 

these are assumed to be constant during these intervals. These variations are shown in Table 4 - 3 .

Range of incidence angles (degrees) Mean value of o® (dB)

0 - 5 2.5

6 - 1 5 - 7 .5

1 6 - 2 5 -12 .5

2 6 - 3 5 -  15

3 6 - 4 5 -  17.5

4 6 - 6 0 - 2 0

Table 4-3:  Mean values of o" according to variations in the incidence angle

By incorporating the angular dependent instantaneous values of the antenna gain, ground range
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resolution, slant range and a (from Table 4 - 3) into SNR equations, the achieved results are pre

sented in Figure 4 - 14. It shows that the returns closer to the nadir angle produce a spike that has 

a value of —  26 dB. This is because of the fact that ground range resolution is very large ( -8 1  

km). As the incidence angle increases, the ground range resolution size decreases, so does the 

SNR, as it drops to an average of -  45 dB. The returns from the first sidelobe (towards nadir) are 

-  -  28 dB . The highest {SNR)f^fj = 12.01 dB is achieved at the peak of the main lobe.

SNR Distribution Over the Slant Range

-20

TJ

■80

76 8 9 10 1211

Slant Range (m) ,io'

Figure 4 -14; SNR distribution incorporating the angular dependencies and curvature of Earth

The role of each factor that contributes to the SNR is important but looking at this plot, it appears 

that the antenna radiation pattern has most dominating impact on the outcome of these results. Let 

us consider the different scenarios for the nadir returns. Although at nadir, the range resolution of

81 km (=  49 dB) is fed to the equation, which yields SNR = —  26 dB, for = 2.5 dB . If it is 

hypothetically assumed that range resolution size becomes 1000 km ( = 6 0  dB), it would still 

yield the SNR = —  15 dB at the nadir incidence, which would be far below the SNR achieved at 

the main lobe. In addition, if = 12.5 dB is considered at 5 % occurrence level (shown in the 

Figure 4 -13), the corresponding SNR = ----- 5 dB would be achieved for the ground range resolu

tion of 1 0 0 0  km.

Let us assume a special case scenario and assume that the flat earth at nadir is un-vegetated and 

acting as an mirror for the radar radiations. If it is assumed that all the parameters are kept same 

while analysing the impact of (7° under this scenario. Consider only the impact of the peak power
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(1 kW); the gain of the antenna at nadir ( - 1 3  dB) and at the main lobe (32 dB); and, the range 

resolution (81,000 at nadir and 30 m at the main lobe).

The received power from the nadir will be: Peak power x twice the antenna gain x range resolu

tion and in terms of dB it would be 30 -  13 -  13 + 49 = 53 dB. Similarly for the main lobe, it 

would be 30 + 32 + 32+ 15 = 109 dB.

This simple calculation shows that there is a very wide gaps between the returns from the nadir 

and from the main lobe.

Considering all these worst case scenarios, it can be established that the effect of nadir returns 

onto the SNR may be ignored.

There are few glitches observed in Figure 4 - 14. These are because of abruptly changing the (T̂  

values in the Table 4 - 3 .

The relationship between instantaneous power, P, (i.e., the peak RF output power from the PA and 

fed to the antenna at the time of transmission) and the average RF power Pav was established in 

Eq. 2 - 1 .  Here in this case, it yields the average RF power: = 60 W

Analysis of Pulsed SAR Option

The design utilizes time tested and space proven concepts. The major advantage offered by this

technique is the use of a single satellite and a single antenna. This mono-static design provides 

well synchronized transmitter and receiver operations.

In order to lessen the impact on mass and cost of the mission, a parabolic reflector antenna would 

be used. Reflector antennas need centralized RF power amplification. Generation and transporta

tion of high instantaneous RF power (1 kW) remains a key technological challenge in the context 

of the microsatellite environment.

If a highly efficient (60 %) L-band PA is assumed, then to get 1 kW RF power, it needs 1.66 kW 

dc (direct current) power. The onboard power bus is designed to operate at 30 V. 1.66 kW dc 

would need 55 A current at the time of generating this pulse. The power sub-systems onboard the 

available buses are not designed to provide this type of power. There may be two approaches to 

handle this problem: either use 4 TWTAs as used with the MAPSAR, or use 5 parallel SSPAs, 

each with 200 W RF power output [49].

The TWTA approach is not only expensive (- T 6 M for only the TWTAs) but also heavy (-  36 

kg), thus may not be feasible in this situation. The SSPAs approach is cost effective, however, to 

compensate the peak power demands, it needs to use bulk capacitors—which are also large and 

heavy.
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Although both transmit and receive cycles are separated in different time slots yet isolation is 

needed to prevent leakage signal flowing through the receiver. The RF output from the PA would 

be 1 kW (30 dB) and in the absence of any receive signal at that instant of time, it is only this 30 

dB isolation which is to be achieved. Commercially available duplexers provide -  40 -  50 dB 

isolation; therefore, these may serve the purpose.

Due to handling high instantaneous powers, overall power losses (heat dissipation) would be 

higher once compared with a system that operates at low instantaneous power levels. Against this

backdrop, irrespective of whether TWTs or SSPAs are used, the existing SSTL buses need to be 

significantly modified or redesigned to withstand corresponding changes. The combined effect of 

these changes may lead to somewhere closer to TecSAR (200 kg bus+100 kg SAR) or NovaSAR- 

S (300 kg bus +100 kg SAR). Therefore, using traditional pulsed SAR technology in the current 

form may bode ill for use with microsatellites.

4.2.2 Option 2: LFM CW SAR

The major concern of pulsed SAR technology is to sustain a high rate of change of current. Con

trary to a pulsed system where the duty cycle is typically 5 -  10 %, a CW SAR is based on 

continuously transmitting and receiving the modulated signal (i.e., 1 0 0  % duty cycle) -  usually 

through separate dedicated transmit and receive antennas as was discussed in section 2.5.

An attraction of a CW system for microsatellite use is to operate the SAR and the bus at reduced 

instantaneous RF power levels. For example, considering the pulsed case just discussed, with chirp 

period t  = 13.33 ps at Pt = 1 kW yields a (SNR)hh ~ 1 2 .0 1 dB; has an average RF power of Pav = 

60 W. Approximately the same (SNR)hh may be achieved by increasing the chirp period to 0 . 2 2 2  

ms (reciprocal of the PRF, thereby making it a CW case) and keeping all other parameters the 

same, with 60 W of continuous RF power.

The main inspiration for considering CW SAR as a suitable technology for the use with microsat

ellites stems from the fact that it is successfully being used from small aerial platforms and many 

concerning issues related to the conceptual design and subsequent developments have been tack

led amicably. But once an extension of this technology to microsatellites is considered, many new 

challenges need to be addressed. These will be discussed in the forthcoming sections.

Antenna Isolation

In a CW system, the transmitter and receiver work simultaneously. High transmitter power sup

presses the receiver if it is co-located. Isolation can be achieved through a duplexer with a 

common antenna, but commercially available duplexers can only provide isolation in the order of 

50 dB or so. The spaceborne case under investigation has much higher requirements. Figure 4 - 

15 has been drawn to illustrate the net isolation requirements. It is assumed that both transmitter
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and receiver antennas are placed at the same location and both are pointing towards the same tar

get area. It shows that the effective isotropic radiated power for the transmitter is 49.7 dBW. Due 

to the continuous nature of operation, at the same instant of time, the echoes would also be re

ceived, and the receive signal strength behind the receiver antenna would be -116.2 dBW. The 

echo signals have to compete with the signals continuously being transmitted from the co-located 

transmitter antenna. Thus, at any instant of time, the net required isolation would be -  166 dBW. 

This may not be achievable with duplexers alone.

Recently concluded PhD research at SSC has shown that physically separating the antennas i.e., 

operating transmitter from one satellite and the receiver from the other satellite— a typical bi

static (dual satellite) configuration—helps to achieve the required antenna isolation. In order for 

the echo signal to be interference free from the leakage signals flowing from the sidelobes of the 

transmitting antenna, the receiving satellite should be at least 2 0  km apart from the transmitter 

satellite. [99]

Tx output 49.7dBW

Ant Gain=32dB

60W or17.7dBW

Power
Amplifier

Micro-
Electronics

NET ISOLATION 
166 dBW

—

LNA

Ant Gain=32dB

Pr=-116.2dBW

Micro-
Electronics

Figure 4 -15 ; Antenna isolation requirements for a microsatellite based CW SAR 

Synchronization between Bi-static T ransm itter and  Receiver

SAR is a coherent system, thus requires a very stable, well synchronized master oscillator/clock 

to perform modulation and demodulation. In the case of a mono-static pulsed system or an aerial 

CW SAR system (where two antennas are used from the same platform), the same master oscilla

tor is used, thus synchronization does not become an issue. But it remains a major challenge to 

synchronize spatially separated transmitter and receiver platforms (in a situation where both are 

apart over a minimum of 2 0  km or so).

Establishing an inter-satellite link for this purpose seems to be a viable solution but it would incur 
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additional cost, weight and a continuous drain on already meagre power resources. Since both 

satellites would be spatially separated, both would have relative velocities due to natural orbital 

dynamics. Any information sent over an inter-satellite link would also suffer from additional 

Doppler shift due to this relative motion. Any synchronization scheme based on an inter-satellite 

link needs to incorporate this additional Doppler shift.

Analysis of the Bi-static CW SAR

Generating this low RF power (60 W) in continuous form is much easier then generating narrow 

and high powered pulses (1 kW) through a FA technology. It also certainly enables the use of sin

gle SSPA at these low RF power levels. Now the bus may not need any additional capacitor 

network or high power cathode voltage supply as 60 W at 30 V (60 % SSPA efficiency) would 

only need about 3.3 A of current that can be either drawn directly from the solar panels or through 

batteries. Thus, operating the system at low instantaneous power remains a major advantage that 

contributes to significantly reducing the weight of the entire system. In addition, continuous 

transmit and receive operations without involving any switching would get rid of T/R mod

ules/switches, hence it would need a comparatively simple RF design.

However, to achieve adequate antenna isolation for the space applications, a spatially separated 

bi-static configuration becomes the necessity. A Bi-static configuration needs very accurate syn

chronization scheme to maintain coherency. By establishing an inter-satellite link for 

synchronization purpose would add cost and additional power consumption on both the satellites.

Besides many advantages, overall a full CW SAR implementation remains a two satellite based 

solution. This would increase the mission cost in terms of employing two satellites, their launch, 

insurance etc. This option therefore, does not fulfil the aims set for this research.

4.2.3 Option 3: ICW SAR -  A Mono-static CW SAR Design Approach

It has been analyzed in the previous sections that the major advantage achieved from the pulsed 

system is in the form of a mono-static operation sharing a common antenna whereas from that of 

CW SAR is to operate the SAR and the bus at low instantaneous power levels. Major disad- 

vantages that emerge from these techniques are: the pulsed system needs to operate with high 

instantaneous power levels thus requires a compatible power supply chain, increasing the com- 

plexity, weight and cost of the system; and from that of CW SAR is the need to use two satellites 

each for transmitter and receiver so that the required antenna isolation is achieved. There is a pos

sibility of combining the advantages of pulsed and CW techniques while avoiding the 

disadvantages embedded in each type. This section will focus on this design concept and high

light the perceived problems.
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ICW SAR Concept

For a spaceborne SAR (may it be pulsed or CW), there is a long travelling/delay time involved at 

the satellite altitudes. By exploiting this long delay time, a CW SAR can be designed that would 

only need a single platform while sharing the common antenna with the transmitter and the re- 

ceiver (a peculiarity of a pulsed SAR).

This delay time may be defined as the time taken by the transmitted chirp to travel from the

satellite down to the Earth, reflected/scattered and travel back to the receiving antenna. Mathe

matically it may be linked with the near edge of the swath (i.e.. Slant Range Near 'Rs,n ) as:

2 x Rr ^
 ^  = 4.52 ms ...........  (4 -19)

c

During this time interval ' f ̂  ' the number of pulses ' ' transmitted may be calculated as the

product of the delay time and the PRF ( /^ ):

" p % = f d ^ f r    ( 4 -20 )

and by incorporating values, it would be: ^0 pulses

The proposed SAR in this technique would work in an ICW mode, where the transmitter is 

switched ON for just enough time, ton (= Ki ) for the signal to be transmitted to the ground, scat

tered/reflected and returned to the spacecraft. The transmitter is then turned OFF, toff (for the 

same length of time = t ^ )  until all the signal returns have been collected by the receiver. This

process of switching ON and OFF is then repeated until the strip map image of desired length is 

acquired.

This arrangement is principally different from the pulsed system in which transmitter is switched 

ON and OFF according to a set PRF i.e., every time a pulse is sent, transmitter switches on and 

off once. Here, the transmitter remains continuously ON for a comparatively long time = ton and 

keeps on transmitting chirps in CW form (in this ON time, 'number of CW chirps would

be transmitted) and then remains OFF for time = (= tj) of virtually the same period -  achiev

ing mark-space ratios approaching 50 %. Thus the switching ON and OFF the transmitter is set 

according to the delay time (fj) and not the PRF. This arrangement thus yields a synthesized aper

ture that would have gaps for the off time -  and this has consequences for the image 

reconstruction during signal processing.

The timing diagram presented in Figure 4 -16  has been drawn with a view to show the summary 

of the design options discussed in this chapter.
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The necessary comparison with a pulsed, extended chirp (a variant of the pulsed SAR but with 

higher duty cycle using same sized antenna), a full CW system and proposed ICW options in the 

light of parameters shown in Table 4 - 2  has been drawn to clarify these concepts in detail. The 

main aspect that needs to be kept in mind here is the relationship between the set PRF = 4500 Hz 

and the delay time, = 4.52 m s.

First of all let us look at the pulsed system, it shows that once the transmission starts at r = 0 s, the 

first high powered but narrow pulse (chirp) is transmitted and then the receiver is switched on 

before the next pulse is transmitted. This defines one cycle of switching on and off. These cycles 

would be repeated according to set PRF. That means in one second, transmitter and receiver 

would be alternatively switched on and off 4500 times.

Although the switching ON and OFF between the transmitter and receiver would start at t = 0 s, 

but due to the long distance that the chirps have to traverse at space altitudes, the first reflected 

echo would be received after time = 4.52 m s. To achieve adequate SNR, the power needs to

be amplified to 1 kW.

The second system shown here is a variant of the pulsed system in which the chirp duty cycle is 

increased to 14 % (30 ps). This extension in the chirp reduces the peak power from 1 kW to 445 

W. The chirp can not be further increased as PRI = 222 ps and imaging the required swath needs 

187 ps, thus 30 ps is the space where chirp may be extended, leaving 5 ps for safety margins.

The extended chirp with reduced peak RF power, yields the equivalent SNR -  as achieved from 

pulsed system with 6  % duty cycle. Although this arrangement reduces the peak power by more 

than half however, generating 445 W RF power suffers from similar problems as seen with the 

pulsed system.

The third system shown is the bi-static CW. It shows that once the transmission starts, the corre

sponding echo starts receiving after 2 0  chirps but since a separate receiver antenna is used on the 

second satellite, this transmission and reception is done continuously for the required time period 

without any gap.
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Figure 4 -16: Timing diagram for the different SAR options
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For the ICW case, the PA is cut off after transmitting 20 CW chirps and then lets the receiver to 

receive these 20 echoes. Antenna isolation between transmitter and receiver paths would be 

achieved by switching on/off the PA and LNA alternatively. This will make it possible to use only 

one antenna for both the transmitter and receiver (like that of a pulsed system). The mono-static 

configuration achieved with this ICW arrangement would facilitate in maintaining coherency by 

using the same Master Oscillator (MO) for the transmitter and receiver operations (somewhat 

similar arrangement to that of the pulsed system).

Advantages

ICW design would have advantages over the pulsed system in terms of operating the SAR and the 

bus at low instantaneous power levels which would be instrumental in reducing the overall power 

consumption, weight and thus cost.

It will have an overriding advantage once compared with the bi-static CW SAR as that would re

quire two platforms whereas in this case it will use only one platform. In vogue airborne CW 

SARs yield two major advantages once compared with their pulsed counterparts and these are; 

operating the system at low instantaneous power levels and homodyne receiver design. Both these 

advantages can be achieved from this technique whereas in case of spaceborne CW SAR dis

cussed previously, only the first advantage could be achieved.

Now since the transmitter is being used for 50 % less time as compared with pulsed or CW SAR 

operations, this provides the opportunity to use the same available DC power for longer imaging 

durations.

Problems Concerning the ICW SAR Concept 

Sub-sampling the Doppler

It appears that leaving the gaps in the aperture are equivalent to sub-sampling the Doppler fre

quency. In essence, in order to sample the estimated Doppler bandwidth (3950 Hz)—while 

respecting the Nyquist criteria—the PRF is set at 4500 Hz which is over sampling the minimum 

PRF by a factor of 1.14. This ensures adequately sampling the estimated Doppler bandwidth dur

ing each time the transmitter remains ON for 4.52 ms.

Will the Image be Contiguous?

With the current SAR parameters and the type and size of the antenna selected, whenever a chirp 

is transmitted through the antenna, it impinges a footprint on the surface of the Earth that is ap

proximately 50 km in azimuth (at the centre of the swath) and a 58 km in range. During one ON 

or OFF period, the along track (azimuth) distance that would be traversed:
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t j  XV, =4.52x10"^ x7.56xl0^ =34 m

And during this ON/OFF time, 20 chirps would be transmitted /received. For the strip map mode 

of operation, the aperture synthesis time to image the whole of the scene (~ 50 x 58 km) requires 

~ 6.39 s (Eq. 4 - 14) and 4.52 ms is a small fraction of this time. Once SAR moves 34 m in the 

azimuth direction, approximately for the same distance, the scene also moves out of the beam 

footprint in the opposite direction. But overall the scene remains under SAR illumination for the 

~ 6.39 s. These corresponding movements of the sensor and the scene in opposite directions in

troduce gaps in the data being synthesized, for the periods the transmitter remains off, but the 

scene as a whole remains contiguous.

Affects of Gapped Synthesized Aperture on Image Reconstruction

For an ICW SAR the transmitter is cut off periodically as a design feature, thereby introducing 

gaps in the synthesized aperture. In Radar and SAR literature this gapped aperture is known as 

sparse aperture. Sparse aperture gives birth to known and pronounced signal processing problems.

To obtain a fully compressed image, the synthesized data are processed by separately convolving, 

first of all with range and then with azimuth reference chirps. If both (the reference chirp and the 

data) are continuous, the fully compressed data produce representative target area image. But if 

the same operation is performed with the sparse data, image artefacts are produced due to appear

ance of gaps in the data. To illustrate this problem, the RADARSAT-1 data are processed for both 

continuous and interrupted modes of operations. The results are presented in the Figure 4 -17.

SLC - Continuous Aperture SLC - Interrupted Aperture

g
O)c

I
I
O)c

I

Cross Track Cross Track

Figure 4-17: Comparison of continuous and interrupted aperture data and corresponding images
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Part (a) represents an amplitude image of the range and azimuth compressed data—also called 

single look complex (SLC). The ships, sea and the built up areas etc. can be distinguished.

To generate sparse data, the gaps along the azimuth direction are introduced according to the set

tings of ICW SAR case under investigation (i.e., 20 time samples ON and 20 OFF) in the raw 

data. Now once this sparse data are processed by the same signal processing algorithm, artefacts 

are produced, as shown in the part (b).

These artefacts blur the image and reduce the signal levels by half as compared to those of the

continuous aperture. In reality, these image artefacts mask the weak neighbouring targets, thus 

making it hard to distinguish the real targets from those of the artefacts.

To achieve full benefits offered by ICW SAR concept, this signal processing problem needs to be 

tackled efficiently so that an artefact free image can be obtained.

Note: Appendix C has been arranged with a view to define the radiometric artefacts in the context 

of SAR images and what are different contributing factors for these artefacts? To develop discus

sions during thesis, only the gaps in the data are considered as the concerning factor, thus, where 

so ever "artefacts" are discussed, it is discussed in the context of these gaps in the synthesized 

data.

Summary of ICW SAR Option

The ICW SAR technique provides a solution to the problems confronted once pulsed or CW SAR 

techniques are applied to the microsatellites. It allows a mono-static solution, employing a single 

antenna, with a low instantaneous power and a low complexity payload. Besides these ad

vantages, from the available power onboard microsatellite point of view, it uses 50 % less power 

as compared to any other option. This saving is particularly useful for operating the SAR from the 

same available power for doubling the imaging time, or compensating the power loss due to re

duction in the performance of onboard solar cells which typically degrade at 0.5 -  2.75 % per 

year. [100]. The problem of image artefacts (due to the sparse aperture) that this technique neces

sarily endangers needs to be resolved in order to establish the efficacy of this technique.

4.2.4 Option 4: ECMP SAR

LFMCW once compared with the pulsed technique offers the major advantage of operating the 

SAR and the bus at much reduced instantaneous power levels, thus potentially making it possible 

to use a single SSPA with the reflector antenna. This advantage makes it more attractive for use 

from the microsatellite bus that has a highly constrained power budget. But using LFMCW SAR 

technique from a single platform necessitates ICW technique to achieve the required antenna iso

lation.
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To offset the problems associated with the ICW technique, if the swath is compromised then it 

may be possible to fit an ECMP SAR within the power limits of the microsatellites. This would 

yield benefits similar to those achieved from using FMCW SAR from microsatellites.

With the current SAR parameters under consideration (i.e., with 3.66 m diameter antenna), the 

PRI is 222 ps. As shown in Figure 4 - 1 1  that for a swath of 58 km, the required slant range imag- 

ing timeTR^=187 p s, thus the chirp may be extended up to 30 //.y. This extension reduces the 

instantaneous power level from 1 kW (for the pulsed SAR) to 445 W to achieve same SNR. By 

considering 60 % efficiency of the power amplifier, this power level would still need hardware 

somewhat similar to that of a pulsed system discussed earlier.

If it is desired to bring down this 445 W RF power level closer to LFM CW case (60 W) then both 

the swath and the minimum PRF have to be manipulated. As we know from A -  37 that

' where v^is the relative velocity, which almost remains fixed at 7.22 km/s; and

 ̂ is the antenna length along azimuth direction. By incrementally increasing^, correspondingly 

PRFmin value decreases. If the SNR is simultaneously calculated by incrementally lowering the

PRF and increasing the pulse width, a situation comes which brings the peak RF equal to 60 W. 

At that instance, the ^is found to be 5 m. This size of the antenna thus creates the required 

“space” where chirp may be extended to a safe limit which enables a single SSPA to be used di

rectly with the available buses.

With the similar reasoning used while selecting a s u i t a b l e r a t i o  for 3.66 m antenna, the simu

lations were run for the 5 m antenna as well. The comparative results are shown in Figure 4 - 1 8 .  

Basing on these results, 2if/D  ratio of 0.6 is selected and accordingly the far field radiation pattern 

is shown in Figure 4 - 1 9 .  These results show that the main lobe gain is 35.31 dB and the half

power beamwidth, = 3 . f . Using this information, different ranges are calculated.
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Effect of Antenna Tapering for different f/D Ratios for 5 m Antenna

f/D=0.45

f/D=0.50

f/D=0.55
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Figure 4 -18: Comparison of 5 m antenna radiation patterns by varying/ZE) ratios

Given h=600 km, incidence angle, (3 = 30° and ^  =3.1°,

• The Centre slant range would be: R^ c  = 692.82 km

• The Near slant range would be: = 682.41 km

• The Far slant range would be: R^^f = 704.07 km

• The incidence angles at the near and far slant ranges, due to the half power beamwidth are:

= 28 .45°and /3 ^ -^y ^  = 31.55°, respectively. By incorporating the curvature of

Earth effects, the local incidence angles at the near and far slant range would be: 31.40°, 

and 34.91°, respectively. These local incidence angles yield the corresponding ground rang

es of 330 km and 375 km (off nadir point), thus a ground swath of approximately 45 km is 

achieved.

• By using the 31.40° (local incidence angle ^ at the near edge of the swath), a ground 

range resolution of 30 m requires the system bandwidth of 9.6 MHz.

• The minimum PRF = PRF^^ > = 2890 Hz
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• The maximum PRF should be:  r
2 ( R „

= 6923 Hz

By over sampling the minimum PRF by ~ 1.25 times, the PRF may be set at 3600 Hz. 

Far Field Radiation Pattern for 5 m Antenna, f/D Ratio = 0.6

30  -
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Figure 4 -19: Far field radiation pattern for the selected//Z) ratio of 0.6 m

Then, the PRI = 277 p s . The receive window time (to image the swath in slant range) would be:

“  ^S,N ) = 145 ps

44% Extended Chirp

60 W
150 ps

I f -  120ps -4

277ps

Figure 4 - 20: Timing arrangement for ECMP SAR
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In order to keep safety margins, this may be slightly extended to ~ 150 ps. If the effect of the na

dir return is neglected, then 277 -  150 = 127 ps is the usable space to adjust the chirp.

Additionally if 7 ps are kept for pulse rising/falling and switching over times etc., then 120 ps 

would be available for the chirp to be extended. This yields a 44 % duty cycle. These setting are 

shown in Figure 4 - 20.

In order to calculate the SNR for this 5 m antenna, the same procedure is adopted here that was 

followed for the 3.66 m antenna. In the subsequent discussions, the effects of curvature of Earth 

are incorporated in the calculations.

Figure 4 - 2 1  shows the antenna gain distribution over a range of ± 30° off the main lobe.

Angular Distribution of Antenna Radiation Pattern
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Figure 4-21;  Antenna gain distribution around ± 30®

If we define an instantaneous incidence angle vector: = 0 .01 ,0 .06 ,0 .11 ,............................,60^

/
s /co sand then map it over to calculate the slant range by R , = ^ ; it would yield the slant ranges

from ~ 600.00 km (nadir point) to 1201.8 km.

Similarly the ground range resolution achieved by using the instantaneous local incidence angle, 

would be 81.3 km (at the nadir). It drops down to 16.49 m as the slant range increases to 1201.8 

km. In addition, the HH polarized o° variations according to the incidence angle mentioned in Ta

ble 4 - 3 are used here.
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By incorporating the angular dependent instantaneous values of the antenna gain, ground range 

resolution (after taking into the curvature of Earth effects), slant range and into SNR equation, 

the results so achieved are shown in Figure 4 - 22.

It shows that the returns closer to the nadir angles are ~ -  35 dB because of a very large ground 

range resolution (~ 81km) size. As the incidence angle increases, the resolution cell size decreas

es, so does the SNR, which drops to an average of -  60 dB. The returns from the first sidelobe 

(towards nadir) are —  30 dB. The highest (SNR)yp^ = 12.72 dB is achieved at the centre of main

lobe. Likewise for the HV polarization, if = -21  dBis considered for 25 -  35® then the main 

lobe SNR would be ~ 6.57 dB in the centre.

SNR Distribution Over the Slant Range
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Figure 4 - 22: SNR distribution over the slant range

Advantages

This design option is based on operating the pulsed SAR in extended chirp mode. This design 

approach is orchestrated around using a 5 m parabolic antenna. This antenna provides two fold 

design benefits: one reducing the 3 dB beamwidth that yields comparatively smaller ground swath 

thus reducing the receive window timing; and secondly lowers the minimum PRF limit.

By using the pulsed SAR in this extended chirp mode under these design arrangements, the ad

vantages of operating at low instantaneous power levels that are equal to those of the CW SAR 

would be achieved. This would enable the transmitter to operate a single SSPA with the low cost
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and light-weight reflector antenna, thus reducing much of the complexity and additional arrange

ments required with the narrow but high peak powered pulse. 60 W peak power operating at 30 V 

would need (with 60 % SSPA efficiency) 3.3 A of the current, which may directly be drawn from 

the batteries/solar panels without involving any capacitive network or high voltage power sup

plies required for the electron beam amplifiers.

Being a pulsed SAR the synthesized aperture would be continuous in nature in comparison to the 

aperture achieved from the ICW SAR technique, which yields a sparse aperture (hence it needs 

sparse aperture filling algorithms).

Achieving a 45 km swath by operating a single beam at L-band, makes the overall design simple 

as compared with TecSAR (X-band ) where multi-beams are required to achieve adequate swath.

Concerning Issues

Launching 5 m antenna with a microsatellite poses a difficult engineering challenge and needs an 

out of the box solution. The advances in the field of inflatable antennas, discussed previously, 

look promising and they are strong competitors for deployable ones—for launching light-weight

and large size antennas with compact stowage volume.

The CW SAR benefits from the homodyne receiver designs which eventually yields very low da

ta rates from the same bandwidth. Since extended mode pulsed SAR may not be able to take 

benefits of reduced data rates, it is envisaged that very high data rates— a peculiarity of the space

borne pulsed SAR, would be produced. Handling, storage and subsequently transferring the data 

to the ground stations, for the given imaging time that could be achieved from this design, is a 

concerning issue.

4.3 Microsatellite Platform Selection

SSTL-100 , SSTL-150 and SSTL-300 buses and their baseline capabilities were discussed in the 

previous chapter with a view to keep the capabilities and limitations of the platforms in mind 

while analysing the SAR design options. After analysing different design options, let us select one 

out of these buses to proceed with further design analysis.

Considering the mass these platforms offer to the payload, the possibility of fitting an APAA is 

remote as the minimum sized APAA that is planned with the NovaSAR-S weighs ~ 70 kg at S- 

band and it may be envisaged that this mass would increase significantly if a similar design is 

adopted at L-band. Thus we are left with the choice of a passive reflector antenna. Inference may 

be drawn directly from the L-band, 6 m AstroMesh antenna that weights 14.5 kg (less feed as

sembly). If ~ 25 kg mass budget is allocated for the antenna (reflector and the feed), then besides 

other constraints, the SSTL-100 bus is limited to supporting only 15 kg of payload. Thus we need
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to rule out the SSTL-100 bus on these grounds.

Although the average RF power remains the same in both pulsed and CW techniques generating 

narrow, high powered pulses through TWTAs or SSPAs would need considerable changes in the 

bus design, specially the power sub-system. Considering these aspects, the Pulse SAR option— 

from the point of view of using it from the SSTL-150 or SSTL-300 bus without incorporating 

major changes is also remote.

Now we are left with CW SAR (both bi-static and mono-static options) and ECMP SAR options. 

The instantaneous RF average power of 60 W at 30 V with a SSPA having 60 % efficiency would 

need a DC power of 100 W that is within the capabilities of existing batteries and the solar cells 

onboard SSTL-150 bus.

From the RF transmission point of view, the major mass contributing subsystems are the complete 

antenna assembly and the PA. As stated earlier, a mass budget of ~ 25 kg may be allocated for the 

reflector antenna and the feed assembly. A mass needs to be allocated for the PA and the sensor 

electronics. Since both the design options (ICW and ECMP SAR) utilize a single SSPA that is 

considerably light in weight as compared to TWTs, by allocating ~ 30 kg mass budget (similar to 

that of NovaSAR-S) for the PA and sensor electronics, a total of ~ 55 kg mass is achievable for 

the payload. Thus from the payload mass point of view, the SSTL-150 seems to be sufficient to 

support the SAR payload. SSTL-300 bus would be an over kill.

The attitude determination and control system onboard SSTL-150 and SSTL-300 buses provide 

almost similar capabilities. Likewise onboard data storage and the download links also come with 

equivalent capacities. The detailed impact of these on the SAR design will be dealt with in chap

ter 6.

This discussion may be summarized that SSTL-150 bus is considered suitable for accommodating 

any of the ICW or ECMP SAR options presented in this chapter.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter dealt with a number of key issues that encompass the SAR design in the framework 

of microsatellites. Initially different application-specific requirements were analysed in the light 

of baseline capabilities offered by the available buses and necessary tradeoffs were discussed. 

This led to derivation of SAR parameters that are subsequently used with the different design op-

tions.

Pulsed technology is a time tested and widely used from aerial and spaceborne platforms. It offers 

the m^or advantage of completing transmit and receive cycles from a single platform. But over

all, the design is complex, requiring high instantaneous operating power, hence the spacecraft bus
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needs to be tailored/redesigned to withstand such requirements. All this gives birth to high weight 

and costs, thus limiting its suitability for a 150 kg class of micro-satellites.

The CW technique is a catching up technology for airborne SAR and is being successfully used

from UAVs which share many of the constraints of micro-satellites. It may therefore be a suitable 

contender for use from micro-satellites. However, due to simultaneously transmitting and receiv

ing the chirped signals, satellites need a much greater isolation between the transmitter and 

receiver as compared to aircraft. Thus, in order to achieve adequate antenna isolation, two satel

lites are essentially required, one each for the transmitter and the receiver. This doubles the 

overall mission cost.

The ICW SAR concept combines the advantages of pulsed and CW techniques and avoids the 

disadvantages of both. It provides a solution for completing the transmit and receive cycles from 

a single platform but the signal processing needs additional stages to address the problems from

the sparse aperture.

It was discussed in the specific scenario of ECMP SAR where the chirp is extended to a limit that 

peak power is reduced to a level somewhat equal to CW cases. It would then enable a single 

SSPA with reflector antenna and by operating a single beam at L-band, the swath of 45 km may

be achieved. Reduced swath eventually gives the benefits of synthesising a continuous aperture as 

opposed to ICW where a sparse aperture is synthesized, which requires a gap filling algorithm to 

obtain artefact free images.
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5 SIGNAL PROCESSING ASPECTS OF ICW SAR

The concept of ICW SAR was introduced in the previous chapter and it was also highlighted that 

this technique inherently gives birth to sparse apertures that have pronounced signal processing 

problems. This chapter deals with the detailed analysis of these signal processing aspects of the 

ICW SAR concept and presents the gap filling technique to address these problems. For this pur- 

pose, a real SAR dataset which was acquired by the RADARSAT-1 is utilized. The gap filling 

algorithm's effectiveness is evaluated by comparing the results with those of the available dataset, 

as if there were no gaps.

5.1 The RADARSAT-1 Dataset

The efficacy of the sparse aperture filling algorithm can be established by applying it to real SAR 

data. For this purpose, both raw data (unprocessed data taken from the sensor, also known as SAR 

signal data) and the signal processing algorithms are required. Since none of the existing opera

tional spaceborne SAR mission utilizes LFM CW SAR technique, for the purpose of 

demonstrating the signal processing problems of the ICW SAR and validating the gap filling al- 

gorithm's efficiency, spaceborne pulsed SAR data are used instead, under an assumption, that 

both pulsed and CW systems adhere to the same SAR principles to measure the target backscat

tering properties, and the difference is only in the RF front end/technique.

The raw dataset that is utilized for this purpose was acquired by RADARSAT-1 on 16* June, 2002 

of the Vancouver area, Canada, at 02:03:50 and 02:04:50 hours, by using Fine Beam 2 (Near). In 

this mode, the radar could achieve ~ 8 m ground resolution (nominal) with 45 km ground swath. 

It was only capable of providing single polarized (HH) data. This raw data has been provided by 

[12] for academic research purposes. To process this data, the relevant signal processing algo

rithms have been acquired from the Microwave Earth Remote Sensing laboratory, Brigham 

Young University. During the signal processing of this dataset, different values of the parameters 

are utilized which are mentioned in Table 5 - 1 [12].

Figure 5 - 1  shows map of the Vancouver area acquired by optical sensors. The area of interest 

(approximately 40 x 40 km) which corresponds to the SAR data is marked with the black square.
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Parameter Symbol Value Units

Pulse Width r 41.74 ps

Pulse Bandwidth B 32.317 MHz

Radar Frequency fc 5.30 GHz

PRF f r 1256.98 Hz

Effective Radar Velocity 7062 m/s

Ground Velocity & 6613 m/s

Azimuth FM Rate 1733 Hz/s

Slant range sample spacing AR, 4.635 m

Ground range sample spacing -7 .2 m

Spacecraft heading 344.49 degrees

Platform Latitude 48.36 degrees

Platform Longitude 229.29 degrees

Satellite orbit radius (Re+h) 7,189,029 m

Local Earth sphere radius Re 6,390,524 m

Incidence angle at near range 38.64 degrees

Incidence angle at the mid range 40.15 degrees

Incidence angle at the far range 41.61 degrees

Nominal slant range &.C 1000 km

Table 5-1:  RADARSAT-1 parameters used during the signal processing

Source: Adapted from [12]

A detailed description has been included in the Appendix A, which shows how the one dimen

sional data (the echo) are stored in the signal memory— so that at the subsequent stages, it could 

be processed to obtain a two dimensional map like image. For this dataset, the memory was ar

ranged that stored the each received chirp along the rows of the matrix and range samples are 

along the columns. The rows are also called range lines whereas the columns are known as range 

cells. The direction of the radar forward movement is upward and from the left side of the image. 

A portion (6104 rows and 6098 columns) of the available raw dataset is selected for the subse- 

quent signal processing analysis. Figure 5 - 2 represents the amplitude of the range and azimuth 

compressed data. The range and azimuth processed data are also known as the single look com

plex (SLC) image. The images produced by the SLC data are in the slant range whereas the 

optical image shown in the Figure 5 -  1 is in ground range.
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Pofi Moody

Figure 5-1:  Map of the Vancouver (Canada) area, acquired by optical sensors 

Source: Adapted from Google Maps (Grid Reference: 49.399356, -  123.021126)

The received echoes are down converted to the baseband signal and are recorded as complex data 

that have real and imaginary parts, which are called in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channels. The 

phase of a single channel (HH polarized in this case) is uniformly distributed over the range 

- ;r to  -I-Æ. In essence, the single channel SAR system phase provides no valuable information, 

while the amplitude (or intensity/power) conveys the useful information. [62]

The SLC amplitude image shows a wide range of landscape features in the area. These encom

pass: homogenous and inhomogeneous, natural and manmade, shorelines and off shore areas, part 

of Vancouver city area (towards middle lower part of the image), sea, ships, mountains etc.

The classic SAR image distortions can be clearly observed. The layover of the mountains sug

gests that the data was acquired from the left hand side of the image. The manmade features, 

especially in the urban areas, look much brighter in the image. The image also shows a calm sea, 

as a result of specular or m inor like reflection -  where the reflecting surface directs incident en

ergy in the direction away from the sensor. Had it been a rough sea, the predominant radiation 

interaction would have been due to diffuse reflection and the sea would have looked much bright

er. As a result of the calm sea, the presence of ships in the dark background can be easily
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identified. As a whole, these features make the data and the image a good test case for analysing 

the effects of the interrupted SAR mode of operation and validating the efficacy of the gap filhng 

algorithm.

SLC - Vancouver Area
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Cross Track

Figure 5-2:  The SLC amplitude image of the Vancouver area

For a homogeneous area, the SLC data statistics adhere to established distributions [67]. The SLC 

amplitude, given by A =iJF4-Q ^, displays the Rayleigh distribution; whereas the intensity/power

= A ^, follows a negative exponential distribution; and the real and imaginary parts follow zero 

mean Gaussian distribution [62].

To demonstrate/validate these data statistics, a small portion of the SLC image, as shown by a 

yellow box towards the lower left part of the Figure 5 - 2 is selected. This selected area encom

passes 500 azimuth and 500 range bins. By analyzing these SLC data samples for amplitude, 

intensity, real and imaginary parts, the corresponding histograms are obtained, as shown in the 

subsequent figures.
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Figure 5 - 3: (a) -  The fitting of Rayleigh PDF to the amplitude histogram of SLC test dataset

(b) -  The fitting of Negative Exponential PDF to the intensity histogram of SLC test dataset

The SLC amplitude dataset under consideration has mean = 21.2032, variance = 126.7578 and the 

SD = 11.2587, thus it yields a ratio of the SD to the mean = 0.5310 (that is close to the single look 

theoretical value of 0.5227 of the Rayleigh distribution [67]).

Figure 5 - 3 (a) shows the histogram of the amplitude SLC test dataset. This histogram matches 

the theoretical Rayleigh PDF that is defined by:

2b‘
( 5 - 1 )

where ‘A’ is the amplitude of the dataset and ‘b’ is the Rayleigh distribution parameter that relates 

to the mean of the data by: mean = b ; and for the given dataset, b = 16.9754. The probabil

ity is maximum at ‘b ’ as shown here in this plot.

For the Intensity/Power = p = I^+Q^ = A^of the SLC dataset under consideration, have mean = 

576.3344, variance = 351980 and the SD = 593.2795, thus it yields a ratio of the SD to the mean 

= 1.0294 (that is close to the single look theoretical value of 1.0 of the negative exponential dis

tribution [67]). This ratio indicates that the speckle noise would appear more pronounced in the 

intensity images than in the amplitude images that have this ratio of 0.5227.

Figure 5 - 3 (b) shows the histogram of the intensity/power SLC test dataset. This histogram data 

are consistent with the theoretical negative exponential PDF that is defined by:
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f [ p ^ b )  =

p_ for p > 0

( 5 - 2 )

for p < 0

where ‘b’ is the rate parameter of the distribution that relates to the mean of the data by: 

mean = , and to the variance = b"^. [67]
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Figure 5-4:  Fitting of Gaussian PDF to the histogram of (a) -  the real part (b) -  the imaginary
part of the SLC test dataset

Similarly the real and imaginary parts of the data adhere to the Gaussian distribution, given by:

/  — rr— exp
ayjZTT

(5 -  3)

where jU is the mean of the data and (7 is the SD. The histogram of the real and imaginary parts 

of the SLC test dataset are plotted in Figure 5 - 4  (a) and (b) respectively. The real part have 

mean = -  0.2461, variance = 287.7514 and the SD = 16.9632. And the imaginary part have 

mean = -  0.2864, variance = 288.4318 and the SD = 16.9833. These histograms are consistent 

with the Gaussian distribution.

Since this chapter is organized in the framework of ICW with a view to highlight the signal pro

cessing problems and suggest/validate the gap filling algorithm, and for this purpose, the analysis 

of the raw data is also considered helpful for subsequent discussions.
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Raw Data; One Row across all Range Samples
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Figure 5-5:  The real and imaginary parts of the received signal (one row across all the columns)

By considering the raw dataset that was used to produce the SLC image of Vancouver area, if on

ly a single row across all columns (i.e., one range line) is selected, then the real part have the 

mean = -  0.4838, variance = 2280.8 and SD = 47.7582 and the imaginary part mean = 0.6091, 

variance = 2295.5 and SD = 47.9114. These statistics show a wide spread of the data about the 

mean values.

The time vs. signal values for the real and imaginary parts are shown in the Figure 5 - 5 .  The plot 

shows a rapidly changing and highly excursive signal that has values ranging f r om- ± 8 5 .

5.1.1 The Effects of Continuous and Interrupted Apertures on the SLC Amplitude Image

To compare the effects of an interrupted aperture with that of a continuous aperture, the same raw 

dataset that was used to produce Figure 5 -  2 is now introduced with the required gaps (i.e., 20 

time samples ON and 20 time samples OFF) along the track direction. To draw comparison be

tween continuous and interrupted apertures, both the SLC amplitude images are shown together 

in Figure 5 - 6 .  The upper image represents the continuous aperture whereas the bottom one is for 

the interrupted image.

By comparing the images, it can be determined that the interrupted image has become blurred and 

grainy looking. However, features such as mountains, lakes, sea, presence of ships in the sea, 

build up areas etc., are detectable/distinguishable.

Having a synoptic view of both the images, it may be ascertained that at the image level, the de
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tection capability of the processed image for the interrupted aperture is still maintained, and the 

image may be useful for some users— such as for military applications, where the primary pur

pose is to detect a target, such as the presence of a vehicle or a tank in a forested area, a ship in 

the sea etc., which means targets with a strong contrast with the surrounding areas, as can be seen 

in this interrupted aperture. As this research aims at application-specific measurements of the 

backscattering properties from the distributed targets—it may not be helpful in extracting the fine 

details. For this situation, as the detailed discussion follows subsequently, the SNR drops for each 

target (may it be distributed or individual target such as a vehicle or ship) by 3 dB. This reduced

SNR makes it difficult to measure the corresponding <J® for the distributed targets.

In order to restore the imagery to be comparable to that of the continuous aperture, the problems 

introduced due to the gaps in the synthesized data need to be addressed.
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Figure 5-6:  The SLC amplitude image of the Vancouver area for the interrupted aperture
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The gaps have more severe impact once the image is zoomed to, to find the fine details. Thus a 

portion of this figure (ships in the sea), is selected for comparative analysis. Figure 5 - 7  shows 

the stepwise signal processing implementation for both continuous and inteiTupted apertures. 

Parts (a), (b), (c) correspond to continuous aperture whereas (d), (e), and (f) relate to the corre

sponding interrupted aperture stages.
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Figure 5-7:  Stepwise comparison between continuous and interrupted apertures

It is discussed at length in the Appendix A that in order to achieve fine range resolution and high

er SNR, a chirped signal is transmitted instead of a narrow and high power pulse. The energy in 

the echo signal is spread all along range and azimuth directions. Signal processing is therefore 

required to compress the signal in a way that energy corresponding to each target in range and 

azimuth is put into corresponding energy bins that help in finally making the map-like image of
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the target area. For this purpose, the received signals need to be compressed separately in both 

range and azimuth directions.

Figure 5 - 7  part (a) displays the grey scale image of the raw data matrix for the continuous aper

ture. At this stage, since the received energy is spread all along the range and azimuth directions 

it is difficult to discriminate the targets in either direction. To obtain a meaningful image, first of 

all the received data are range compressed by matched filtering the cross track data with the copy 

of the transmitted signal (chirp) -  which is also known as the range reference chirp. This opera

tion compresses the data along the cross track direction, as shown in part (b) of this figure. Next 

step is for the azimuth processing which needs the azimuth reference chirp. This reference chirp is 

convolved with the range compressed data along the azimuth direction. The output is range and 

azimuth compressed (SLC) data, the amplitude of which is shown in the part (c) of this figure. 

The ships in the background of calm sea can be easily discriminated.

For the interrupted aperture, periodic gaps are introduced along the track direction, as can be ob

served in part (d). Similar to the continuous aperture, the first step is the range compression and 

the corresponding results are shown in part (e). When comparing part (e) with part (b), it is evi

dent that the gaps which were present in the raw data are still visible in the range compressed 

data. It is because the range compression is performed along each range line and those range lines 

where data are missing yield empty data locations. This is not the case for the azimuth compres

sion as now the gaps occur along rows (range lines) and data are processed for each column 

(range cell). As a result of this matched filtering operation between a continuous signal (azimuth 

reference chirp) and the other signal that has periodic gaps, the outcome is to fill up the gaps with 

artefacts that can be seen in SLC amplitude image of part (f). The individual ships—easily identi

fied in the part (c)— are now looking three and more in part (f).

In addition to the above description, let us have a look at these processing steps (in the framework 

of Range Doppler Algorithm (RDA)) at discrete level for both continuous and interrupted aper

tures.

- The raw data are in the time domain.

- The first step is to perform the range compression through convolution. It involves a range 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), followed by reference signal (range filter multiply) and then a 

range Inverse FFT (IFFT). The reference signal is the copy of the chirp that was transmitted.

- Figure 5 - 8  shows the stepwise implementation of the range compression operation. Part (a) 

shows the real part of one of the rows (range lines) across all the columns (range cells). For 

achieving higher processing efficiency, the range data are converted to the frequency domain, 

where the range reference chirp (real part of which is shown in part (b)) is multiplied by the 

frequency domain data and then converted back to the time domain by taking the IFFT. The
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result of this convolution is the range compressed data. The real part of the range compressed 

signal (same row across all columns) is shown in the part (c).

From the range compression point of view, there is no difference in the results achieved from 

continuous and interrupted apertures except the gaps along the track direction would remain 

visible, as has been discussed previously and shown in Figure 5 - 7  (e).

The azimuth FFT transforms the data into Range Doppler domain for further processing.

Range cell migration correction that is range time and azimuth frequency dependent is then 

performed here.

Azimuth matched filtering is performed as a frequency domain matched filter multiplied at 

each range bin. Finally the complete data are again converted to time domain by taking IFFT. 

This range and azimuth compressed data aie called SLC.
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Figure 5 - 8: Stepwise discrete level implementation of the range compression

Figure 5 - 9  has been arranged to highlight the azimuth processing differences between the con

tinuous and interrupted apertures. Parts (a) and (b) show one column (range bin) across all the 

rows (azimuth bins) for the continuous and interrupted apertures, respectively (for the range com

pressed data). For each range bin, a separate azimuth chirp is generated because the estimated 

Doppler is range dependent, as discussed in the Appendix A. For clarity, the azimuth chirp that is 

generated for one range bin is shown in part (c). This azimuth reference chirp— separately gener

ated for each range bin— is multiplied by the azimuth data that is converted to the frequency 

domain.
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Figure 5-9:  Azimuth compression for continuous and interrupted apertures
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Figure 5 -10: Comparison of SLC amplitude of one range bin across all azimuth bins for

continuous and interrupted apertures

For the interrupted aperture scenario, the actual problem arises during azimuth compression. Here 

the matched filtering is performed between one signal that has periodic gaps and the other that is 

continuous in nature.
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Figure 5 - 1 0  illustrates the comparative results of the azimuth compression for the continuous 

and interrupted apertures. In order to clarify the difference, SLC discrete amplitude signals are 

plotted on a dB scale.

Having a combined look at these two figures clarifies the problem associated with the interrupted 

aperture. Once the continuous signal shown in Figure 5 -  9 (a) is azimuth processed, the result is

shown in Figure 5 - 1 0  (blue). Similarly the interrupted aperture signal presented in Figure 5 - 9  

(b) is convolved with the azimuth reference chirp, the result is over plotted in Figure 5 - 1 0  (red).

For the continuous aperture, let us consider the strongest target along these azimuth bins, it has 

amplitude of ~ 27 dB. For the interrupted mode, the same amplitude drops by 3 dB. It also intro

duces artefacts in the neighbouring areas, masking actual targets with low amplitude. The severity 

of the masking effect depends upon the amplitude of the actual target itself. As is the case here, 

the main target has 27 dB amplitude, the artefacts produced because of this strong target are 

masking the nearby low amplitude targets.

5.1.2 Analysis of the Image Artefacts

Figtne 5 -  9 (b) represents one range cell across all range lines for an interrupted aperture scenar-

io (only the real part of the signal). It can be observed that the periodically switching ON and 

OFF the transmitter makes the data appear like a train of Rect functions. In order to analyse the 

phenomenon of appearance of the artefacts in the SLC image, it would be helpful to discretely 

analyse the data as a train of Rect functions and then extend the same analogy to complete data 

matrix.

Before analysing the train of Rect functions through computer experiment, it needs to be analysed 

mathematically. This periodic signal is shown in Figure 5-11 and may be written as:

0 (5-4)  [101]

Where ‘ T ’ is the ON time of this signal, %  ' is the time period and ‘n’ is an arbitrary number. To 

get the Fourier series of this signal, let us first And out the Fourier series coefficients ' ' that is

1 ?
givenby: — j x(f)g   (5-5)

2nt
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x (t )

Figure 5-11:  Periodic Signal x(t)—Train of Rect Functions

Since x(t)=l within given boundaries, thus

1 f
x„ = —  \ e dt

2 m

IT

x„ =■
Tq —jn^TT

. 2m- . 2 m
- j n —  jn —

X n  —  —  S in  
nTt

Xn = — s mc ( 5 - 6 )

Now by using these coefficients, the Fourier series would be given by:

« .......................
n-

x( t )= sine
TJl=—co 0

( 5 - 7 )

( 5 - 8 )

Evaluating this function for different values of n over time axis yields summation of sine func

tions with decaying amplitudes as amplitude remains inversely proportional to ‘n’.

For the purpose of time evaluation of this function, it would be discussed under three different 

cases, as follows:

- A Rect function (with 20 time samples only) is represented here in the Figure 5 - 1 2  (a). While 

plotting this function, the horizontal (time) axis is centred at zero and there are ± 500 time 

samples, out of which the Rect function has values from ± 10 time samples only. Pait (b) of 

this figure shows the conesponding frequency response. It yields a sine function with ampli-
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tude of 100 and first zero crossing at 50* frequency bin, second at 100* bin and so on.
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Figure 5 -12; Frequency response of a single/train of Rect functions

Similar to this Rect function with 20 time samples, another Rect function with 200 time sam

ples (±  100, centred at zero time axis) is considered. It is represented in part (c) of the figure. 

Its corresponding frequency response is shown in pait (d) of the figure. It yields a sine func

tion with amplitude of 200 and first crossing at ± 5* frequency bins.

This Rect function with 200 time samples is further divided into a train of Rect functions, each 

with 20 time samples, with a gap of 20 time samples. Its time vs. amplitude signal is shown in
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part (c) of this figure. It has been over plotted with a blue colour to distinguish it from the Rect 

of 200 time samples (plotted in green colour). Its frequency response is represented in the part 

(d), by over plotting it with the other frequency responses. It yields amplitude of 100.

The frequency response of the train of Rect function has the effect of replicating the sine function 

along the frequency axis. By over plotting the response of Rect function (dashed red lines) of the 

20 time samples, represents the envelope -  over the underneath replicating sine functions. It ap

pears that the impulse response due to a train of Rect functions would indeed, be enveloped by 

the impulse response of a single Rect function— with only 20 time samples).

If there were no gaps (for a Rect with 200 time samples), then the impulse response, as represent

ed by green colour, would have been one main spike with amplitude 200. The introduction of the 

gaps in this function -  that makes it a train of Rect functions, has two immediate effects on the 

impulse response: one being reduction of the amplitude to half, and other, worsening the resolu

tion (which is measured at the point once the main lobe amplitude drops to half), the phenomenon 

observed and discussed for Figure 5 - 1 0 .  The reduction of the amplitude to half may also be in

terpreted as reduction of the SNR to half i.e., 3 dB down as compared to continuous aperture.

By extending the same analogy to the real SAR data, as shown in Figure 5 - 1 3  yields almost sim

ilar results. For this purpose, only one column (range cell) across all rows (range lines) is 

considered. Out of this data, only 200 time samples are selected, and then gaps are introduced to 

make it a train of Rect functions.

These results, as presented in part (d) of Figure 5 - 13 are similar to those achieved previously 

(Figure 5 - 1 2  (d)). However, the amplitude and location of the sidelobes are different presumably 

due to varying frequencies present in the data, and the wide amplitude variations in the time do

main data which may be attributed to a high contrast ratio (such as observed between a calm sea 

and ships)— which appears in the real SAR data due to coherent nature of the electromagnetic 

radiations during acquiring this data.

Having seen the impulse response of these few bursts of data samples in the form of train of Rect 

functions, it is observed that by considering a large number of bursts, the overall behaviour re

mains similar. It yields different widths and heights of the main and sidelobes according to the 

length and number of input Rect functions considered at that instance of time. Due to this phe- 

nomenon taking place at the discrete level, the significant spurious energy flowing out from the 

main spikes of the targets is clearly visible, at discrete level in Figure 5 - 1 0  and at the image lev

el in the Figure 5 -  7 (f).

The same analogy may be extended to the azimuth compression of the complete dataset. As the 
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data with the gaps are converted to the frequency domain for implementing the matched filtering, 

it yields replicating the sine function. The azimuth compression is accomplished by multiplying 

the azimuth reference chirp with this data, in the frequency domain. The product is then converted 

to the time domain to be used as SLC. The gaps, as a result of this matched filtering operation, 

would be filled and the result would be same as shown previously in Figure 5 -  7 (f).

(a) Rect Function with 20 Time Samples
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(d) Frequency Response of Train of Rect Functions
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Figure 5 -13: Frequency response of a single/train of Rect functions -  real SAR data

The discussion may be concluded on this note that the main reason of appearance of artefacts in 

the processed data, is due to the gaps. The gaps need to be filled in the raw data, in order to obtain
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the artefacts free image.

5.2 Sparse Aperture Filling Algorithm

A literature survey on sparse apertures reveals that it is not a unique problem for SARs or radars. 

Gaps in the coherent SAR/radar signal data may occur intentionally or unintentionally. In the re

cent past, different researchers have claimed success in coherently filling these gaps in varying 

scenarios using different techniques.

5.2.1 Literature Survey on Sparse Aperture Filling Techniques

Sparse apertures may result from malfunctioning of hardware or software; the result of purposely 

removing segments of the signal data corrupted by some interfering source [102]; sharing the

onboard resources (like antenna, PA, processors etc) with other systems (Electronic Warfare or 

communication equipment) [103]; enhancing the resolution by combining the resources operating 

in different frequency bands to achieve ultra wide bandwidths [104], or as a design feature, here 

with the ICW SAR concept.

As established in the previous sections, the source of image artefacts is due to appearance of gaps 

in the raw data. The raw data may be characterized by a mathematical model. A mathematical 

model is then defined by its representative parameters e.g. the coefficients of a filter define that 

filter operation, the coefficients of a polynomial define that polynomial function, the state space 

model is defined by the model matrices and vectors etc.

Data driven mathematical models are being widely used in diversified fields such as communica

tions, control system engineering, industrial processes, learning algorithms for voice, facial image 

or video recognition etc. For these models, the foremost issue remains how to estimate the model 

parameters. If this is achieved, then using these model parameters, the missing data may be pre

dicted. A few examples are discussed to show how these are used in sparse aperture filling 

algorithms.

Similarly the paper on “Reconstruction of Sparse Bandwidth by Regularization Method in SAR 

Imagery” has used similar method by estimating the parameters from the available data and then 

using those to regenerate data in the missing areas. [105]

In addition, the paper “Interrupted SAR” has highlighted the associated problems due to sparse 

aperture that results from sharing the onboard resources like high gain AFAA, FA, processors etc 

with other electronic equipment. The sparse aperture, if not filled coherently leads to artefacts 

thus making the image useless. They adopted the Auto Regressive (AR) approach to estimate the 

parameters from the available data and then used those coefficients to fill the gaps. [103]

Exploring the research being conducted in the other branches of science and engineering, within
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the purview of parametric modelling, it may also be noted that Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is 

widely used in communication systems and in Voice over Internet Protocols (VoIP) to regenerate 

missing data frames.

Also, the System Identification (SID) techniques were explored as well. In SID techniques, the 

available data are analyzed and processed according to certain set procedures to infer a suitable 

data-based mathematical model that is then used for prediction. With this approach, there are dif

ferent off-shoots such as AR, State Space Models, etc. Similar to the previous parametric 

techniques, SID also estimates the model representative parameters (such as state matrices and 

vectors for state space models) that are then used to predict or regenerate the data in the missing 

regions.

5.2.2 Adapted Methodology for Algorithm Selection

It was identified while discussing different signal processing stages that the gaps in the synthe

sized data eventually produce artefacts and the most suitable stage to apply any filling scheme is 

at the raw data because once the compression starts— due to the matched filtering operation, the 

gaps are filled thus any corrections at later stages would be very difficult.

While selecting a suitable model, a fundamental limitation needs to be kept in mind that due to 

design features of ICW SAR technique, there are 100 % periodic gaps in the synthesized data.

Any selected model should be iterative such that it yields minimum prediction error. Furthermore, 

the selected model should not need any a priori knowledge such as model order, initial states (or 

observability/controllability matrices for the state space systems models) etc. The model should 

derive all such a priori knowledge from the available dataset, without any user involve

ment/decision making.

Keeping these aspects in mind, different parametric models were explored, especially the possi

bility of adapting the research potentials and advancement taking place in the field of automation 

and control system engineering, where similar problems are considered as SID.

The initial SID implementations produced encouraging results once these were applied to the 

simulated point targets (under a no clutter scenario). Therefore, this approach was selected to 

demonstrate that sparse aperture filling is possible and thereby the concept of ICW SAR is 

achievable.

Within SID, state space modelling techniques are widely used. Within state space modelling tech

niques, the Numerical Algorithm for Sub-space State Space System Identification (N4SID) 

developed by [106] for a closed loop scenario, is a popular choice among the researchers in SID 

community. The reasons to focus on state space and N4SID models for further research and im
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plementation are:

■ These are batch data processing techniques, thus by using a reasonably large batch (say 1000 

samples), these would infer the data representative model. These techniques are independent 

of any a priori information and provide a unique and stable solution.

■ A state space formulation provides flexibility as these may be used as a standalone tech

nique, or may be combined with other approaches to achieve a higher degree of accuracy.

■ Once model building is done as a standalone— employing N4SID algorithms only—then 

these are always convergent (non-iterative) and yield a unique solution. Over period of time, 

a continuous research has shown that these may be used in a non-convergent (iterative) man- 

ner to obtain higher accuracy (reduced prediction error). During this research, the results are

combined with other techniques (such as Prediction Error Model (PEM)), where different in

put selection parameters are changed, the model is estimated, the results are evaluated in 

relation to the available observations, iterated again, until minimum error is achieved etc.)) 

to provide more flexibility and accuracy.

" These arguments are further strengthened as a lot of research activity is currently taking

place in SID and control system engineering that may, in the future, be exploited to our ad

vantage by adapting part of it to suite our requirements.

Selected Model. Having identified that state space SID models are appropriate in this sce

nario, the N4SID is further selected as the core of the gap filling approach.

Before getting into the particulars of this algorithm, it is pertinent to set at relevant background

about system identification, what the parameters of a model are and how these may be estimated 

byN4SID.

5.2.3 Fundamentals of System Identification

To keep the system identification model building simple, coherent and focused [107] is the main 

reference. The existing tools have been suitably tailored/modified to meet our requirements. Dur

ing subsequent discussions, if any other reference is used, it will be mentioned.

A system is an object in which variables of different kinds interact and produce observable sig

nals. System outputs are of main interest as these are further used for subsequent systems or 

within the same system (as feedback). User defined external signals to the system are called in

puts. Besides these there are disturbances as well that have direct bearing on the outputs. These

disturbances may be classified as directly measurable and un measurable. Un measurable disturb

ances may be observed from their influence on the outputs. Figure 5 - 14 represents a simple 

system.
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Figure 5-14:  A simple system with variables

It would be an ideal situation if a detailed mathematical model along with conesponding observa

tions is available. There may be an analytical or numerical solution for that mathematical model. 

But finding an exact solution of analytical models is a difficult process. Similarly the observations 

taken under noisy environment may not be truly representative of the system. Once the mathemat

ical model and observations are combined in another model such as a Kalman Filter, an optimal 

solution may be achieved. But in most experimental work or natural processes the mathematical 

model may not be available or non-existing, but may be required for further use with prediction, 

control etc. Therefore it becomes imperative to estimate a representative mathematical model 

from the available data only. This leads to a separate field in the science and engineering called 

SID that may be defined as “SID deals with the problem of building mathematical models of dy

namic systems based on the observed data from the system”.

The mathematical models of the dynamic systems are described as differential (continuous time) 

or difference (discrete time) equations. They describe the dynamic behaviour of the system as a 

function of time [106]. For a given system, the relationship between the input M(t) and output 

y{t) at any time ‘f  may be represented by difference equation as :

x{t+ l) = Ax[t) +Bu{t) +Ke(t) .........................  ( 5 -9 )

y{t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) + e{t) .........................  ( 5 -10)

In this model, vectors u[ t)eU  and y ( r ) e  □  ̂ are the measurements recorded at time instant T’

of respectively the ‘m’ inputs and ' i ’ outputs of the process; the vector x(f)G □ "is the state vec

tor of the process at discrete time instant ‘f  , containing numerical values of ‘n ’ states where ‘n ’ 

is the order of the system; A e □ is the system matrix that describes the dynamics of the sys

tem; B e □ is the input matrix that represents the linear transformation by which the inputs

influence the next state, C e □ ^  is the output matrix which describes how the internal state is
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transfened to the outside world in the m e a s u r e m e n t s ^ , De D is the direct feed 

through matrix; K  is the Kalman gain or the factor to minimize the error and e(t) is the eiTor or

residual.

The Eqs. 5 - 9  and 5 - 1 0  represent a dynamic system that is also known as Deterministic SID 

model [106]. However, in the ICW scenario, only the output y ( t ) ’ from the SAR is available, and 

no input Hi(ty is present, thus these equations may be simplified as; [106]

x(r -t-1) = Ax{t) + Ke(t) 

y(t) = Cx(t) + e(t)

State Transition Equation (5 - II )

Observation Equation (5 -12)

Dynamics of Real System

f{/)

Cx{t) = y  (0

e{t)

K(t)

Figure 5-15: Stochastic state space flow diagram

The dynamic system represented by Eqs. 5 - 1 1  and 5 -1 2  is also known as Stochastic SID model.

[106] This model may be further explained with the help of the functional block diagram shown 

in Figure 5 -15 .

We can suppose that there is a hidden real dynamic system (a SAR in this case) for which we do 

not have the mathematical model, but which has provided output y(t), sampled at constant sam

pling intervals (considered 1 in this case). Now it is required to estimate and build the 

mathematical model that would be reasonably representative of the hidden dynamical system. For 

an estimated initial condition (or state) ‘x(0)’ at t=0, the estimated value of y(t) would be: 

y'(f) = Cx(t) . This is an estimated value, which once compared with the actual value of  y(t) gives 

a difference or error, e(t). The aim is to keep this eiTor to a minimum. For this puipose, the error is
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multiplied by the Kalman gain ‘K’ and fed back.

To estimate the next state, according to Eq. 5 -11, the same x(t) would also be fed to the feedback 

loop through the state matrix ‘A’ and added to the product of K  and e(t). This would then calculate 

the next state, x(t+l)  that is then fed through the C matrix to estimate the next value of y ( f ) . This 

is then compared to the actual value of to derive the error, and the process is repeated.

The fundamental question which still remains unanswered is how to estimate A, C, K  and the state 

vector x(t). These matrices and vectors define the parameters of the model. Since these are esti

mated in different sub-spaces, these are given the name of Sub Space State Space models, and in 

view of the fact that the data are manipulated using numerical methods, the technique overall is 

called N4S1D. This is a batch data processing technique that is directly applied to a selected seg

ment of the data to infer the model.

Different researchers (for example [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112] and many others) 

have adopted or suggested different approaches to estimate these matrices and vectors, but for 

simplicity the approach given by [106]—being the original architects of this method— is fol

lowed. Also, for the detailed mathematical derivations of the widely practiced stochastic SID 

models, [106] is considered to be the best reference to be consulted.

5.2.4 SID Procedure

A simplified SID procedure is described here with a view to draw necessary inferences for further 

discussions. The state space system matrices may be estimated in two stages as: the estimation of 

a sequence of (Kalman filter like) states, and the estimation of system matrices.

• The data are arranged according to a special type of matrix known as a block Hankel matrix. 

If it is assumed that the system evolves according to Eqs. 5 - 1 1  and 5 - 1 2  then at any given 

time, the expected value of y(t) conditional on the past observations is the product of an ex

tended observability matrix and the state vector at that time, conditional on the past 

observations.

• By taking the orthogonal projection (QR decomposition) of the block Hankel matrix, it is 

possible to show that these projections are equal to that extended observability matrix and the 

non-steady state Kalman filter sequence. It means that by these numerical manipulations, the 

state sequence may be retrieved directly if the extended observability matrix is known.

• To find the extended observability matrix:

o The decomposed matrix is first multiplied by two weighting matrices. These weighting 

matrices are obtained from different algorithms such as the Principal Component Algo

rithm (PC A), Un-weighted PC A (UPC) or Canonical Variate Algorithm (CVA). Within
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these algorithms, these matrices are obtaining from the covariance matrices of the 

past/available data.

o By deciding which algorithm would be used to obtain the weighting matrices, the prod

uct of weighting matrices and the decomposed matrix (i.e., the lower left triangular 

matrix R of the QR decomposition), is then further decomposed using singular value 

decomposition (SVD). This decomposition in turn is used to find out the order of the 

system by inspecting the singular values in the ‘S’ matrix. It also yields that the row 

space of this decomposition is indeed the row space of the Kalman filter states and the 

column space is the column space of the extended observability matrix.

• The procedure adapted up to this point helps in extracting the Kalman filter states and the ex

tended observability matrix. Knowing these, then it is easy to recursively estimate the state 

space system matrices, for which detailed procedures are given by [106].

Having a look at these steps which are taken to find the state space system matrices, it is conven

ient to say that N4SID algorithms:

• Do not need any a priori knowledge about the system dynamics, initial states, order of the 

system or observability/controllability matrices, rather these are derived during the identifica- 

tion process.

• Yields numerically stable solutions.

• For a given set of conditions such as which type of weighting algorithm to be used, how the 

data needs to be arranged in the block Hankel matrix (how many rows, as number of the col

umns are calculated from this information automatically), the order of the system etc. the 

algorithm yields a unique solution that is always convergent (non-iterative) and with no non

linear optimization part involved, thus these do not suffer from sensitivities to the initial 

states. [108]

5.2.5 Evaluating Model Performance

In order to improve the model accuracy (i.e., minimum prediction error), researchers such as

[107] have suggested techniques to make the convergent (non-iterative) N4SID a non-convergent

(iterative) algorithm.

Note the "prediction error” in this sense is a measure of how well the estimated model fits the 

available data. It is assumed that if the estimated model is fitting the observed data well, then it is 

also likely that it is predicting the missing data well.

As discussed previously, overall the performance of the estimated model is dictated by the set of 

conditions such as the order of the model (i.e., the number of rows/columns in the state space ma
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trices); the number of past/future samples considered, the selection of the algorithm to estimate 

the weighting matrices, etc. These variables eventually provide a solution in the form of a model- 

estimation through N4SID. However, as the performance is conditional on these sets of variables, 

selecting different ones may give better results (reduced model prediction error). Thus, a process 

of iteration, where these variables are changed one after the other and the model performance 

evaluated in terms of least overall error, is undertaken. By iterating the estimation process, the 

error is recorded each time and that model (estimated system matrices) is selected that yields min

imum prediction error. The selected model is then used for estimating the data in the missing 

regions.

5.2.6 Overall Algorithm

These factors have been incorporated in the N4SID based sparse aperture filling algorithm. Dif

ferent blocks of the algorithm are shown in Figure 5 - 1 6 .

N4SID works on real numbered column vector only, whereas the RADARSAT-1 has both I and Q 

channels (in the complex number format). In order to proceed further with the SID procedures, as 

a first step, these I and Q channels are separated and processed in parallel and then towards the 

end, these gap filled data vectors are recombined in the same complex format as is used in the 

signal processor.

As stated, the N4SID does not look at the gaps, it is only there to infer the data representative sto

chastic state space model (A, C, K  and x(t)). For a single iteration, under the same conditions, it 

would yield a unique solution i.e., the values of these matrices and the order would be same. So 

by running the N4SID on the available data (gaps are there but these gaps are transparent to the 

algorithm), it infers a model. The stepwise implementation follows:

- As gaps appear along the rows, so at one time, select only one column of the raw data matrix. 

Replace the gaps with Not a Number (NaN) so that it remains transparent to the N4SID. Dur

ing subsequent discussions, it would be referred to as a data vector.

- Let the N4SID run for the first time. As a result it infers a model.

- Evaluate this model by feeding available data values (i.e., Y(t)= [y(l) to y(20), and then y(41)

to y(60), and so on up till end of the data vector]). As a result, another estimated data vec

tor would be generated like: [Ÿ ( t )= [ÿ ( l ) toÿ (20 ) ,  and then y(4I)  toy (6 0 ),........., and so

on up till end of the Y(t)].

- Find the root mean square error (RMSE) between the available (actual) data vector Y(t) and 

the estimated data vector Ÿ ( t ) .

- Save the estimated model (i.e., the matrices) and the error against first iteration.
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Now change the input parameters, say change the order of the model to be estimated. And let 

N4SID run for the 2"  ̂ time. It would infer another model (model matrices with different val

ues). Estimate the data vector as done for the first iteration and save the model and the RMSE 

against the 2"  ̂iteration.

Repeat this procedure by changing different conditions such as the order of the matrix, method 

to find out the weighting matrices, the number of rows in the block Hankel matrix etc, and ob

tain the corresponding model and the RMSE.

After a few (say 10) iterations, if the RMSE values are analysed with a view to select the one 

that has minimum value, it means that model produces the closest representative model for the 

data. Select that model to be used for predicting in the missing regions for that selected col

umn of the sparse aperture matrix (only I channel).
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Figure 5 -16: Complete Sparse Aperture Filling Algorithm

What happens once the model is selected but there are no Y(t) in the missing regions such as: 

Y(t) = [y(21) to y(40), y(61) to y (80),......... , an so on up till end of the row].

For this case, since all the required matrices are there, the states are propagated and the data 

will be estimated recursively by using Eqs. 5 - 6  and 5 -  7. As an example;
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At time instance t = 20: => y(^0) =C%(20) + g(20)

The next state would be: x(21) = A%(20) + Æg(20)

At time t = 21, y(21) = 0 because of the gap, thus:

0 = Cx(21) + g(21)

=> -Cx(21) = g(21) which is also equivalent to: y(21) = -Cx(21)

the next state would be: %(22) =A x(21) + Æ̂ [-Cx;(21)]

similarly y (22) = -C%(22) + g(22)

the data would be estimated in the missing regions accordingly. During these recursions, the 

role of K as an error reducing factor is very important.

- The same procedure is adopted in parallel to the Q -  channel of the data that was separated at 

the start and data is predicted in the missing regions.

- At the end, both gap filled I -  and Q -  channels are combined to complete the gap filling on 

one column of the data.

- The process continues for rest of the rows of the raw data matrix, repeating the process on

each row.

- The process ensures that the original available data are not disturbed and carried forward to the 

gap filled matrix.

5.3 Application of the Sparse Aperture Filling Algorithm to RADARSAT-1 

Dataset

The N4SID based gap filling algorithm was applied to a simulated dataset which was obtained 

from a model that was representing different point targets, without any statistical distribution. It 

was a simple model that was assumed to be in a noise free environment. The initial gap filling

results were encouraging, thus were accordingly published in [113].

Now the same algorithm is applied to the RADARSAT-1 test dataset. The gap filling is performed 

at each colunm of the raw data. The performance is analysed at the two stages. As the gap filling 

is carried out in the raw data, so firstly it is discussed at a single column level in comparison to 

continuous and the interrupted apertures. The gap filled raw data matrix is then passed on to the 

signal processor for range and azimuth compression. Secondly it is discussed at the SLC ampli

tude, image as well as at a single colunm level.
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Figure 5 - 1 7  has been plotted to show the performance of the gap filling algorithm at the raw da

ta. It shows only the real part of the signal of one range cell (column) across all the range lines 

(rows) of the raw data matrix. The estimated data (red) has been plotted over the continuous aper

ture data (blue) so that it can be readily compared to the expected continuous aperture values. The 

available data points of the interrupted aperture (black dotted) are also marked for convenience.

The results show that the algorithm (red) tries to catch up the required signal (blue) in the missing 

regions but due to large gaps (100 %), the rapidly changing and highly excursive nature of the 

original signal, the overall performance is not encouraging.
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Figure 5-17: Sparse aperture filled by N4SID algorithm
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Figure 5-18: Comparison of SLC amplitude images for continuous, interrupted and gap filled ap
ertures

To analyse the performance of gap filling algorithm at the SLC level, the complete gap filled raw 

data matrix is now passed on to the signal processor to perform the range and azimuth compres

sion. As a result, the SLC amplitude image is shown in the part (c) of Figure 5 - 18. In order to 

draw close comparison to the SLC amplitude images of continuous and interrupted apertures of 

the same area, these are also plotted in parts (a) and (b) of the Figure 5 - 1 8 ,  respectively.

Comparatively looking at these images, it appears that the major impact of the gaps i.e., appear

ance of the artefacts in the interrupted aperture image shown in part (b) are still visible in the gap 

filled image in the part (c). The main reason of presence of these aitefacts is due to the unsatisfac

tory performance of gap filling algorithm at the raw data stage, which propagates through the 

signal processing stages.

C om parison of Continuous, interrupted and Filled A pertures: SLC Amplitude
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Figure 5 -19: SLC amplitude of one range bin (column) across all the azimuth bins (rows) to com
pare the continuous, interrupted and sparse aperture filled apertures

To draw the insight comparison of the continuous, interrupted and the sparse aperture filled SLC 

amplitude data, the magnitude plot of one range bin across all the azimuth bins is shown in Figure 

5 - 1 9 .  The SLC amplitude of the same range bin for the continuous aperture (blue) shows pres

ence of a strong scatterer with a magnitude of ~ 27 dB. Due to the sparse aperture, the artefacts
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appear in the processed image and as a result reduce the magnitude of the same object to ~ 24 dB. 

By applying the gap filling algorithm, the magnitude of this object should have been increased 

but there is only a marginal improvement and the effect of artefacts remains visible.

While analysing the performance of the gap filling algorithm, it appears that the Kaman filter gain 

'7T is not reducing the error during the gap filling stage. As stated earlier, N4SID is a batch pro

cessing algorithms. Thus once it is applied to a reasonably long data vector, say with 1000 

samples, it yields data representative state space model in the form of A, C, x(t) and K  during the 

estimation process.

For the missing data regions where Y[ t )  is not available, this inferred model is used to predict 

the data values by recursively propagating forward the states which, as a result, yield the estimat

ed y (f) for the gaps. The model is indeed derived considering periodically 20 samples spread 

over the entire batch of the data vector. The role of available data, after inferring the model, as 

such finishes, whereas in reality, it has significant role even during the data estimation process for 

the missing regions. During the model estimation process, the data are numerically manipulated 

to determine the data-based covariance matrices for different purposes such as the state covari

ance matrix, the data output covariance matrix used during calculating weighting matrices etc. As 

here in this case, the gaps are 100% and as data estimation process continues say for 

y(21), y(22), y(23),...... , y(40), the error e(t) keeps on accumulating.

In order to reduce the accumulating effect, if somehow the estimated data Y{t)\s  fed back to the 

available data Y(f)and again the model is inferred, it would then mean that model is stepwise

taking into account the error. For this purpose, the gap filling through N4SID is made adaptive 

through following procedure:

- As a first step, infer the model by following the previous procedure of selecting the estimated 

model with least RMSE, for the available data values:

Y(t)= [y(l) to y(20), and then y(41) to y(6 0 ), and so on up till end of the data vector].

- Estims^ l&e imüüng vakœs dong the dz^ vedor

y(2l) , .... y(4 l) , ...... , y(6l) and so on upend of the periodic gaps.

- Now feedback/merge these first values with the available data vector, which would look like:

Y(t)= y( l) ,  ,y(20), y ( 2 l ) ,N a N ,N a N  ,y(40), y(41)......,y(60), y (6 1 ) ,N a N ,N a N .......,y(80).
Already Available fedback missing Already Available fedback missing

Now infer the model for this available data that indeed carries original 20 available samples + 
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one sample estimated. This inferred model would be different from that which was achieved 

for 20 samples.

- Again estimate the data for the missing regions, feedback the first estimated data i.e.,

y ( 2 2 ) , ......, y ( 4 2 ) , ...... , y (62), ,to the input data Y(t).

- This means that each time the available data to estimate the model is incrementally increasing. 

Follow the procedure till all the gaps are filled.

This adaptive N4SID gap filling procedure is applied to a single column of the same dataset used 

previously. The results are shown in Figure 5 - 20. It shows that this modification marginally re

duces the RMSE for the first few iterations and then again the error starts increasing. The figure 

shows that feeding back up to 4 data samples, the error was reducing but after that it gradually 

again rises, thus giving overall similar results to those achieved previously.

Adaptive Gap Filling Through N4SID

111
CO

11.3862

. . Y

2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Filled Samples Merged with the Available Data (Numbers)

Figure 5 - 20: The performance of adaptive gap Oiling through N4SID

5.3.1 Performance Analysis of the Gap Filling Algorithm and the Way Forward

Adapting this gap filhng methodology was inspired by its initial performance on the simulated 

data. Now comparing the simulated data with the available RADARS AT-1 data, it appears that 

simulated data was lacking many aspects. The point targets were not showing the very excursive 

nature of real SAR data. It was also not taking into account the multiplicative nature of the speck

le effects which essentially appear in the real SAR data due to the coherent nature of the
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electromagnetic radiation.

The main reason of unsatisfactory performance of the algorithm is due to the nature of the input 

real SAR data which is rapidly changing, highly excursive with levels ~ ± 80 to ± 120  and peri

odic wide gaps -  100 %. In addition, the signal processing algorithms require coherent data. 

During model estimation process, the I and Q channels were separated from each other. The gap 

filling was done separately on each channel. The error in the gap filled one channel indeed adds 

up during the signal processing stages. The technique of adaptive N4SID shows marginal im- 

provements in reducing the RMSE for the initial few iterations but then the error increases.

The SID model was inferred as a single input and single output (SISO) model by feeding only a 

single column of the matrix across all the rows. The system performance may improve if multiple 

input multiple output (MIMO) modelling approach is exploited. For a MIMO system, several col

umns may be considered simultaneously instead of one by one.

Although the results achieved by applying the gap filling algorithm do not yield satisfactory per

formance on the real SAR data, there is a wide application potential of the interrupted approach to 

this research in particular and to the other areas of science and engineering, in general.

The ICW design as a whole requires 100 % gaps for alternative transmitter and receiver opera-

tions. But if interruption, as a standalone is considered— where gaps are not 100 % rather few 

percent—then within the confines of microsatellite available power budget, it may be beneficial: 

at the beginning of a mission to operate the payload for a longer time during each orbit with the 

same power; and at the end of the mission when the power system has degraded and less power is 

available, it could help mitigate the effects of reduced power.

Few sparse aperture scenarios were highlighted in sections 5.2.1. Besides those, for the last few 

years, the compressed sensing (CS) techniques are becoming popular with radar, SAR, image and 

video processing, medical image processing, communications etc. The main concept of CS re

volves around intentionally sub-sampling the sensor/communication information by not 

respecting the Nyquist criterion. As a result of this sub-sampling, the data acquired suffers from 

similar problems as faced here with ICW SAR concept. Currently a lot of research is going on in 

the CS field. Recently (May 2012) F ' international conference on CS applied to radars was held 

in Germany [114]. Participants presented different approaches to solve the sparsity problems. De- 

spite all these ongoing efforts, up till now (to the best of author's knowledge), these techniques 

could not be demonstrated in a practically available sensor (optical, radar or a SAR). However, 

the potentials of research can never be denied and in future, there may be success in practically 

developing a sensor which is designed on the principles of ICW SAR/CS.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter dealt with the major key issue of the appearance of image artefacts with the ICW 

SAR design. ICW SAR design provides an engineering solution to the main problem faced by the 

CW SAR design if it is considered for implementation from a microsatellite of ~ 150 kg category, 

but this design suffers from signal processing problems due to periodically cutting off the trans

mitter which results in synthesizing a sparse aperture.

This problem was analysed in the light of RADARSAT-1 data by introducing gaps which are ex

pected from ICW SAR operation. Stepwise signal processing and comparison with continuous 

and interrupted apertures provided insight into the associated processing problems. Having identi

fied the nature of problem, the gap filling approach that was adapted for simulated SAR data was 

applied to a RADARS AT-1 test dataset. Due to the rapidly changing and highly excursive nature 

of the real SAR data under the scenario where 100 % periodic gaps are experienced, the perfor

mance of gap filling algorithm was found to be unsatisfactory.

To ascertain the fidelity of the ICW SAR technique, artefact-free SAR imagery, which is neces- 

sarily required to measure the backscattering properties of distributed targets, should be obtained. 

In the absence of a suitable gap filling algorithm to demonstrate the reduction of artefacts in the 

processed image, for time being, this concept is set aside from the suitable SAR design options

for microsatellite implementation.
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6 DETAILED DESIGN ASPECTS OF ECMP SAR

The ICW SAR concept is based on utilizing a minimum antenna size (i.e., 3.66 m which is 26 % 

smaller than the 5 m antenna needed for the ECMP SAR) and provides larger swath (58 km which 

is ~ 23 % wider than achieved from the extended mode pulsed SAR at 30° inclination), but it in

troduces 100 % periodic gaps in the synthesized aperture that gives birth to signal processing 

problems. In the absence of suitable gap filling techniques which provide fidelity to demonstrate 

the practical applicability of ICW SAR technique, it is therefore proposed to focus on the ECMP 

SAR technique to use it from the 150 kg microsatellite platform.

The proposed system architecture (i.e., merging the ECMP SAR payload and the SSTL-150 bus) 

needs detailed technical analysis so that any minor changes, if required, may be incorporated in 

the bus, and to find out the limitations and the potentials of the mission. Besides other issues, the 

most pronounced technological challenge remains: how to design and fit a light-weight, compact 

(that yields reduced stowed volume during launch), durable (maintains its shape in the micro

gravity and true thermal space environment) antenna within given mass, volume and cost con- 

straints?

The ECMP SAR concept for a low cost and light-weight microsatellite based SAR design is build 

upon using a 5 m reflector antenna with a single SSPA, to acquire a dual polarized (HH and HV) 

imagery through a strip map mode of operation. From the implementation point of view, this

chapter focuses on technical aspects related to: power subsystem; antenna design configurations; 

the ambiguities, flexibilities and limitations; imaging time and the data handling and transmis

sion; attitude determination, knowledge, control and position knowledge; estimated mass and cost 

budgets; detailed block diagram; image quality; and, the applicability of ECMP SAR to other fre

quency bands.

6.1 Power Subsystems

6.1.1 The Solar Cells/Panels

The available power capacity onboard SSTL-150 bus is strongly dependent on the efficiency of 

the solar cells (a solar cell's energy conversion efficiency is the percentage of incident light ener
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gy that actually ends up as electric power). As these cells are becoming more and more efficient, 

so is this power generation capacity increasing. Last time the SSTL-150 bus was used with 

Rapideye missions and single junction GaAs solar cells that were only 18 % efficient were em

ployed. Thus, at a 600 km, sun synchronous orbit could only provide ~ 80 -  100 W average 

power per orbit. The later versions of SSTL buses aie employing triple junction GaAs/Ge or ultra 

triple junction (UTJ) cells, which are ~ 25 -  28.5 % efficient (at 25° C) [115].

Figure 6 - 1  shows the SSTL-150 platform’s body reference frame. It also shows the body 

mounted solar panels. The standard bus comes with total area of 1.8137 m .̂ Representative per

formance parameters of these types of cells are 275 Wm^ with an aerial mass density of 4.6 kgm'^ 

[100]. Had 1.8137 m  ̂been a single panel with a sun tracking capability, it would have produced 

average power of ~ 200 W per orbit given 600 km altitude, 97.70° inclination, period of 96.69 

minutes and maximum eclipse of 34.49 minutes. Indeed, the sun angle for these given orbital pa

rameters continuously changes, and power production through solar cells is strongly dependent on 

the incident angle of the solar radiations, thus on average the total power production is ~ 170 W 

per orbit. [9]

+ X-panel 0.911 m x 0.699 m 

- X-panel 0.911 m x 0.699 m

0.773 m x 0.699 m- Z-panel 

Total: 1.8137 m

Figure 6-1:  Body reference frame of SSTL-150 platform

Source: Adapted from [90]

In order to increase the average power produced per orbit, there are three options:

Option 1: These buses can be provided with additional deployable panels along +Y or -t-Z

direction. If a standard sized deployable panel along +Y direction is used, then the average power 

per orbit is ~ 217 W and if along the +Z direction, then an average power of 234 W can be pro-
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duced. [9] The mass of body mounted solar panels of 1.8137 m^ is already counted in the 103 kg 

bus mass but if deployable panels are used then an additional 3 - 4 k g  needs to be included in the 

overall mass budget of the bus.

Option 2: Given this research focuses on future technologies (few years), and as there are

technological advancements taking place in solar cells— especially improving their efficiency for 

the given size of the cells, it would be pertinent to take into account the capabilities of state of the 

art technologies instead of what was available in 2008.

As has been reported by [116] Boeing -  Spectrolab has developed a solar cell that can convert 

almost 41 percent of the sunlight that strikes it into electricity. Furthermore, the researchers at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories have developed a new type of semiconductor, zinc- 

manganese-tellurium, combined with a few atoms of oxygen, that can convert around 45 percent 

of sunlight into electricity. The initial cost of these cells is high. As claimed by [117] (on 19* Apr 

2011) a solar cell efficiency of 43.5 % has been achieved and these cells are already being used in 

the space. These claims have been tested and independently verified by United States’ National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory. Thus by using these cells (43.5 %), the standard body mounted 

solar panels of 1.8137 m^ would yield ~ 264 W per orbit (instead of -  170 W with 28 % efficient 

cells [9]).

Option 3: This option is based on combining the previous two options i.e., use standard de

ployable solar panels either along +Y or +Z direction and use the latest solar cells that yield 43.5 

% efficiency. If this were the case then the average power per orbit achieved from deploying 

standard solar panel along +Y direction would be ~ 337 W and along +Z direction 363 W, respec

tively.

Here, option 3, where 363 W are generated by deploying an additional panel along the +Z direc

tion, is considered for subsequent power calculations. An additional mass of 4 kg would be 

counted in the mass budget.

This is the raw power that would be available at the beginning of life (BOL). It is assumed that 

the solar array degrades at 0.5 -  2.75 % per year. [100] Taking the worst case scenario (2.75 % 

degradation / year), ~ 13.75 % degradation is estimated over a 5 years mission life. Thus the pow

er available by the end of life (EOL) would be ~ 313 W.

6.1.2 Power Conditioning and Onboard Batteries

The raw power needs to be conditioned according to the onboard requirements of different sub

systems. An important component in the power system is the battery charge regulator (BCR). Its 

function is to regulate the charging/discharging of the batteries through solar panels/load accord
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ingly. As a standard, 6 BCRs are configured on one module. Each BCR supports 80 W, thus in 

total, 480 W may be regulated through one module. One module weighs 2.25 kg (already includ

ed in the mass of SSTL-150 bus). These modules are considered to be ~ 90 % efficient. [115] 

Given this efficiency, the raw power of ~ 313 W would yield a conditioned power of ~ 280 W per 

orbit.

The battery provides local energy storage and is an important component of the spacecraft power 

system. The battery can supply power in addition to that from the solar array to cope with high 

peak power demands (during SAR imaging), or those periods when the total system power de

mand exceeds the instantaneous power production capability of the solar arrays. The battery also 

provides the only source of power during eclipse. [94]

The satellite battery design is highly dependent on the satellite’s mission which in return deter

mines the orbit from where the satellite needs to operate. The orbit determines the 

charge/discharge (mainly how many eclipses per year) characteristics of the battery. Since a bat-

tery can only be re-charged a finite number of times, it often determines the mission lifetime.

An important factor in determining the battery’s lifetime is the Depth of Discharge (DOD), which 

is simply the percentage of total battery capacity removed during a discharge period. In general 

higher percentages imply a shorter cycle life. [94]

For the ECMP design, the battery should satisfy the requirements of: expected lifetime of -  5 

years, a large number of charge/discharge cycles (>5,000/year or 25,000 for 5 year), DOD 10 -

40 %, the ability to withstand temperature variations ( -  20 to +50^C ), and the ability to with

stand vacuum and high vibration levels so as to be able to survive the launch.

Indeed, the SSTL-150 bus is equipped with 15 Ah (ampere hour) capacity Li-ion cells. These 

cells have specific energy density of 70 -  150 Whkg^ (watt hours per kg) and are 96 % energy 

efficient. At 20 % DOD these are expected to last for 1 5 -1 8  years. [115]

As the bus operates at 28 V DC, 100 % fully charged, 15 Ah capacity battery means it can store a

charge of up to 420 W. For sustaining a long lifetime, if a 40 % DOD is assumed, then it means 

168 W should be drawn while remaining within safe limits. This capacity, in light of the adopted 

solar panel approach, looks low, thus additional cells need to be added to make it 21.5 Ah capaci- 

ty. If this is the case, then 40 % DOD would be able to support 240 W during one orbit. The 

utilization of this capacity depends which part of the orbit is being used for imaging. As a worst 

case scenario, if imaging is carried out during an eclipse period, then the batteries have to sustain 

the combined power demand of housekeeping and the payload power drainage. The housekeeping 

power is consumed for navigation and control, data handling, telemetry, data transmission etc.
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and is -20 Wh that would be -  33 W per orbit. For an entire eclipse period of 35.49 minutes, the 

housekeeping needs are -12 W. Although imaging can not be done through an entire eclipse peri

od batteries can only be charged once the satellite comes out of the eclipse. Thus this 

housekeeping power required during eclipse period has to be set aside. If this is the case, then the 

power left for the SAR payload during eclipse period would be 228 W.

Already installed 2 batteries provide 15 Ah capacity and weigh ~ 6 kg (70 Whkg )̂. Incorporating 

another battery of 7.5 Ah capacity would add 3 kg extra that needs to be catered for while calcu

lating the mass budget. All the power subsystems onboard SSTL buses are designed for a mission 

lifetime of 7 years in LEO. [115]

6.2 Antenna Design

For the proposed microsatellite SAR mission, the antenna design plays a critical role. It not only 

provides an interface between RF power source (SSPA) and the space for transmission and recep-

tion of the electromagnetic energy but also contributes significantly to reducing the mission 

cost/mass. Thus, for the proposed antenna design (in addition to satisfying the electrical parame

ters) it would have the following constraints:

• how to achieve compact stowage volume with an extremely light-weight structure?

• ease of construction and maintenance during launch and subsequent deployment in space.

It was established in chapter 4 that for ECMP SAR, a 5 m parabolic reflector antenna is required. 

Within this design, the choice is between:

• Newtonian (single parabolic reflector -  used with TecSAR) or Cassegrain (dual reflector -

planned to be used with MAPSAR) configurations, from the perspective of how to illuminate 

the main reflector.

• And either deployable or inflatable, from the perspective of its effects on the net stowage vol

ume during launch and how to deploy it in the space after launch.

For carrying out the necessary comparison, a couple of assumptions are considered here:

• Although the Cassegrain configuration yields slightly higher far field gain than achieved from 

the Newtonian configuration [41], it is assumed that both would yield the same far field gain. 

Also, both would result into similar far field radiation patterns for the given aperture size.

• The main reflector’s surface inaccuracy limits are assumed to be ±  1/8 of the operating wave

length. The far field antenna gain distributions shown in Figure 4 - 19 were simulated 

according to this inaccuracy limit.
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In general, reflector antennas in the context of radar applications are considered suitable for de

veloping low cost systems that need very high gain (mainly a function of the aperture size) and 

limited scanning capability. These are built in a wide variety of shapes and sizes with a corre

sponding variety of feeds to illuminate the surfaces, to suite a particular application. For the 

proposed design, the Newtonian or Cassegrain configurations are of interest, thus these are shown 

in Figure 6 - 2 .
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Figure 6-3:  Newtonian and Cassegrain reflector illumination configurations

Source: Adapted from [41]

Figure 6 -  2 (a) shows the basic geometry of the Newtonian configuration. The paraboloid colli

mates electromagnetic radiation from the feed which is kept at a focus point. It can be shown by 

considering the geometrical optics that a spherical wave emerges from the focal point and is 

transformed after reflection into a plane wave front as shown by the rays model in Figure 6 - 2  

(b). [41]

In general, the aperture efficiency of this configuration is considered medium to high as compared
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with the Cassegrain configuration. The relationship of the focal length, the depth of paraboloid 

and the diameter of the paraboloid was established in Eq. 4 - 4. By varying the focal length, the 

far field sidelobe performance can be adjusted according to the requirements.

Similarly Figure 6 -  2 (c) and (d) show the basic geometry and ray model of the Cassegrain an

tenna, in comparison to that of the Newtonian design. The basic concept of this antenna 

configuration was derived from optical telescopes. In this configuration, two reflectors are used. 

The primary/parabolic reflector is the same as that of the Newtonian design, and it is the size and 

shape of this reflector that determines net aperture gain. Introduction of a secondary reflector fa

cilitates convenient adjustment of the location of the feed, especially closer to the RF PA, thus 

reducing the transmission losses and mass of the transmission channel. The virtual focal point in 

both these configurations remains the same. The feed illuminates the hyperboloidal secondary 

reflector, which in return illuminates the paraboloidal main reflector.

In the case of the Newtonian configuration, the 0.6 f /D ratio means the feed needs to be kept at a 

focal length of 3 m. At L-band, for such a long focal length, a narrow beam from the feed horn is 

required to reduce the spill-over losses. To get this narrow beam, a larger horn would be required. 

During launch phase, this feed assembly has to be kept closer to the main body of the payload to 

conserve space. Once it is in space, then such a large and heavy feed assembly at 3 m away from 

the main body of the satellite, besides other complexities, would act like a gravity boom thus af

fecting the aerodynamics of the satellite.

In addition, one of the major problems with this configuration is getting the RF power to the feed. 

With a conventional prime-focus dish, the feed is at the focal point, out in front of the parabolic 

reflector, so either a lossy feedhne is necessary or part of the equipment is placed near the feed.

The latter is reasonable for receiving systems, since low-noise amplifiers (LNA) are quite com

pact, but high-power transmitters tend to be large and heavy [41]. This problem gets worse if dual 

(or quad) polarizations are required as a design feature. For a dual polarization, at least 2 cables 

are required, one each for H and V polarized receiver channels. These cables introduce transmis

sion losses and add mass.

A dish antenna with multiple reflectors, like the Cassegrain antenna, looks like an obvious solu

tion to these problems. In this case, there is no need to deploy the feed away from the RF PA. It 

can be kept at the vertex and there would be no need for any RF cables, only a small waveguide is 

required to connect the power from the PA to the feed. If this is to be the case, then the major 

concern remains how to mitigate the blocking/shadowing effects of the secondary reflector on the 

radiations from the reflector.
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For reflector antennas having (diameter to wavelength) ^  ratio in the range of 10 -  15, the

Newtonian configuration is considered suitable as it yields less shadowing effects as compared to

the Cassegrain configuration. For the larger values of ^  ratio, the Cassegrain configuration is

considered better. In our case this ratio is 21.27, thus Cassegrain configuration is recommended. 

This is the reason MAPSAR with the 5 m width and 7.5 m length reflector antenna is using the 

Cassegrain design.

As described earlier, the aperture efficiency for a Newtonian reflector is maximized by balancing 

the feed taper (focal length adjustment) and minimizing the transmission losses etc. but is typical

ly 55 -  65 %. However, dual reflector systems are considered comparatively more efficient as 

transmission losses are low which enable aperture efficiencies in excess of 70 %. [41]

The last decade has seen enhanced interest in using large reflector antennas not only for space- 

borne radar applications but also for communication satellites. The major technology drivers 

remain the low cost, light-weight, large apertures that yield high gain, compact stowage volume 

during launch phases etc. To this effect, most successful missions have been the Thuraya commu

nication satellites using AstroMesh Deployable Reflector antennas of 9 m and 12 m. These 

antennas were developed by the Northrop Grumman Space Technology group. They have devel

oped these mesh antennas of varying sizes. Among others, the 6 m diameter antenna for L-band is 

of our interest. This reflector weighs only 14.5 kg and its stowage dimensions are 

0.60x0.66x1.54 m . [52] This is designed for a Newtonian configuration with offset feed. Alt

hough it falls within the envisaged -  25 kg mass for the antenna we are looking for, is 

commercially available off the shelf and is a developed and space qualified product; however it 

poses the following challenges to our overall design:

• Its stowed volume once added to that of the bus volume (1.54 m stowed height of the antenna 

+ ~ 1 m height of the bus, in total ~ 2.54 m height) would require a dedicated launch.

• The already discussed issues pertaining to feed location for the Newtonian design in a mi

crosatellite would remain there.

Against this backdrop, an inflatable technology provides a viable solution. The concept of using 

this technology—with the Newtonian configuration—was discussed in section 2.6.2.2. If it is 

slightly modified by taking out the deployable feed and replacing it with what is being used with 

MAPSAR antenna i.e., a Cassegrain feed arrangement, this would look like as shown in Figure 6 

-  3. In this figure, the left portion shows the configuration during launch phase. The Cassegrain 

part is shown separately on the top—as it needs to replace Newtonian middle part. Once launched 

and the satellite is in space, the antenna can be inflated to look as shown in the right portion of the
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figure.

Primary Reflector after inflation

Feed Horn

Secondary Reflect >r

During Launch Phase Space segm ent once inflated

Figure 6-4:  Combination of inflatable concept and the Cassegrain configuration

This modification results in keeping the feed at the antenna vertex and only a small secondary 

reflector would need to be deployed, once the satellite will be in the space. During the launch 

phase, this secondary reflector may also be kept closer to the bus if it is designed using a telescop

ic mast. This configuration would yield compact volume, almost same as that of the bus itself. 

The primary reflector remains un-inflated during the launch phase thus ensuring the reduced 

stowage volume as shown in the figure.

As was discussed in section 2.7 an inflatable technology demonstrator (with 14 m diameter an

tenna) was tested in space. [55] Now an improved version of the same design has been adapted 

for a Ku-band, 35 m diameter inflatable reflector antenna. [54] This technology is compaiatively 

very low cost (e.g. design and development cost for 14 m antenna was USD 1 M only [55]). For 

the ECMP SAR mass calculations, an inference may be directly drawn from the L-band, 6 m As

troMesh antenna that weighs 14.5 kg. This weight is only for the deployable reflector that 

includes the support structures and the mesh. If a similar mesh is used, then it may be possible to 

replace the mechanical support structure by inflatable structures, while remaining within ~ 15 kg 

mass budget. As the feed is kept at the vertex, thus there is no need to have strong feed hold

ing/support structures; it would be only the light-weight secondary reflector and its supports that 

need to be deployed in space. Keeping these aspects in mind, it may be confidently estimated that 

the feed, secondary reflector, the inflatable structures and the mesh, all should weigh ~ 25 kg 

(similar to the mass of 21 kg, 4.5 m deployable antenna being used with TecSAR-2, that has 8
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feed arrays with at least 8 coaxial cables and is based on Newtonian configuration).

6.3 Ambiguities, Limitations and Flexibilities

6.3.1 Range Ambiguity

In order to define and analyse the range ambiguity and its effects, let us make a distinction at the 

outset about two different aspects of this phenomenon, which aie: the SAR operational aspects 

and the radiometric aspects of the SAR image formation.

The operational aspects take into account the factors to ensure that at any instance of time, there 

should be only one pulse impinging in the swath, otherwise it is difficult to make the dis

tinction between the returns from different pulses.

The radiometric aspects of the SAR image formation deals with the effects which appear as the 

ground objects duplication on image along range direction. These are caused by overlapping re

turn signals from different pulses which come back to radar on the same time. The contributing 

factors are the high level of antenna range pattern sidelobes, low backscattering level in main 

lobe, and high backscattering level in one of the sidelobes. It is difficult for the SAR processor to 

correct these effects. [118]

Figure 6-5:  RADARSAT-1 image showing the Range ambiguity

Source: adapted from [118]

The image shown in Figure 6 - 5  was acquired by RADARSAT-1, Orbit 66267, Survey mode 

SWA (W 14-W2+W3_S7). Range ambiguity signal (A) appeals in beam W1 on the sea surface. In 

reality this signal comes through sidelobe from mountain area (B) in beam W3. Bright strip in left 

part of image designate the nadir ambiguity.
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During the subsequent discussions and the analysis, first the operational range ambiguity would 

be dealt with followed by radiometric aspects.

From the operational point of view, calculating the range and azimuth ambiguities for the space- 

borne SAR mission is a complicated process but for the ECMP SAR, additional complexities are 

added due to the need to maximally extend the chirp so that peak RF power remains within safe 

limits of the single SSPA. In order to address the range and azimuth ambiguities, the minimum 

diameter of the parabolic antenna was calculated according to:

E q . 4 - 3  =» d I,2min
T T C

h tany^
c o s ^

This shows that the minimum antenna area requirement remains a function of:

Operating wavelength -  that is fixed in this case as only L-band is being used.

The mean altitude of the satellite -  also fixed here at -  600 km.

Satellite velocity -  linked to the set orbital parameters, but it varies according to Earth tan

gential speeds at different latitudes. For the purpose of short imaging intervals of ~ 2 

minutes, it is usually considered almost constant.

The incidence angle -  was considered 30® at that time but actually it needs to be varied 

from 20 -  50® to satisfy the user requirements.

The selected minimum diameter of the antenna yields a band of usable PRFs. With a view to plan 

my ECMP SAR, the minimum PRF limit had to be further lowered so that the necessary time slot 

in the PRI is created for this extension. This necessitated an oversized 5 m antenna.

Besides this consideration, another limitation on the choice of PRF is imposed by the fact that due 

to the large distance involved between an orbiting SAR and the Earth, many pulses and many 

echoes are in the propagation path at any instant of time. Since it is a pulsed system that works on 

the principle of alternatively switching on and off the transmitter and the receiver, the PRF should 

be selected such that no echo reaches the antenna while a pulse is being transmitted. This leads to 

a band of unacceptable PRFs.

For the ECMP SAR, choosing a usable band of PRF becomes complicated because of the desire 

to maximally extend the chirp (~ 40 %) within the given bounds of set PRI, so that peak RF pow

er fed at the input of the antenna is kept within safe limits for the single SSPA and the onboard 

power system. Therefore before proceeding further, let us define the safety limits for the SSPA 

and the batteries.

By operating the satellite batteries within the safety limits of 10 -  40 % DOD, a longer life may 

be achieved. The batteries onboard SSTL-150 bus if operated at 20 % DOD are expected to last
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for 1 5 - 1 8  years. [115] By increasing the DOD limit to 40 %, these are expected to serve for 7.5 

-  9 years. This research aims at proposing a design for a mission life of 5 years. By keeping a

safety limit at 40 % DOD, batteries should last for more than 5 years mission life. This implies 

that at 28 V, 3 batteries each with 7.5 Ah capacity can be used to draw 3 A of current, to yield a 

net 252 W of DC power.

These power limits are for the worst case scenario when the SAR is operated during eclipse. The 

situation improves (i.e., DOD limit reduces) once it is operated during sun-light hours. At that 

time, to reduce the burden from the batteries, the DC power generated by the solar panels and go

ing to the batteries for charging them may be diverted to the payload to lessen the burden from 

the batteries.

As mentioned previously, the single GaN based SSPA developed by [49] for radar-specific appli

cations can support up to 204 W RF output at 60 % PAE. To achieve optimized performance and 

longer life, if it is operated at ~ 75 % of the maximum capacity, it would yield ~ 150 W RF pow- 

er, while drawing -  250 W DC power from the power system.

Certain aspects related to calculating the usable PRFs are;

While calculating the usable PRF, there appear to be different possibilities under one set of 

variables e.g. at one given incidence angle, the receive window time (the time to image the

swath in slant range) i.e.,  ̂ remains Bxed for a given 3 dB beamwidth

of the antenna pattern. Now either the chirp width t  ' ,  or can be kept constant and 

then the usable PRF is calculated. From the hardware perspective, it is convenient to keep 

T ' and Pj constant and vary the average power -  which is to be drawn directly from the bat

teries or a combination of batteries and the solar panels (during sun-light hours).

In addition, the usable PRF varies according to the number of pulses or echoes that are sim

ultaneously allowed in the transmission path. Varying this number one after the other, 

different usable PRFs may be calculated.

One set of these variables may not be applicable to the complete range of incidence angles 

from 20 -  50®. Therefore, this range is subdivided into groups of 5® each.

For 20® going higher in the number of pulses, needs higher PRF, keeping T ' and constant, 

the required average power increases, as the duty cycle is increasing.

Procedure

Let us take the example of incidence angle of 20®.
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Given the antenna radiation pattern of Figure 4 - 1 9  the 3 dB beamwidth is 3.1®. This yields a 

near slant range of 632 km and far slant range of 645 km. By incorporating the effects of cur

vature of Earth, the achievable ground swath would be 37.5 km.

I R .
The two way travelling time for the pulse at the near slant range — — is 4.21 ms .

c

Along the slant range, the receive window time/imaging time may be calculated from the two

way difference between near and the far slant ranges, given by; = 83 ps
c

For the ECMP SAR, as was previously calculated that in order to keep the peak RF power 

low, the chirp should be extended to 1 2 0  p s . To keep a safety margin of 1 2  p s , the total min

imum time/PRI should be ; 120 + 834-12 = 215//^ (which is equivalent to PRF= 4650 Hz). 

Under this situation, this may be considered as the upper bound of the PRF. The lower bound 

should be at least 1.1 times the minimum PRF (2950 Hz).

If 4650 Hz PRF is considered, then there would be 19.6 pulses simultaneously present in the 

transmission channel. It implies the returns from the near edge of the swath would be interfer

ing once pulse number 2 0 * is being transmitted. In order to find the best unambiguous 

frequency, the ‘n ’ (i.e., the number of pulses/echoes simultaneously present in the transmis

sion channel) should be a whole number.

This may be achieved through a simple procedure by dividing the 2 way travelling time of the 

near slant range with appropriate whole numbers e.g. if n=19

=> 4.2166x10 ^ ^  = 221.92 ps = 4506 H z . It means that a PRI of 222 ps or the PRF is

exactly set at 4506 Hz , then there would be 19 pulses travelling in the transmission channel 

without any overlap at the time of transmission or reception.

The same process by lowering the value of ‘n’ should continue until the lower limit of PRF is 

reached, for a give incidence angle.

Given the incidence angle of 20®, means there can be 5 best PRFs that corresponds to 

n = 15 -1 9 , as shown in Table 6 - 1 .  A similar procedure is followed at other incidence an- 

gles.

As the incidence angle increases, the slant range swath increases, which in return needs large 

, that eventually occupies larger portion of the PRI. This factor leads to reduced choice

of a suitable PRF at 35® and beyond.

Analysis
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By using the highlighted set of parameters for the given incidence angles presented in Table 6 - 1 ,  

the SNR distribution over the slant ranges have been calculated at these angles and shown in Fig

ure 6  -  5. SNR distributions for 20 -  40® are plotted with an increment of 5® (except for 37.5®). 

While obtaining these plots, it is ensured that: the angular variations in c7 ® as given in Table 4 - 3  

are used; and the ground range resolution is calculated by incorporating the curvature of the Earth 

effects.

As evident in almost all the plots shown in Figure 6 - 5  that the effects of the nadir returns are far 

below the main lobe returns, thus these may conveniently be ignored.

By increasing the incidence angle up to 40®, the saturation point reaches with respect to finding a 

suitable PRF and also supporting the required peak RF power is considered, because:

The slant range swath becomes so wide that it occupies ~ 78 % of the PRI and space to ex

tend the chirp is restricted.

Even at this angle, although a suitable PRF is available, by considering a mean value of 

<Jhh = -17.5 dB for this incidence, the achieved SNR =8 . 17  dB . This is under the worst 

case scenario of imaging during an eclipse period once 150 W RF power is generated while 

remaining within safety limits of 40 % DOD of the batteries. To obtain higher values of SNR, 

higher RF power is required, that will drive the PA and the batteries out of the safety limits.

Incidence
angle (km)

^S,F
(km)

No of 
Pulses

PRF

(Hz) (//^)
Pt

(W)

T' (//.y)

and duty 

cycle

Pa.

(W)

Ground
Swath
(km)

20" 632 645 15 3557 83 60 120 (42 %) 25 3T5

20® 632 645 16 3794 83 60 120 (45 %) 27 3T5

20" 632 645 17 4031 83 60 120 (48 %) 29 3T5

20® 632 645 18 4268 83 60 120 (51 %) 31 3T5

20" 632 645 19 4506 83 60 120 (54 %) 33 3T5

25" 654 670 15 3440 111 60 120 (41 %) 25 41

25® 654 670 16 3669 111 60 120 (44 %) 26 41

25® 654 670 17 3900 111 60 120(46 %) 28 41

30® 682 704 16 3517 144 80 120 (42 %) 34 45
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30" 682 704 17 3736 144 80 120 (44 %) 36 45

35" 719 746 16 3337 185 100 100 (33 %) 33 52

37.5" 741 773 17 3440 210 150 65 (22 %) 34 57

40** 766 801 17 3328 237 150 60 (20 %) 30 62

Table 6-1:  The best PRFs at different incidence angles 

SNR Distribution at incidence angles of 20,25,30,35, 37.5 and 40 degrees
 20 Degrees
 25 Degrees
 30 Degrees
 35 Degrees
 37.5 Degree

-20

-40

TJ

-100

-120

6 65 7 7.5

Slant Range (m)
8 85 9

X10^

Figure 6-6:  Comparison of SNR distributions according to variations in the incidence angles

Figure 6 - 5  shows the complete distributions from the nadir to the farthest slant range, whereas 

Figure 6  -  6  is a zoomed in part of this figure. It is plotted to highlight the SNR in the positive 

regions. It shows that as the incidence angle increases, the SNR decreases. Hence it may be com

mented that the proposed design would be limited to the incidence of 40® once:

the capabilities of the onboard power system are fully exploited within safety limits of 40 % 

DOD

the selected SSPA is operated at ~ 75 % of the maximum capacity 

and the 5 m parabolic reflector antenna are considered.

As it was discussed in chapter 4, a 6  dB dynamic range between mean values of

should be considered. This condition may not be satisfied at 40® incidence as achieved SNRhh is

only 8.17 dB, thus reducing the dynamic range to 2.17 dB only.
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The situation shghtly improves at 37.5® once a SNRh„=  9.6 dBis achieved for = -17 .5  dB

by using 150 W RF power. It provides an opportunity to detect G ^  = -21  dB with a positive SNR 

at the near and far edges of 3 dB beam width.

SNR distribution at incidence angles of 20,25,30,35, 37.5 and 40 degrees
20 Degrees 
25 Degrees 
30 Degrees

X; 6 383e*005
Y 18.7 X 6 615e+005

35 Degrees 
37.5 DegreesX 6 922e.005

Y: 13.9

40 Degrees

X: 7 55484005

XS.SB684005 
Y  10

X: 7.03184005X: « 81884005 
Y: 7 Y  7 841

X 713484005 X 7.42784005 y 6 434
-1 7 .5  dB

X: 7 3884005 X 7.71684005 
Y 3 536

X 6 0068400512.5 dB - 1 2 .5 d B - 1 5 d B15 dB
- 1 7 .5  d e

7 7.2
Slant Range (m)

Figure 6-7:  Zoomed in part of Figure 6 - 5  highlighting the usahle portion of the SNR

35® incidence angle provides 6.5 dB dynamic range, with 100 W RF power for = -1 5  dB. 

Under the assumption of a worst case scenario where 40 % DOD is assumed during the eclipse, 

the DC power can support up to 150 W RF power. If 150 W peak RF power is used, then a

SNRhh = 14.28 dB is achieved. It means = -23 .28  dB is detectable at the edges of the 3 dB 

beamwidth.

While looking at the plot of 37.5®, a prominent notch is observed. It can also be seen in other 

plots where it is not prominent. While calculating the SNR plots, standard backscattering profiles 

from distributed targets are used as a reference value for the CJ®. These profiles are incident angle 

dependent as shown in Figure 4 -  13. A detailed description already entered in Table 4 - 3  where 

it was discussed that mean values for small increments of 5® are used. Once these values jump 

from one group of angles to the next, it becomes prominent and thus reflected in the SNR plot. 

For this particular case, it jumps from 26 -  30® ( -  15 dB) to 30 -  35® ( -  17.5 dB). These jumps 

cause these notches in the conesponding plots.

After selecting the suitable PRFs and analysing their impact on the corresponding SNR plots, let 

us consider other contributing factors which affect the radiometric aspects of the SAR image. 

These are the high level of antenna range pattern sidelobes, low backscattering level in main lobe.
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and high backscattering level in one of the sidelobes.

The antenna range pattern sidelobes were discussed for the 5 m antenna in section 4.2.4 and the 

discussions which followed Figure 4 - 1 8  through 4.21. Due to low antenna gain distribution at 

the nadir incident angles, the effect of nadir returns, as observed in Figure 6 - 5  and 6 - 6  can 

conveniently be ignored.

To proceed further, let us take the example of 30° incident angle. Let us assume that a distributed 

target with a mean value of (7° = -  15 dB is observed at the main lobe. If a strong target appears 

with a very high value of (7° appears in the first sidelobe, then what effects it would have on the 

main lobe detection. In other words, how strong a target may be at the first sidelobe what would 

cause reflections at the tai'get with low reflectivity level at the main lobe.

The response of the SNR to variations in the (7° is non-linear due to range effect and antenna 

gain. If it is assumed that the PRF = 3517 Hz, the chirp can be extended up to 120 JLls (42 % duty 

cycle) and with a peak RF power of 150 W, would return the SNR as shown in Figure 6 - 5 .

SN R Distribution Over the Slant R ange

-20

-40

-60

-80

-100

6 6.5 7
Slant Range (m)

7.5 8
xIO®

Figure 6-8:  Range ambiguity to signal ratio at 30̂  incident angle

As can be seen that the BWsd swath is achieved once the SNR drops by 6  dB. Now what should 

be the <7° value of a target at first sidelobe which should cause the returns to be stronger than the 

returns from the (7° = -  15 dB at the edges of swath. Since it is a non-linear relationship, thus by 

iterating different values in the SNR equation, it is found to be ~ 24 dB. The reference range for 

the ALOS is 9 -  26 dB for the single/dual polarizations. Thus, this range ambiguity level is con
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sidered sufficient for the ECMP SAR design at 30°, This value is incident angle dependent and 

varies as incident angle is changed.

6.3.2 Azimuth Ambiguity

Similar to the range ambiguity, the azimuth ambiguity can also be classified relating to the SAR 

operational aspects and the radiometric aspects of the SAR image formation.

While dealing with the SAR operational aspects relating to the azimuth ambiguity, one has to take 

into account those factors which ensure that the estimated Doppler bandwidth is adequately sam

pled during synthesis process. This can be ensuied by selecting the PRF which over-samples the 

estimated Doppler bandwidth by at least a factor of 1.1. The selected PRFs shown in the Table 6  -  

1 consistently ensure this over-sampling as lowest selected PRF is 3328 Hz which is over- 

sampling the minimum PRF 2890 Hz by a factor of 1.15. If Doppler bandwidth is not adequately 

sampled then another phenomena known as “Ghosting” is observed in the SAR image. Ghosting 

can not be corrected by the SAR processor.

Azimuth ambiguity effects pertaining to the radiometric aspects of the SAR image appear as the 

ground objects duplicating on image along azimuth direction. It is caused by overlapping the re

turn signals from one pulse but with multiply Doppler frequencies. The contributing factors for 

the azimuth ambiguity are the high level of antenna azimuth pattern sidelobes, low backscattering 

level in main lobe, and high backscattering level in one of the sidelobes. SAR processor does not 

correct this effect. [118]

B

Figure 6-9;  RADARSAT-1 image showing the azimuth ambiguity

Source: adapted from [118]

To quote an example, the image acquired by RADARSAT-1 SAR during orbit 66267 while in the 

Survey mode SWA using Beam S7 is considered here. The Azimuth ambiguity signal (A) appears 

on sea surface with low backscattering level. In reality this signal duplicates azimuth sidelobe
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from land area (B) with high backscattering level.

To quantify other contributing factor in the context of 5 m antenna radiation pattern and its SNR 

response along the azimuth direction, only one range cell across all the azimuth bins is taken at 

one time, at 30® incident angle. The same parameters which are used to generate Figure 6  -  7 are 

utilized here to obtain this plot.

SN R  Distribution for O ne R ange Cell A cross all Azimuth Bins (at 30 deg rees)

Y: 10.59

20

q:
z
CO

-80

-100

•120

3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2  
Range along the Azimuth Axis (Centred at Boresight) (m)

3

XIO®

Figure 6 -10: Azimuth ambiguity to signal ratio

The horizontal axis shows the distance along the azimuth direction with respect to the antenna 

bore sight considered perpendicular to the velocity vector. Since only one range cell across all the 

azimuth bins is considered, thus range is considered constant, which returns a symmetrical SNR 

plot. At the centre of the beam, a target of -  15 dB backscattering level is used. The SNR equa

tion is iterated to find out how strong a target can be at the first sidelobe, which would cause the 

reflections within azimuth BW 3 jb swath. For the azimuth direction, this is a linear relation (op

posite to the range direction where it is non-linear) as the effect of range on the SNR is

considered constant. It is found out that if a®= 25 dB , it would be strong enough to interfere and 

introduce reflections in the main lobe image. The reference value for the ALOS had been 21 dB 

for the single/dual polarizations. As advocated by [91], a value of > 20 dB is always desirable.

6.4 Estimated Power Budget and Imaging Time

Under the worst case scenario of operating the SAR during eclipse, if it is assumed that the batter

ies were fully charged once the satellite entered the eclipse, then within the safety limits of ~ 40
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% DOD, 250 W DC power would be available. During eclipse, only 12 W are required but to be 

on the safer side, 50 W are reserved for this purpose. Thus 200 W are available for SAR opera

tion.

As mentioned in Table 6 - 1 ,  the mean average RF power needed from incidence angles of 20 -  

40® is -30  W. With 60 % efficient SSPA, the DC power required is 50 W.

Thus, under these conditions, the 200 W per orbit (=  130 Wh) available DC power can support 

SAR operation for -  2.5 minutes/orbit.

Given this capability, how much is the area that can be imaged during one year?

At 30® incidence angle, the ground swath = 45 km

The satellite velocity, =7.56 km / s

In 2.5 minutes/orbit, the area to be imaged = 7.56 x 60 x 2.5 x 45 = 51,030 km̂

Ŵ th 14.85 orbits/day, the area imaged per year -  276 x 10̂  km^

Approximate global forest covered area = 72x10® km^

If it is required to image the global forests once a year, then the SAR needs operational time

for -  40 seconds/orbit out of 2.5 minutes/orbit imaging time.

Rest of the time may be utilized for other applications such as disaster monitoring and relief 

efforts.

6.5 Estimated Data Rates and Data Downlink Bandwidth/Speed

Since it is a pulsed system (although in extended chirp mode), thus would, like most of the other 

spacebome SAR missions, suffer from the limited onboard data storage and subsequent downlink 

data transfer problems. The single channel (HH Polarized) anticipated data rate would be:

T
DataRate = 2 x B x N x - ^  ........  (6-1)  [119]

PR/

where:

B  = System Bandwidth = 9.6 MHz. This is the bandwidth required for range resolution of 30 m 

at the near edge of the range swath once 30® incidence angle is considered (while calculating this 

value, the effects of the curvature of Earth were taken into account and local incidence angle was 

used). To ensure adequate and safe sampling. It is preferred to over sample it, thus instead of 9.6

MHz, 10 MHz is considered here.

The appearing of the number 2 means that the required bandwidth is being sampled respecting the 

Nyquist criteria.
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N= number of bits per sample (also called the quantization rate), 8  bits ADC is considered.

T'rw -  Swath width time (the time required to image the swath in slant range) = 144 ps 

PRI= Pulse Repetition Interval/Inter Pulse Period = 284 ps

Thus. Eq. 6-1 => Data Rate = 2x10x10^ x 8 x —  = 81.13 Mbps
284x10^

Most of the SAR systems use compression techniques to reduce this data rate. If 6  most signifi

cant bits (MSB) out of 8  are taken, then the data rate would be 60 Mbps.

Note: As the data produced would be in the complex numbers format that would be coming

from separate I and Q channels before these are stored. 60 Mbps data rate encompasses both these 

channels.

Since the design focuses on HH and HV polarizations, thus to cater for the second channel, the 

same amount of data would also be generated, consequently the total estimated data rate would be 

120 Mbps.

The baseline capabilities as discussed in chapter 3 show that SSTL-150 bus carries 16 GB solid 

state data storage dual redundant modules. The data generated at 120 Mbps, means that data may 

be stored up to 2.22 minutes of SAR operation under strip map imaging mode, at 30® incidence.

The SSTL-150 and SSTL-300 buses inherit similar onboard processors, RAM, the data buses, the 

control area networks, micro controllers etc. Recent literature shows the SSTL-300 bus being 

used with the NovaSAR-S payload would carry 32 GB solid state data storage dual redundant 

modules [26]. Using a higher capacity data storage module does not involve hardware changes if 

it has same pin configurations. Thus a similar module with 32 GB capacity may be used with this 

proposed design. If this is to be the case, then the data produced by operating SAR for 4.44 

minutes may be stored.

SSTL-150 bus has data downlink equipment that supports 105 Mbps. The DMC satellites operat

ing from similar orbits remain in the line of sight of the ground stations for -  8  -  1 0  minutes, 

while maintaining the required data downlink budget. 120 Mbps data produced for 2.5 minutes 

would be -  18 GB of the data that would need -  2.85 minutes data downloading time to a ground 

station.

Table 6 - 2  has been prepared with a view to estimating the data rates generated by varying the

incidence angles from 20 -  40® and shows the effects of these data rates on onboard storage and 

data downlink. The worst case scenario appears to be at 40® because it has the largest swath that 

produces significantly higher data rates of 190 Mbps (for both HH and HV channels). The 

onboard memory can store up to 2.8 minutes of the data generated at this rate. This data storage
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capacity is higher than the 2.5 minutes of SAR operation that can be supported from the onboard 

power system while remaining within safe limits. However for this particular case, the data has to 

be downloaded before carrying out any further SAR imaging in the next orbit. This situation is 

relaxed for the < 30® inclinations because data can be generated for 2.5 minutes of imaging opera

tions but these can be stored for longer periods -  thus providing the flexibility for the data to be 

carried to the next orbits for the downlink transmissions.

Incidence
Angle

Ground
Swath
(km) (//.y)

PRF
(Hz)

Estimated Du
al Channel 

Data Rates (6 
MSB) -  
(Mbps)

32 GB can 
Store Data 
of how many 
minutes of 
SAR opera
tion

Time Required to 
Downloading data 
for 2.5 minutes of 
SAR Operation 

through 105 Mbps 
link (minutes)

20® 37.5 83 4268 85 6.27 2.02

25® 41 111 3669 98 5.45 2.33

30® 45 144 3517 122 4.38 2.9

35® 52 185 3337 148 3.6 3.5

37.5® 57 210 3440 173 3.07 4.11

40® 62 237 3328 190 2.8 4.52

Table 6 - 2: Estimated data rates from 20 -  40® incidence angles

When to download the data to a particular ground station depends upon the location of the satel- 

lite in the orbit and the location of the ground station. If it is assumed that the ground station is 

located closer to the equator in Africa, then the satellite/ground stations would be visible to each 

other only twice a day. Thus data downloading would really be a problem but not the unique one. 

The DMC satellites suffer from similar problems but as a standard procedure, the ground stations 

of the member countries allow each other to use the resources once these are free. The data are 

downloaded to these grotmd stations of the member countries and through internet, are transferred 

to the concerned home ground station that collects and stores the respective data. Adapting this 

distributed data downlink technique provides a suitable solution for the proposed SAR design.
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Another option, although comparatively expensive, may be to relay this data through geostation

ary communication satelhtes, to the designated ground station. Most of the SAR missions (such 

as ALOS, TerraSAR-X and TandemSAR-X etc.) resort to this arrangement due to large data rates 

that are produced during imaging operation.

6.6 Effects of Attitude Determination and Control on Antenna Pointing

Aerial platforms fly in a dense atmosphere thus encounter severe disturbances. These disturb

ances are introduced due to gusts of wind, the continuous vibrations introduced due to the 

engines, comparatively less accurate navigational and attitude control instruments etc. These dis

turbances degrade the image quality, if not accurately measured and corrected in the motion 

compensation stage of the signal processing. Space provides a micro-gravity environment that is 

conducive for very stable platforms. Most of the modem day microsatellite buses are equipped 

with highly sensitive and accurate sensors that provide required stability and attitude control dur

ing imaging.

Roll ^ Roll
About the azimuth (along track) direction (the 

same direction as the platform velocity).

About the range (cross track) direction (perpen

dicular to the orbit plane)
Yaw C>r

Pitch

Yaw
About the radius vector (nadir pointing) direc

tion (perpendicular to the roll and pitch)

Figure 6-11: Attitude pointing and its orientation with respect to scene

Although satellites provide very stable platforms, SAR imaging from space altitudes experiences 

long travelling times, as compared to operations from the counterpart aerial platforms. During 

imaging, simultaneous illumination of the same spot on the ground is necessary, thus antenna 

pointing is considered an important aspect of the mission design. [1 2 0 ]

Antenna pointing accuracy is directly linked to the satellite’s orientation (attitude). Any disturb

ance can cause platform misalignments, which conespond to antenna footprint errors on the 

ground. Usually, satellite attitudes are described by means of rotations around three orthogonal 

axis, i.e., in terms of roll (R), pitch (P) and yaw (Y) -  as shown in Figure 6 -1 1 . [120]
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Roil

P itch

Yaw

B+R

Figure 6 -12: Affect of change in the Roll (R) on the incidence angle and corresponding change in

the scene centre along range direction

Roll

Pitch

Yaw C ^

Figure 6 -13: Affect of change in the pitch (P) on the incidence angle and corresponding change in

the scene centre along the azimuth direction

Roll is a rotation about the flight path (azimuth direction) causing a footprint displacement in the 

range direction (across track) as represented in Figure 6 - 1 2 ,  while a pitch error is a rotation 

about the axis that is parallel to the range direction, causing a footprint displacement in the azi

muth direction (Figure 6  - 13). Yaw is a rotation about the altitude (height) axis, which affects the
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footprint in both the range and azimuth directions, since it rotates with respect to the ground 

plane, causing a change to the squint angle (Figure 6  -14). [120]

Roll

Pitch

Yaw C ^

Figure 6-14: Affect of change in the Yaw (Y) on the incidence angle and the corresponding change
in the centre of the scene

Attitude Determination/Knowledge and Control

Satellite
Attitude Determination 

/Knowledge
Attitude Control

ALOS-1 [121] ±0.0003° (3 SD) all 3 axis R, P, Y; ± 0.095°(3 SD)

RADARSAT-1 [122] -

R :-0.255° to 0.180°, 

P : -0.895° to 1.005°, 

Y :-0.313° to 0.128°

RADARSAT-2 [123] R, P, Y; ± 0.02°(3 SD) R, P, Y: ± 0.05°(3 SD)

TerrasAR-X [124] R,P, Y: ±0.01° R ,P ,Y :±0.01°(1SD )

SSTL-150 Bus [90] ±0.00694° (1 SD) all 3 axis ±0.01° (1 SD) all 3 axis

Table 6-3:  Radar satellites’ attitude determination and control accuracies
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Table 6 - 3  shows the attitude determination and control accuracies of different radar satellites. 

The attitude determination/knowledge and the control capabilities of SSTL-150 bus are very close 

and comparable to most of these large sized SAR missions especially L-band ALOS. In order to 

quantify the SSTL-150 bus capabilities in a meaningful analysis, let us consider the worst case 

scenario of 40^ inclination.

This inclinations yields a slant range at the centre of the ground swath, ^ = 783.244 k m .

If it is desired to maintain the antenna pointing at 40®, but due to ±0.01® inaccuracy in the 

attitude control (say along the roll), the antenna pointing would be corrected within (40± 

0.01®). This results in a slant range that may be 783.129 km or 783.359 km (that is an eiTor of 

±115 m, or this may be interpreted as the misalignment of the scene by 115 m).

Given the SSTL-150 bus attitude knowledge of ± 0.00694®, this misalignment may be meas

ured/known within 40 ± 0.01 ± 0.00694® (i.e., 40.01694®, 40.00306, 39.99694, 39.98306®) 

and would have corresponding slant ranges of 783.438 km, 783.279 km, 783.209 km, 

783.050 km. The likely geometry is shown in the figure below.

Roll

Pitch

+ve Control Pointing VectorYaw C >

Knowledge Pointing Vector

Figure 6-15: Representation of the desired pointing, the control pointing and the pointing
knowledge vectors at 40® inclination.

This shows that due to the inaccuracies of the control system and the pointing vector knowledge.
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there would be variations of 35 m to 194 m between what is the desired directional vector (40®), 

what can be achieved from the control directional vector (40 ± 0.01®) and what can be known 

pointing direction (40 ±0.01 ± 0.00694®).

Extending this argument means that the antenna footprint would have ground range and azimuth 

swaths of -  62 kmx 62 km, and a 35 m to 194 m misalignment is expected.

If the standalone affect of this misalignment on the image quality is visualized, it apparently looks 

devastating, but actually it has to be seen how randomly it is occurring and what are its effects on 

the pulse to pulse operation. Thus it needs to be analysed in light of the platform stability.

Platform Stability

The platform pointing stability is analysed with respect to its affects on the time lapse of 2 way 

transmission of a pulse. For determining the stability requirements, let us consider the worst case 

scenario of 40® inclination:

The two way transmission time would be: = -------—  = 5.22 ms
2xR

c

The 30 m ground range resolution would need an angle stability 

30 = 3.83x10 ^radians = 2.19x10 ^degrees

This stability has to be maintained for 5.22 ms, which means the rate stability required is =

(2.19x10-^)®/
/5 .22  ms

The SSTL-150 bus provides a pointing stability of 1.5 arcsec/sec,

=> 1,5 arcsec/s = (4.16x10 "')»/s = (2.175xl0-<*)^^^ ^  This shows that the rate of

pointing stability is well suited to the required rate for pulse to pulse stability requirements.

To draw a close comparison, SSTL-300 which is being used with NovaSAR-S has the same atti

tude determination and the orbit control electronic suite as that of SSTL-150 bus, and a control 

accuracy of 0 .0 1 ® and a pointing stability of 2  arcsec/sec are considered sufficient for most of 

their intended applications.

As stated in chapter 3 while discussing the intended applications that proposed design should 

match the capabilities of the ALOS in order to acquire similar imagery. The ALOS had the atti

tude control of R, P, Y: ± 0.095® (3 SD), which is very close to what SSTL-100 bus is offering 

~ ±0.01° [121]. As mentioned in Table 6 - 3 ,  the attitude determination/knowledge and attitude 

control offered by SSTL-150 bus are better than RADARSAT-1 & 2 and are comparable to Ter-
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raSAR-X and ALOS.

6.7 Effects of Position Knowledge on the Intended Applications

While dealing with different intended applications in chapter 3, it was discussed that long term 

measurement of geological phenomenon is necessary to identify the potential hazards that may 

lead to geological hazards such as earthquakes, landslides, volcanic activities etc. For this pur

pose, the temporal separation in the repeat-pass interferometry of days, months, or even years, 

can be useful, and the L-band SAR provides a viable solution. [82]

In this type of application, it is assumed that the target has changed position at a relatively slow 

pace. For this purpose, if two acquisitions are made at two different times from the same position, 

with the same viewing geometry, such that there is no across track baseline, then the phase of the 

interferogram depends only on the change in the topography between the acquisition times. [62]
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Figure 6 -16: ALOS interferogram showing deformation map (left) and amplitude image (right)

Source; adapted from [82]

To quote an example, the ALOS imagei-y is shown in Figure 6  - 16. On February 27, 2010, a 

magnitude 8 . 8  earthquake occuned off the coast of middle Chile, in the South America. By using
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ALOS, an emergency observation was taken to determine the state of damage caused by the 

earthquake. During this process, the differential interferometric SAR (DInSAR) analysis was used 

to detect crustal deformation associated with the earthquake using the data previously acquired on 

January 15, 2010. [82]

The left figure is an interferogram generated from PALSAR data acquired before and after the 

earthquake using the DInSAR technique. A colour pattern illustrates changes of satellite-ground 

distance for the period. The right figure is a amplitude image acquired after the earthquake indi

cating an observation field of 250 km from south to north. In the interferogram, there are 28 

cycles of colour fringes. It is interpreted that ground movement towards the satellite around north- 

westem coastal area relative to the south-eastern inland area are about 3m. Considering a mecha- 

nism of this earthquake, the colour pattern indicates an uplift or westward displacement. The 

colour changes from red, blue, green, yellow and back to red indicate an shortening of the satel

lite-ground distance, and one colour cycle = 1 1 .8 cm. [82]

This example highlights the importance of differential interferometry relating to the geological 

hazard detection. Although it is related to post-disaster detection of crustal movement but none

theless same technique is used for the pre-disaster detection. The pre-disaster crustal detection is a 

very slow moving phenomenon, where only a few centimetres crustal movements in the tectonic 

plates/fault lines are expected over a year or so, as discussed in chapter 3 and the corresponding 

requirements mentioned in the Tables 3 - 2  through 3 - 4 .

In order for the SAR to re-image the same hazard area -  temporally separated but with the same 

viewing geometry and from the same very location, the SAR platform needs to know its position 

in space to comparable detection accuracies.

The position knowledge offered by the SSTL-150 bus is ± 10 m that is measured by using sun 

sensors and on board GPS receiver. This position knowledge is considered sufficient for the po- 

larimetric images as those are simultaneously acquired -  and need high short term platform 

stability not the position knowledge, but for interferometric image acquisitions, highly accurate 

and very sensitive position knowledge is required.

Other SAR missions such as ALOS, RADARSAT-2and TerraSAR-X/TandemSAR-X etc. that are 

capable of providing interferometric images, utilize an attitude and orbit control electronics 

(AOCE) suite that is based on highly sensitive integrated multi-sensors. For example, ALOS had 

AOCE that contained star trackers, inertial reference unit and a dual frequency carrier phase 

tracking of the GPS receiver. In addition, to precisely know the satellite position and to calibrate 

the dual frequency GPS receiver, the laser ranging techniques were used and the satellite was fit
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ted with a laser comer-cube reflector. As an integrated result of all these sensors and the laser 

ranging, provided ± 1 m position knowledge. This AOCE suite not only incurs heavy cost but 

also weighs 39.8 kg. [121] SSTL-150 platform is limited to supporting a ~ 50 kg payload, thus 

this type of AOCE suite may not be suitable for the allocated mass budget of the payload.

After analysing the associated engineering problems relating to the position knowledge resolution 

concerning the interferometric capabilities of the ECMP design, let us analyse the interferometry 

processing stages with a view to find out a possible solution to obtain interferometric imagery. 

Obtaining an interferogram involves following stages: [82]

Acquiring SEC images. Synthesizing (SLC) radar images (two or more) from the raw

SAR data. One image is considered as master and the others as slaves.

Co-registration of master and slave images. This involves point by point registration of the

two images to be combined by approximate re-sampling. The geometrical difference between 

the images must be modelled very precisely, at the pixel level, which implies that the match

ing between corresponding pixels must be almost perfect. Only the properly matched portion 

contributes to the coherent combination; the remainder behaves like noise. The experimental 

results show that interferometric coherence varies as a function of the relative shift between 

the two images [82]. It is observed that a registration error of 0.4 pixels causes coherence to 

drop by 10% whereas an error of 0.8 pixels reduces coherence by half.

Because of these requirements, it will then be necessary to stretch one of the images so that it

can be registered on the other. This stretching operation must preserve the phase content of 

the deformed image. Otherwise, bias would be introduced in the interferometric measure- 

ments.

Calculating the phase differences. By using the co-registered master and slave images, the 

phase difference map is prepared which carries the required information. In order to reduce 

the noise/error, more images (slaves) may be used instead of a single slave. [82]

As claimed by [82] that it is possible to correct the geometric effects by using more images 

but there are complexities too, which may introduce the errors.

Finishing task. It includes fine adjustment to the orbit and projecting the product into the 

desired map geometry. As a sequel to the above mentioned procedure, the raw phase differ

ences between two images needs to be refined by properly modelling the orbit. This orbital 

modelling helps in reducing the errors introduced in the interferogram. This may be accom

plished by throwing away the error fringes and preserving the ones which are error free.

Now if we combine the above two aspects—i.e., the position knowledge resolution and the inter

ferometric processing—can it be possible to reduce the errors introduced by the poor position 

knowledge. The co-registration process also involves stretching the slave images to match the
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master image, but there is a limit to this stretching. If stretched more than the limits, errors would 

be introduced. As stated above that by obtaining more slave images and then coherently pro

cessing these with a view to reduce these errors, may be helpful. But these aspects need further 

research.

Because of these reasons, the ECMP SAR employed on the SSTL-150 bus may or may not be 

providing interferometric imagery necessarily required for pre-disaster detection of tectonic 

plates. Nevertheless, SAR imagery may be acquired for carrying out amplitude/intensity based 

image comparisons of the temporarily separated images of the same area—as discussed for the 

forest change detection (Figure 3 -  4) or post-earthquake analysis (Figure 6 -  15) . This type of 

change detection based on amplitude/intensity images would benefit the relief efforts in the post 

disaster situation especially under inclement weather when optical sensors may not provide re

quired timely imagery.

6.8 ECMP SAR Functional Diagram

Figure 6 - 1 7  represents the block functional diagram of the proposed HH and HV polarimetric 

SAR payload. In the case of CW design, the echo is received before the transmitting signal ends, 

thus it remains a convenient solution to mix the copy of the transmitted signal with that of the 

echo signal and obtain the difference. This difference is known as the beat frequency which car

ries all the range and azimuth information about the scene. For the ECMP SAR design under 

investigation, the transmission pulse does not remain present for the entire duration of the PRI 

and as the pulse finishes, the antenna is switched to the receiver, thus once the echo starts receiv

ing, the transmitted pulse has already ended. For this type of situation, the receiver has to be 

based on a heterodyne scheme where:

the incoming signal is first down converted to an intermediate frequency ( /. ) before extract- 

ing the base band, or

the baseband signal is directly extracted from the carrier frequency ( /^ ) without getting it 

first down converted to y).

Both these heterodyne techniques have their pros and cons but step wise down conversion is con

sidered beneficial as it ensures high fidelity of the baseband signal, thus this approach is 

considered for adaptation with the proposed design.

The Transmitter

The design benefits from a monostatic configuration which provides well synchronized transmit

ter and receiver operations by employing a single master oscillator (MO). All the other higher 

frequencies, timing and synchronization signals are generated from this MO. This facilitates in
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maintaining a high degree of coherency essential for the extraction of quadrature components.

The MO is a highly stable crystal controlled oscillator. The output of the MO is up converted to 

operating frequency (1.28 GHz) by using Local Oscillator (LO) in the transmitter block. The 

output is fed to the chirp generator to generate the chirped signals of a required duty cycle and 

bandwidth. The output of the chirp generator is fed to the single GaN based SSPA that amplifies 

this RF to required output levels -  which were discussed in the previous sections.

At the time of transmission of the signal, under the worst case scenario, the maximum RF power 

is 150 W (-  22 dB). Since it would only be this signal that needs to be isolated from the receiver, 

thus a low cost and light-weight T/R switch which is capable of providing maximum of 30 dB 

isolation, is sufficient for this purpose. A single pole double throw (SPDT) switch would be re

quired to isolate the single transmitter signal from two horizontally and vertically polarized 

receiver signals.
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Figure 6-17; Block functional diagram of horizontally and vertically Polarized SAR

This high powered RF signal is fed to the Cassegrain antenna through the T/R switch. As previ

ously discussed, the horn is kept at the vertex of the antenna. This configuration helps in reducing
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the RF cables to minimum lengths since the PA is practically almost attached to the horn itself. 

The output of the horn is directed towards the secondary reflector which reflects these RF signals 

towards the primary reflector. The operation of switching the T/R switch on and off to transmit 

and receive directions is synchronized from the onboard signals taken from the MO. This switch

ing on and off is controlled by the onboard micro-controllers/micro-processors.

Horizontallv and Verticallv Polarized Receiver Channels

To make a distinction from that of the transmitter, the boundaries of horizontally polarized and 

vertically polarized receivers are marked blue and green, respectively.

The function of the receiver is to amplify, filter, down convert, and digitize the echoes of the radar 

transmission in a manner that provides the maximum discrimination between desired echo signals 

and undesired interference signals. The interference commonly comprises not only the noise gen

erated in the receiver itself but also the energy received from galactic sources, different 

communication systems onboard the satellite etc. [41]

The results of ground measurements as compiled and published by [59] show that in the backscat- 

tering direction, the scattering process is almost reciprocal in character, that leads to the equality 

= (Tgy [59] . In practice, and <7  ̂are measured as a pair by using and H-polarized 

transmitting antenna and a two channel dual-polarized receiving antenna. [59]

Both horizontally and vertically polarized signals have corresponding feeds which would be 

placed orthogonal to each other within the same horn. The corresponding H and V signals are tak

en out from the T/R switch at the time of receiving the echoes. For the purpose of clarity, the 

treatment of H signal is explained below but the same applies to the V channel.

The incoming H signal is fed to the low noise amplifier (LNA). These amplifiers actually have 

tuneable band pass filters (BPF) placed at the inlet to allow only desired signals. The incoming 

desired signals after passing through the BPF is sufficiently amplified for subsequent down con- 

version operations.

Under the MO block, another LO /. is used that generates the intermediate frequency. The output 

of LO fj and that of LO are mixed together to get + fi - This combined output signal is then 

fed to the first mixer in the receiver block. This mixer gets the second input from the incoming 

echo that would be centred at , and the frequency spread is the bandwidth, B. The purpose of 

this first mixer is to down convert the echo operating at to . The output is passed through 

LPF, tuned to allow only f^ + B . This signal is then amplified by the IF amplifier and fed to split

ter to get two similar outputs.
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In order to get the quadrature output (I and Q channels), the output of LO / .is  orthogonally phase 

shifted. There are two mixers, each for down converting I and Q channels. The I channel’s mixer 

gets the one input from the splitter and the second input from the 90° phase shifted output of LO 

/ . .  The output of this mixer is passed through the LPF and then digitized. Similarly the Q chan

nel mixer gets one input from the splitter and the second input directly form the LO / .  The output 

of this mixer is also passed through LPF and then digitized. The digitized data may be stored sep

arately as I and Q channel data or they may be combined to gather to yield complex number 

format as ( /  + jQ)^  .

Similar treatment is given to the vertically polarized echo channel in the receiver. The output of 

V-channel would be ( /  + j Q ) y . During imaging, this data would be stored in the onboard solid 

state memory modules and would be subsequently transmitted to the ground stations.

6.9 Estimated Space Segment Mass Budget

It has been discussed at length in section 6.2 about the benefits of using Cassegrain configured 

inflatable reflector antenna. It was also estimated, by taking inferences from other similar anten

nas, that how it would be possible to accommodate the mass within ~ 25 kg.

Estimated Payload Mass

Sensor electronics for transmitter/receiver, considering GaN based, dual 

redundant SSPA.

-3 0  kg

Cassegr ain Antenna comprising:

-  Inflatable technology components

-  Primary reflector

-  Secondary reflector with small telescopic deployable mechanism.

-  Feed horn at the antenna vertex.

-2 5  kg

Estimated Bus Mass

Standard SSTL-150 Bus 103 kg

Additional deployable standard solar panel 4 kg

Additional battery 3 kg

Total Estimated (payload and platform) mass ~ 165 kg

Table 6-4;  Estimated Mass Budget
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For estimating the mass of the onboard sensor electronics, the inference may be drawn from that 

of the NovaSAR-S electronics that weighs ~ 30 kg. For the ECMP design, due to low isolation 

requirements, only a SPDT T/R switch is essentially required instead of heavy duplexers. In addi

tion, the light-weight (~ 2 kg), dual redundant, GaN based SSPA are used instead of TWTA which 

are expensive and heavy (~ 6  kg each). Using a single SSPA instead of a TWTA has significant 

proportionate effects on the mass of the sensor electronic suite.

The bus mass estimation is based on the standard SSTL-150 bus with additional solar panel and a 

battery. The combined estimated mass budget is shown in Table 6 - 4 .

6.10 Price Comparison of ECMP Design vis-à-vis NovaSAR-S

To envisage the cost of the different propositions this research intends to bring out on the overall 

mission, a price comparison with a nearest contender, NovaSAR-S, is carried out. Although it is 

very difficult to exactly compare two missions that have different capabilities and operate in two 

different frequency bands, yet if the net cost each mission offers vs. the potentials and limitations 

of each mission, are also kept in mind, then the proposed design offers a suitable low cost alterna

tive choice. The inspiration to compare the price with NovaSAR-S is based on the fact that both 

utilize the SSTL buses and both are in private/public domain, with almost similar mission objec

tives.

NovaSAR-S 

(Pound Sterling in Millions)

Proposed ECMP Design 

(Pound Sterling in Millions)

Platform SST L -300: 9.5 SSTL-150: M

SAR Payload Total payload allocations: 11.5

Antenna (APAA) ~ 60 % of pay
load cost : 6.9

Backend Sensor Electronics: 4.1

Total payload estimated cost: |

Antenna (5 m inflatable reflector): 0

Design and development + Backend 
sensor electronics -f- SSPA : 4.1

Launch Dedicated (Russian): 16 Shared (~ 1/3): |

Insurance:

Launch

Payload

~ 5 (Full) 

-  2 (Full)

-1 .6  (Shared) 

-  2 (Full)

Total ~ £ 4 4 M - £ 2 0 .1 M

Table 6 - 5: Estimated price comparison between NovaSAR-S and the proposed ECMP SAR

The comparison presented in Table 6  - 5 shows that individual estimated price of the proposed 

design is approximately less than half the price of NovaSAR-S and is comparable to second gen

eration DMC optical payloads such as Nigeriasat-2 (~ £ 20 M). The major cost saving
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contributors are the use of a light-weight bus, reflector antenna and the shared launch.

The launch costs are variable and difficult to estimate. Similarly associated launch insurance cost 

varies for each launcher. These estimates are widely accepted in the space industry [8]. While cal

culating this price comparison, the Russian launcher is assumed to have the lowest launching 

costs. For the European or American launchers, this cost increases to -  £ 21 M [8]. For the 5 m 

diameter inflatable antenna, the inference is drawn from the 14 m diameter inflatable antenna that 

was used as the technology demonstrator from space in 1996 and its price was USD 1 M [55]. 

Considering the inflation and also the reduced size (5 m instead of 14 m), -  £ 1 M is estimated for 

ECMP antenna design and development.

The individual price difference is significant and best fits for building a constellation such as 

DMC to get much enhanced potentials and capabilities. From the constellation point of view, the 

low unitary cost and less capable mission means increased chances of putting more satellites to

gether -  that provide greater flexibility, increased accessibility, higher degree of redundancy, 

distributed load on the resources etc. These characteristics are difficult to achieve from a single, 

expensive but more capable sensor. For example, within the same price budget as NovaSAR-S 

mission, there can be at least two proposed ECMP SAR missions, which means half the revisit 

time (~ 25 days), flexibility of operation, distributed load on the resources (such as data down- 

loading links etc.) and so on.

Rapideye is a constellation of 5 identical optical satellites which were built upon the SSTL-150 

bus. Because of the compact stowage volume, all 5 satellites were injected into the space by using 

a single Russian rocket in 2008 [6 ]. Since proposed ECMP SAR design also aims to reduce the 

stowage volume by using inflatable technology for the antenna, this means the volume can be 

kept similar to that of the bus itself, then it would be possible to launch multiple SAR satellites by 

using a single rocket. If this is the case, then the launch cost may further be reduced and a constel

lation of 5 identical satellites may be injected into the space with a total cost of ~ £ 85 M. The 

revisit time may reduce to -  10 days or less, if operated from the same orbital plane. But if oper

ated from the different planes (such as SAR-Lupe that uses 3 planes [3]), then the revisit time 

may further be reduced to ~ 3 -  5 days.

6.11 Spatial and Radiometric Elements of Image Quality

After going through various aspects of the SAR design in the light of SSTL-150 bus, the final 

design needs to be analysed from the image quality perspective. Broadly speaking it is sub

divided into spatial and radiometric image quality parameters. These are indeed interlinked to 

each other and combined effect is taken into account while dealing with the image quality.
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6.11.1 Spatial Elements of Image Quality and Multilooking

As regards the range resolution, it remains the function of bandwidth ‘B’ which was calculated at 

the near edge of the BW3 dB swath in the slant range direction. From the applications, it was de

duced that a 30 m by 30 m (range, azimuth) spatial resolution should serve most of the intended 

applications. To have a ground range resolution of 30 m after taking into account the curvature of 

earth effects, requires a system bandwidth of 9.6 MHz. This bandwidth is slightly over sampled 

by the ADC to B'  = 10 M H z . This over sampling indeed results as -  29 m range resolution. This 

is a single look range resolution.

The theoretical value of a single look azimuth resolution is considered to be half of the antenna 

length in azimuth direction (after incorporating the curvature of earth effects). It is thus calculated

as: - x - ^ ^  = 2.28 m. [75]
2  Rg+A

Although a single look intensity image yields high spatial resolution but radiometric resolution is 

poor and the speckle effects are prominent. The speckle in the SAR images is a scattering phe-

nomenon which complicates the image interpretation and reduces the accuracy of image 

segmentation and classification. [70]

Multilook processing is a procedure commonly adapted to reduce the speckle effects. Spatial fil

tering (averaging) can affect the inherent scattering characteristics in polarimetric SAR data [70]. 

Multilook processing is broadly catagorized into two catagories: incoherent and coherent [70]. 

The term coherent means the phase information is preserved while incoherent means the sample 

intensity/amplitude are preserved and phase information is discarded.

Incoherent Multilooking: it is implemented by averaging the neighbouring pixels— either in 

range, azimuth or both— of the intensity/amplitude SLC images. For a signle channel polarimetric 

SAR system such as Radarsat-1, the scene information is contained in the intensity (or amplitude) 

and the phase is uniformally distributed which conveys no useful information. Incoherently 

averaging the neighbouring pixels reduces the speckle effects by trading off the spatial resoultion 

(worsening it) with the radiometirc resolution (improving it). [91]

Incoherent multilooking (or the spatial averaging) has the advantages such as: (1) simple to apply, 

(2) speckle noise reduction in homogeneous areas is effective, and (3) the mean value is pre

served. However, the major deficiency of these filters is the degradation of spatial resolution due 

to indiscriminately averaging the pixels from inhomogeneous areas. From the image processing 

point of view, the multilook image would blur the edges and smear the bright point targets and 

linear features, such as roads and buildings. Other techniques such as wavelet transform, neural 

networks etc., are employed to address these problems of spatial averaging filters—particularly in 

the inhomogeneous areas. [70]
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Nonetheless, the phase information— considering the fact that it does not carry any information in 

the context of a single polarimetric SAR— în the case of incoherent multilooking, is lost.

Coherent Multilooking (Multilook Complex): for the polarimetric SAR, the 1 -  look data can be 

represented by a scattering matrix and the phase information of each polarimetric channel is very 

important—thus, needs to be preserved for further polarimetric image processing. To form mul

tilook data, the scattering matrix can not be averaged, because, the average of complex values 

does not reduce the speckle noise effect, and, as such the phase can not be averaged. [70]

The standard technique of multilooking the polarimetric (coherent) sinle look image is to convert 

the scattering matrix into a covariance or coherency matrix and then sample average is taken[70]. 

Let us review the coherent multilook procedure using the covariance matrix. For the ECMP SAR 

design, there are only HH and HV polarimetric channels, thus the scattering matrix would be

^HHreduced to: S = (6 - 2) [70]

Let ^ -  i^HH (6-3) [70]

and the covariance matrix: C=kxk PHHl

^HH^VH

ShhS 

|SvH
2

. . . ( 6 - 4 )  [70]

where [ ]^ is the transpose of the matrix and [ ]* is the complex conjugate. SAR data are multilook 

processed for speckle reduction by averaging several neighbouring 1-look pixels.

1 N

z = ^ Z c ( 0 =
i= l

|sHH

Shh^vh

^HH^YH

|sVH

(6-5)  [70]

where C(i) is the 1-look covariance matrix of the ith pixe and N is the number of looks. The 

resulting multilooked matrix Z is a Harmitian matrix. The diagonal terms of Z are intensities 

where as off-diagioanl terms contain the phase information.

For the proposed ECMP SAR, inorder to obtain almost same sized azimuth resolution as that of 

the range resoultion (-  29 m), N=14. The coherent multilooked Z matrix will contain, at each 

pixel, a 4 by 4 matrix similar to shown above. By adapting this procedure, the phase information

is maintained.
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6.11.2 Radiometric Elements of Image Quality

In the preceding sections, various baseline capabilities of the SSTL-150 bus were evaluated with 

a view to realizing their influence on the design aspects of the SAR payload. This evaluation 

helped in suggesting necessary changes in selecting highly efhcient solar cells, additional battery 

and enhanced solid state data storage etc. With these suggested changes in mind, let us analyse 

the design to exploit these potentials to broaden the scope of the applications.

At this stage, in order to evaluate the image quality of the proposed ECMP SAR design, let us 

keep all the other parameters the same as mentioned in the Table 6 - 1  except the RF power. Pre

viously it was being varied for each case according to the variations in the incidence angles; now 

fix it to 150 W -  which is permissible while remaining within the safety limits of the onboard 

power subsystem and the SSPA. The SNR obtained at different incidence angles indicates differ

ent detection potentials of the proposed design. The results so achieved are presented in the Table 

6 - 6 .

6 .11.2.1 Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero

A simple way of characterizing imaging radar is to determine the surface backscatter cross section

which gives a SNR equal to 1. This is called noise equivalent backscatter cross section ‘cr„’ or 

noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) [18].This is a key element of the image quality. It is visually 

tied to the more or less black nature of the darkest areas of the image, it is estimated over a sur

face which is assumed not to backscatter any energy towards the radar such as airport strips, calm

water, shadowed areas etc [91]. It is calculated by NESZ:
(J

.... ( 6 - 6 )  [91]

20° 25° 30° 35° 40°

(7° (dB) Used -12.5 -12.5 - 1 5 - 1 5 -17.5

SNR Achieved (dB) 22.7 20.66 16.63 14.3 8.2

o;, (dB)-NESZ -35.2 -33.16 -31.33 -29.3 -25.7

Table 6 -6: NESZ variations with respect to incidence angle

The angular dependency of cr° was already discussed in chapter 4. The row of the Table 6 - 6

shows the values of (7° that are used at different incidence angles. The 2"  ̂ row represents the 

achievable SNR with peak RF power of 150 W at all the incidence angles. The 3"̂  row represents
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the values.

NESZ and Sigma-Not Distribution Over the Slant Range

NESZ

Sigma-Not
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Figure 6 -18: The NESZ and the (7  ̂ distribution over the Slant Range at 30̂  incident angle

Figure 6 - 1 8  shows the NESZ distribution along the slant range at 30®. The angular dependent 

values of cr® are also over plotted in black. The slant range swath is marked at the points where 

the NESZ values are increased by 6  dB from -  31.63 dB. The slant range swath is 22 km which is 

equivalent to ~ 45 km on the ground range.

The NESZ values which can be achieved from the ECMP SAR design can best be related to the 

SAR image shown in Figure 6 - 1 8  (a) through (c). These are the urban radar images (X-band, 

single look, 1 m) with varying image noise levels. This example, with a value typical for an air

borne acquisition (a), NESZ = -  35 dB shows a huge contrast between the brightest zones 

(buildings) and their shadows. For the (b) NESZ = -  22 dB and the (c) shows that NESZ increas

es to a value of approximately -18 dB. For the last case, it would be difficult to work directly on 

a single-look image, hence prior multi-look filtering is desirable. [91]

It is pertinent to mention that the NESZ values presented in the Table 6 - 6  are closely compaia- 

ble to the FDB ALOS values which are —  27 to -  30 dB at 41® incident angle. This discussion 

may be summarized on this note that the applications oriented design approach adopted at the 

start of the research, indeed yields wider application potentials than anticipated earlier, compara

ble to what FDB ALOS offered.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6 -19: ONERA/RAMSES one-look radar image, X- band, 1-m resolution,

(a) NESZ = -  35 dB (b) NESZ = -  22 dB (c) NESZ = -  18 dB 

Source: adapted from [91]

6.11.2.2 Radiometric Resolution

“It is the expected spread of variation in each estimate of scene reflectivity as observed in an im

age” [62]. Smaller radiometric resolution is ‘better’. Radiometric resolution for a given radar may 

be improved by averaging (multilooking), but at the cost of spatial resolution. [62]

It characterizes the radiometric stability of a stationary part of an image (with constant cr® and 

NESZ). It depends upon the speckle intensity i.e., number of looks “N” and the level of image

 ̂ 1 ^

  ( 6 - 7 )noise. It is defined by: lOlog 10

1 +
1 + S N R

V

[91]

A single look (N=l) SLC image, for which speckle noise is maximum, has a radiometric resolu

tion larger than 3 dB. As the value of N increases, the spatial resolution worsens while 

radiometric resolution improves (i.e., value reduces, as lower value is better). [91]

By using the angular dependent SNR value presented in Table 6 - 6  and the Eq. 6 - 7 ,  the radio- 

metric resolution is calculated for coherently multilooking for N = 14. The results so achieved are 

presented in Table 6 - 7 .

This table shows that as the number of looks increase, the radiometric resolution improves. For 

N=14, the radiometric resolution ~ 1 dB. It is pertinent to mention that this value matches radio- 

metric accuracy of FBD ALOS (the radiometric specifications presented in Table 3 - 1 ) .
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20" 25" 30" 35" 40"

SNR Achieved (dB) 22.7 20.66 16.63 14.3 8.2

Radiometric resolution ‘ Y ’ 

for a Single Look => N=1
3.02 3.028 3.057 3.09 3.327

Radiometric resolution ‘ Y'  

for Coherent multilook => N=14
0.973 0.976 0.988 1.001 1.098

Table 6 -7 : Radiometric Resolution for a single look and 14 x multilooks

6.12 Applicability of ECMP SAR Design to other Frequency Bands

The ECMP SAR concept and the detailed design analysis presented in this thesis had been appli

cations oriented and L-band specific. However, it is important to ascertain the applicability of 

ECMP SAR design at higher frequency bands.

The ECMP SAR concept/design was evolved around availability of a suitable high power and 

high efficiency SSPA. The central idea of the research had been to operate the SAR at low instan

taneous RF power levels— which could be directly supported by a single SSPA.

As was discussed in chapter 2 GaN based SSPAs are very efficient (PAE) at low frequency bands 

and a single amplifier can provide RF output of 204 W with ~ 60 % efficiency, at L-band [49]. 

Similarly, as claimed by [46] at S-band, space hardened, 150 W, GaN based, 53.8 % efficient 

SSPA is also available.

If an ECMP design is to be built at S-band, then this 150 W PA can be used. At S-band, almost the 

same antenna gain can be achieved with -  2.9 m diameter parabolic antenna, as was achieved

from a 5 m diameter antenna at L-band. With this SSPA and reduced sized antenna, the ECMP 

advantages may be accrued by using SSTL-150 bus. It would yield ~ 30 km ground swath at 30® 

incidence.

Going higher in the frequency bands such as C- and X-bands, the RF output power from a single

SSPA with high efficiency is difficult to achieved, but these high frequency bands provide an 

added advantage of high antenna gain with reduced sized antenna. At X-band, a 3 m diameter 

parabolic antenna can provide ~ 50 dB gain. This gain is enough to compensate the low power 

output from a single SSPA (e.g. ~ 20 W RF outputs at X-band are common). But using a large 

antenna to compensate the low RF output power of a single SSPA has associated problems of re- 

duced ground swaths. To increase the ground swath, multi-feed with multiple RF PAs are needed, 

(such as used with TecSAR) which makes the design complicated.
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To summarize this discussion, it may be ascertained that ECMP provides best results at L-band 

with -  45 km ground swath from a single beam, but can provide a suitable design at S-band with 

comparatively reduced swath (~ 30 km) from a single beam. For the C- and X-bands, the design 

is possible with a single SSPA but the achievable ground swath will be reduced significantly.

6.13 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter dealt with a number of key issues that encompass the ECMP SAR design in the 

framework of the selected SSTL-150 bus. Initially the onboard power subsystem is analysed with 

a view to enhancing the power generation capabilities in the light of latest developments taking 

place in the field of solar cells -  particularly making them more efficient. By adapting to state of 

the art solar cells which are offering 43.5 % efficiencies against those 28 % efficient cells current

ly onboard this bus, the available power generation capacity can be increased significantly. 

Furthermore, by using standard deployable solar panels which are otherwise being used with a 

lighter SSTL-100 bus, the power generation capacity can further be increased. This enhanced ca

pacity is then analysed with respect to the requirements especially during eclipse and it was 

worked out that the design would need to use extra battery to enhance the current 15 Ah capacity 

to 21.5 Ah capaciy so that under an adverse case scenario, the power could be guaranteed for the 

SAR operation.

As previously identified the major cost cutting approach is to build the overall design with a sig

nificantly reduced stowage volume that helps in injecting multiple payloads through a single 

rocket launch. The reflector antenna configuration plays an important role, thus available options 

are analysed and a dual reflector -  Cassegrain configuration with inflatable technology is consid

ered most suitable for this purpose.

Keeping the available power, the capabilities/constraints of a single SSPA and the antenna beam 

pattern in mind, the best PRFs are worked out to address the ambiguities. Overall analysis of 

these factors leads to limit the maximum incidence angle, due to unavailability of suitable PRF 

and the safety limits of the onboard power subsystem and the SSPA. These constraints then lead 

to calculating the available imaging time per orbit and how much area of the Earth can be imaged 

per year.

The sensor viewing geometry and operating parameters help to estimate the data rates. Realizing 

the available data storage resources, it appears to be insufficient for the available imaging time, 

thus it is suggested to upgrade the data storage from 16 GB to 32 GB. Another associated problem 

is data downlink rate. Although the data downlink rate is sufficient in relation to the time the sat

ellite remains visible to a ground station, the satellite has to revisit that ground station once per 

every orbit -  which is very difficult to achieve. As a low cost solution, the data downlink through 

DMC member countries is suggested with an option of hiring geostationary communication
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bandwidth to relay the data, as an alternative but costly approach.

In order to maintain the simultaneous illumination of the same spot on the ground during SAR 

imaging, the antenna pointing is considered an important aspect of the mission design. The avail

able resources onboard the selected platform are analysed with a view to evaluating their effects 

on the stability. Besides this, the platform’s position knowledge capability is also discussed in 

light of its effects on the intended applications particularly those which necessarily require tempo

rally separated interferometric images. The limitation of the platform on this account is realized 

and also the interferometric processing stages discussed with a view to lessen the effects of poor 

position knowledge resolution. It has been found out that the errors may be reduced by taking 

more than two observations of the same area for developing the interferogram. But this aspect, in 

the light of poor position knowledge resolution needs further dedicated research.

As the bus needs additional resources, particularly for power generation and storage, which does

not involve major changes in the bus design, these additional components would contribute to the 

overall mass budget, which is estimated keeping these aspects in mind. It also includes the broad 

mass distribution of the payload subsystems.

Keeping various cost effects related to the overall mission design, development, integration,

launch, insurance etc. the price comparison is carried out in response to that of NovaSAR-S.

Overall, the proposed design provides a low cost, light-weight, microsatellite based dual (HH and

HV) polarized SAR solution with moderate resolution, swath, revisit and NESZ etc., -  which 

make it an attractive option for building a constellation to enhance its temporal response that of- 

fers greater operational flexibility, at a comparable price to that of the optical microsatellite 

sensors.

6.13.1 Comparison of FBD ALOS and ECMP SAR

After passing through different stages of the options and finally proposing ECMP SAR design 

with SSTL-150 bus, it is pertinent to draw a close comparison with that of the FDB ALOS. This 

comparison provides a closer view of the specifications of the FBD ALOS— which was taken as a 

reference at the start of the thesis, and now what the proposed design is offering. This comparison 

is presented in Table 6 - 8 .

FBD ALOS Proposed ECMP

Sensor/Platform Parameters

Frequency 1270 M Hz/23.6 cm 1280 MHz

Bandwidth 14 MHz (dual, quad-pol., ScanSAR) 9.6 MHz
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Transmission power 2 kW (peak power) 150 W (extended chirp mode with 
~ 20 -  50% duty cycle)

Polarizations Dual pol. (HH+HV or VV+VH) Dual Polarized: HH & HV

Incidence Angle Strip map: 9.9 -  50.8 deg. Strip map: 20 -  40®

Ground resolution
Rg (1 look) X Az (2 looks)

-  9 m X 10 m (single polarization at 
41.5°)
~ 19 m X 10 m (dual pololarization at 
41.5°)

-  2.28 m X 30 m (azimuth, range 
for 1 look)
-  30 m X 30 m (14 xl multilok)

Swath Swath width 70 km (single/dual po
larization at 41.5°)

3 7 -6 2  km (20-40® incident 
angle dependent)

Data rates 240 Mbps (single/dual/quad-pol) 85 -  190 Mbps (20 -  40® incident
angle dependent)

Orbit Inclination 98.16 deg. Sun Synchronous (SS) 97.79 deg, SS

Revisit 46 days 54 days

Platform’s Attitude, Orbit and Control System (AOCS)

Attitude determination/ 
knowledge ±0.0003® (3 SD) all 3 axis ±0.00694® (1 SD) all 3 axis

Attitude Control R, P, Y:±0.095°(3 SD) ± 0.01® (1 SD) all 3 axis

Position Knowledge ± Im ± 10 m

Pointing Control 30 arcsec (3 SD) 36 arcsec (3 SD)

Pointing stability (Jitter) 1.2 arcsec/sec (3 SD) 1.5 arcsec/sec (3 SD)

Radiometric Specifications

Noise Equivalent Sigma 
Zero (NESZ)

-27 ~ -30 dB (dual polarization. At 
41.5°)

-  35.2 dB (20®) 
-33.16(25®) 
-31.33 (30®)
-  29.3 (35®) 
-25.7(40®)

Ambiguities -  Range 9 - 26 dB (single/dual polarization at 
41.5°) -24dBat(30®)

Ambiguities -  Azimuth 21 dB (quad-polarization At 21.5 ° - 
41.5°) -  25 dB at (30®)

Radiometric accuracy < 1 dB relative 0.973 to 1.098 dB (20 -  40® inci-
dent angle depended)

Table 6 - 8: Comparison of ALOS and proposed ECMP SAR Spatial, Radiometric and Platform

Specifications

From the sensor and platforms point of view, the proposed design is closely matching the capabil- 

ities/specifications of FED ALOS except for:

Spatial resolution (ECMP SAR design offers 30 m (at 30®) whereas ALOS had 10 m (at 41.5®) 

range resolution. As a matter of fact, the ECMP SAR range resolution can be improved by 

increasing the bandwidth to match with that of the ALOS).
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The incident angle (proposed design is limited to 40® only because of power and PRF con

straints).

Revisits (it got 54 days as compared to 46 days offered by ALOS).

From the AOCS point of view, rest of the specifications are almost matching except position 

knowledge that is poor in the case of SSTL-150 bus. The impact of position knowledge on the 

differential interferometry has been discussed at length in section 6.7.

From the radiometric specifications point of view, the range and azimuth ambiguity values are 

matching to those of the ALOS (rather better by few dB because of antenna size (particularly in 

the range direction) and respective sidelobe gain of the radiation pattern). The radiometric resolu

tion, which is, indeed incident angle dependent, is also comparable to these specifications.

6.13.2 Applications to be Served by ECMP SAR

After arriving at this proposed ECMP SAR design, it is pertinent to look back at different applica

tions which can be served with these specifications.

6.13.2.1 Forestry Related

Forest resource monitoring that includes the routine mapping of deforestation, clear-cuts, fire 

(scars) and flooding. This also includes the subsequent assessment of the affected areas which 

were either clear cut or fire burn and how those are now re-growing.

This forest assessment should not be misunderstood with forest resource assessment applications 

which include the inversion of dendrometric or structural parameters at the stand level such as 

biomass measurements, forest species, and stand structural organization, tree classification etc.

6.13.2.2 Disaster Monitoring Related

For the flooding, L-ban with HH polarization is a good choice as discussed in the light of L-band,

ALOS, HH polarized example quoted in chapter 3. It will be better to get this type of imagery 

with 40® incident angle which provides ~ 60 km swath. Since design does not offer ScanSAR ca- 

pability, thus operating a single ECMP SAR is limited to 54 days revisit time. As it is a very low 

budget design, thus by putting more satellites in a constellation should reduce this time signifi-

cantly.

Oil spill detection and Hurricane detection is also possible but due to unavailability of ScanSAR 

capability, it needs to have more satellites in the constellation.

6.13.2.3 Geological Hazard Detection and Post Disaster Operation

Geological hazard detection or pre-disaster phase—in which the periodic movements of the tec
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tonic plates are recorded and through modelling the geological hazard risk assessment is carried 

out—is principally related to the repeat pass differential interferometry. For this capability to have 

it with the sensor, the platform should have a very good position knowledge (~ ± 1 m). The SSTL- 

150 bus is limited to ± 10 m. Because of this poor position knowledge, there are likely to be more 

errors introduced while co-registering master and slave images. As has been discussed previously 

that the effect of these errors can be reduced by taking more images of the same area and then 

averaging them through additional differential interferometric stages. To ascertain the possibility 

of providing this differential interferometric capability, it needs specific research on the subject. 

Thus from the point of view of pre-disaster detection point of view, this may/may not be 

achieved.

Nevertheless, SAR imagery may be acquired for carrying out amplitude/intensity based image 

comparisons of the temporarily separated images of the same area— as discussed for the forest 

change detection (Figure 3 -  4) or post-earthquake analysis (Figure 6 -  15). This type of change 

detection based on amplitude/intensity images would benefit the relief efforts in the post disaster 

situation especially under inclement weather when optical sensors may not provide required time

ly imagery.

6.13.3 Potential Applications

Keeping in view the detection capabilities (mainly the NESZ at varying incident angles) that are 

offered by the proposed design, there may be other applications which can also be served besides 

mentioned above. These may include:

•  Crops mapping

•  Aquaculture mapping

• Monitoring of land subsidence

• Rice mapping

• Snow and ice mapping

•  Hydrology and water resource management

•  Land use monitoring and land cover classification

•  Surveying of archaeological sites -  as L-band offers deep penetration of the incident waves, 

can particularly be helpful.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis and highlights the key contributions of 

the current research. In order to improve the applicability of the ECMP SAR technique, several 

suggestions are proposed for further research.

7.1 Summary and Major Conclusions

The research presented in this thesis aimed at providing a SAR system design that should overall 

reduce the size and cost of the current/planned spacebome SAR missions by a factor of two. Be

ing an active sensor, SAR is a power hungry payload thus it has been conventionally employed on 

large spacecraft. As the relevant technology developed so were the design concepts refined which 

reduced the SAR missions from mega-satellite to a mini-satellite in the category of -  500 kg. The 

current lightest weight operational mission is TecSAR which is 300 kg but it is very expensive 

(~ £ 127 M). This unitary cost is significantly high for building a SAR based constellation or 

complementing the existing optical payload based small satellite constellations such as DMC and 

Rapideye with SAR payloads.

In order to exploit the potentials of an affordable mini-satellite based SAR mission, the SSTL 

planned NovaSAR-S mission which would weigh ~ 400 kg at a cost of ~ £ 50 M. This cost vis-à- 

vis counterpart optical mission’s cost of -  £ 20 M in this weight category, is more than double.

To achieve the desired aim, the research identified certain mass and cost cutting approaches to 

devise the design. The salient aspects of these are:

" Injecting the satellite into space consumes almost half of the mission cost (in the weight cate

gory of ~ 500 kg and the price range of -  £ 50 M)—if it is a dedicated launch. The deciding 

factor to determine a dedicated or a shared launch is not solely the space segment’s mass ra

ther a combination of mass and the stowage volume during the launch. Thus building the 

overall design which yields a compact stowage volume—to facilitate a shared launch— is as 

necessary as reducing the mass. The shared launch costs -  1/3 of the dedicated cost.

■ To build the payload around already designed, tested and space qualified platforms rather 
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building the platform around the payload.

■ The spacebome SAR antenna design and the PA play significant role in reducing the mass, 

cost and volume of a mission. By exploiting the latest technological developments in the an

tenna and FA fields, a novel combination of using a passive reflector antenna with a single 

SSPA was identified as the main area of potential research, as up till now, none of the space- 

borne SAR missions have used this combination.

■ By weighing the pros and cons of application-driven or performance-driven design philoso

phies, it was decided to follow the narrow range of application-driven approach to achieve a 

light-weight and low cost mission.

By focusing on a narrow application-driven approach, the intended applications were analysed 

with a view to derive the sensor parameters (mainly the L-band, 10 -  50 m spatial resolution, ~ 50 

km swath, HH and HV polarization etc.). The available SSTL buses offer baseline capabilities 

and also impose limitations on the payload. Consequently the SAR payload design had to address 

these— often conflicting— applications-driven sensor requirements and the platform capabilities 

and the limitations. The intended single platform-based SAR design had to address these re

quirements and limitations, and had to be bounded around this framework.

Nowadays the SAR designs follow either pulsed or the CW configurations. The pulsed system 

yields the major benefit in the form of a mono-static operation by sharing a common antenna. But 

it needs to operate at high instantaneous power levels which necessitate a compatible power sup

ply chain which results in increasing the design complexity, weight and cost of the system. Once 

this technique was analysed for microsatellite implementation, it necessitated mzqor changes in 

the power sub-system. In case of the CW SAR technique, the payload and the bus operate at low 

instantaneous power levels which enable the use of a single SSPA instead of a heavy and expen

sive TWTA. But the CW design needs to use two satellites, one each for transmitter and receiver, 

to achieve adequate antenna isolation. This analysis showed that none of these techniques in the 

original form ideally fitted the constraints imposed by the design environment explained above. 

Further analysis suggested two variants of these basic techniques that could provide engineering 

design solution from a single microsatellite platform.

The first showed that a CW SAR can be implemented in a mono-static way, sharing a single an

tenna, from a single platform, if it is operated in an interrupted mode. But these interruptions 

introduce gaps in the synthetic aperture. Processing this synthesized gapped data results in arte

facts in the reconstructed images. To fill in the gaps in the interrupted aperture, statistical 

estimation techniques such as N4SID were adopted. These techniques initially showed satisfacto

ry results on the simulated data. To establish the efficacy of the gap filling algorithm, it was
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applied to the RADARSAT-1 dataset. Due to rapidly changing and highly excursive nature of the 

real SAR data, and the 100 % periodic gaps, the gap filling algorithm could not suppress the arte

facts to the adequate levels. If it could have been demonstrated that it is possible to statistically 

fill the gaps, which in return result in suppressing the artefacts in the processed image, then it 

would have helped in validating the practicability of the ICW SAR concept. Nevertheless, similar 

research in the context of CS is taking place in other fields of science and engineering and the 

potentials of research can never be denied and in future, there may be success in practically de

veloping a suitable technique which addresses these types of problems. From the perspective of 

this research the concept of ICW technique was—for time being— set aside.

The second technique— which is the selected/recommended one—is a variant of the pulsed tech

nique, and is based on the ECMP concept. It fits into the bounds of multidimensional framework 

of the intended design approach, by utilizing a 5 m parabolic reflector antenna at L-band. This 

antenna in return provides the opportunity to lower the minimum PRF limit i.e., a larger PRI, to 

extend the chirp so that peak RF power fed to the input of the antenna is reduced to the levels 

which could be directly supported by a single SSPA while remaining within safety limits of the 

onboard power sub system of SSTL-150 bus. The major advantage achieved from the ECMP vis- 

à-vis ICW technique is in the form of a continuous synthesized aperture which yields an artefact 

free processed image.

For the ECMP SAR design, the major challenge remains as how to design and develop a 5 m re

flector antenna while remaining within the confines of the SSTL-150 bus payload restrictions of ~ 

50 kg. To address this problem a detailed analysis, based on drawing the inferences from the other 

successful antenna developments and demonstrations, was carried out. It showed the possibility 

of developing a 5 m parabolic Cassegrain reflector with inflatable technology while remaining 

within ~ 25 kg mass budget, at an affordable cost. A Cassegrain configuration facilitates in keep

ing the feed at the vertex, thus getting rid of strong support structures to deploy and keeping the 

horn at ~ 3 m away from the antenna vertex. It provides suitable engineering solution to many 

problems inherent in the Newtonian configuration. A Cassegrain configuration in combination 

with inflatable technology would ensure achieving compact stowage volume during launch phase, 

thus saving considerable proportionate cost if other deployable techniques are used.

SSPA in comparison with electron beam PA offers many advantages such as extremely low cost, 

low power losses, comparable PAE, light-weight and compact volume etc. Therefore for the L- 

band use, the GaN based SSPA which offers ~ 200 W RF power output with 60 % PAE (similar to 

the one developed by [49] for the radars) was selected to draw necessary inferences and make 

different calculations.

The applications-driven design approach was adopted at the start of this research. It was assumed 
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that focusing on a narrow range of applications would help in keeping the design simple and 

light-weight. After going through different design stages and finally selecting/recommending the 

ECMP SAR design approach, the NESZ values achieved while remaining within the safety limits 

of the onboard power subsystem and the SSPA has been worked out and presented in chapter 6. 

The achievable cr„ values suggest wider application potentials from the proposed ECMP SAR de

sign than—initially anticipated.

While analysing the generic aspects of the ECMP SAR approach, it can be concluded that from 

the engineering design point of view and considering the availability of a highly efficient (-53% , 

150 W (RF) SSPA at the S-band, a ground swath of -  30 km can be achieved. At C- and X-bands, 

an ECMP SAR can be designed but the single beam ground swath would be reduced considera

bly, and to compensate this reduced swath, a multi-feed with multiple PAs would be required. 

Nevertheless, a single beam ECMP SAR design at L to X-bands can be accommodated on a 

SSTL-150 bus by using a reflector antenna fed from a single SSPA.

7.2 Future Work

Although the proposed concept of ECMP SAR fulfils the desired aim and objectives of using 

SAR on a single microsatellite (-150 kg), yet there are many facets of this research that need to 

be explored through dedicated future research.

The concept of ECMP SAR revolves around using a 5 m parabolic Cassegrain reflector antenna 

with inflatable technology at L-band. As was previously mentioned that inflatable technology is 

becoming popular with the space mission where a very large antennas such as 35 m diameter at 

Ku-band are required. This technology has a promising future especially in the micro-gravity en

vironment of the space which provides an air free atmosphere -  conducive to large scale 

structure/antennas to operate with minimal support structures. This technology has already been 

demonstrated in space with 14 m antenna. The low cost SAR mission that has emerged as an out

come of this research would need to have this type of the antenna technology in hand, if it has to 

be demonstrated to the outside world. It may act as a jump off point to start the research here at 

SSC on the inflatable technology. To gain experience and grasp the inflatable technology, the pro

ject may be initiated at the scaled versions of the desired antenna size. This inflatable technology 

can be used with other applications such as communication satellites.

As the solar cells find vast applications, a lot of research and development is taking place to in

crease the efficiency of individual cells. A few sources were identified during this research; it 

would be pertinent to explore these potentials and adapt these high efficiency cells into future 

SSTL buses/missions.

The proposed design has identified that there are wider detection potentials than what were ini- 
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tially anticipated. In order to exploit these benefits, it may be considered as an area of future re

search to explore the suitable applications which could be served with these achievable cr„ values.

As identified in the chapter 6 that the platform’s position knowledge resolution (10 m) is not ade- 

quate as compared to ALOS (1 m). It will have implications once temporarily separated images 

are acquired for interferometric processing. The effect can be compensated by taking more than 

two observations of the same area for developing the interferogram. But this aspect, in the light of 

poor position knowledge resolution needs further dedicated research.

The feed (horn)—irrespective whether used with Newtonian or Cassegrain configurations— plays 

very important role in the reflector antennas. The size of the feed at L-band is found to be consid

erably large. The size can be reduced and made more efficient to lower the feed losses, through 

dedicated research in future.

The proposed ECMP SAR concept is based on using a single SSPA (which is a low cost product ~ 

$ 10,000 utmost), the backend sensor electronics is also presumably not very expensive as it in

volves crystal controlled oscillators, modulators and demodulators, 8 bit ADC and micro- 

controUer/processor. Nowadays, these parts often come as fully configured modules/cards which 

are commercially available off the shelf products. In this backdrop, it is possible to initiate a low 

cost ECMP SAR/inverse SAR project at L-band by integrating these modules and components. 

The large size parabolic dish antennas and assemblies are also available in the SSC/university. It 

provides a good opportunity, as a first step, to design an ECMP inverse SAR, which should ini

tially focus on detecting the international space station— for the proof of concept and as a 

technology demonstrator. This basic design then can be improved upon, for extension to space or 

to the aerial platforms, in future.
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Appendix A: SAR Fundamentals

Geometry and Basic Principles of Synthesising Aperture

Nadir

Figure A -1: The radar geometry and the beam footprint
Source: Adapted from [125]

Figure A - 1 pictorially shows the geometry and the beam footprint of spacebome radar. It is as

sumed that the satellite carrying the payload follows a flight path (known as the azimuth 

direction) that is aligned with the relative platform velocity vector. It can be considered as a vec

tor parallel to the net sensor motion. The direction orthogonal to the azimuth is called range 

direction. [12]

In most of the spacebome SAR missions, a rectangular antenna is used, as shown in Figure A - 1. 

This rectangular antenna has two dimensions: the length {£)  along the azimuth direction and the 

width (W) that is perpendicular to the {£).

This antenna, once energised with the RF power, generates a far field radiation pattern/beam that
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can be viewed as a cone, and the footprint viewed as the intersection of the cone with the ground. 

The beam has two dimensions; its angular width in the azirnuth and in the range. In each direc

tion, the half power beamwidth, ‘BWsde’ is defined by the angle subtended by the beam edges, in 

which the beam edge is defined when the radiation strength is 3 dB below the maximum. [12]

In azimuth, with a uniformly driven, rectangular aperture, the beamwidth is approximately the 

wavelength ( X  ) divided by the antenna length { i )  and is given by:

XThe azimuth angle: (radians)   (A:l)

Similarly in the range direction, the antenna beamwidth subtends an angle, called range angle,

X
given by: 9^= — (radians)   (A: 2)

W

In this figure, ‘h’ is the altitude of the satellite measured from the mean sea level on the Earth, and 

the ‘Nadir’ is a point on the Earth’s surface directly below the sensor. For a spherical Earth mod

el, the vector from the sensor to the Earth’s centre intersects the Earth surface at the nadir.

With respect to the nadir, the incidence angle ‘y?’ may be defined as the angle between the nadir vector 

and another vector that originates at the sensor’s centre and terminates at the centre of the swath in 

the range direction.

The incidence angle ‘ p  ’ and the range angle ‘ 0^ ’ determine the near, far and centre slant ranges 

denoted by and respectively, as following: [40]

................

ym%{J3̂e, l2) .......
=   (A: 5)

The azimuth resolution AA at slant range ‘  ̂’ to the target for a real aperture radar (RAR) is

R c  p  x X
calculated by: [126] = —    (A: 6)

Let us consider an airborne X-band radar that has A = 3 cm and  ̂= 1 m and = 15 km,

=> AA = 450 m

This is in fact a very poor azimuth resolution due to small antenna length; it would get worst for 

the spacebome cases where much longer slant ranges are involved.

In order to improve upon the azimuth resolution, the antenna length needs to be increased signifi-
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cantly. But there is a physical limitation beyond which it cannot be increased. This limitation can 

be turned into an advantage to obtain the fine azimuth resolution resulting from a wide beam

width by the radar that has the capability of precisely measuring the phase and Doppler. For the 

radar that has a beam directed orthogonal to its direction of the movement, the large beamwidth 

will cause an object on the ground to be illuminated and traversed by the radar beam for an ex

tended period of time. During this time, the radar collects phase and Doppler measurements that, 

through signal processing, allow for an aperture to be constructed or synthesized, equivalent to 

the distance the physical antenna moves while the location remains in the beam. This is the basic 

concept behind SAR. [119]

In 1951 it was observed by Carl Wiley, of the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, that “a one to one 

coiTespondence exists between the azimuth coordinate of a reflecting object and the instantaneous 

Doppler shift of the signal reflected to the radar by that object. He concluded that the frequency 

analysis of the reflected signals could enable fine azimuth resolution than that permitted by the 

azimuth width of the physical beam itself, which governed the performance of the RAR designs 

of that era” [119].

Figure A - 2: Concept of synthesizing a long antenna
Source; Adapted from [125]

Figure A - 2 pictorially depicts the above mentioned concept such that electromagnetic pulses at 

discrete intervals of time are transmitted which are reflected from the Earth surface. Now in be
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tween transmission of these pulses, the platform carrying the SAR is also moving forward, due to 

this forward movement, the Doppler shift is introduced, that is recorded in the receiver and once 

processed over observation time, yields a fine azimuth resolution. Now in this case the forward 

movement of the platform is virtually incorporated to “synthesize” a long antenna. This antenna 

synthesis once coupled with efficient signal processing techniques makes it possible to achieve 

fine azimuth resolution. Thus it may be said that SAR is a signal processing technique to improve 

the azimuth resolution beyond the limitations of physical antenna aperture [127].

The received signal would be recorded as a voltage (function of time) thus represents one dimen

sion only. But if it is arranged according to the operation of the SAR, in a matrix format, it would 

result representing two dimensions i.e., range and azimuth as required for developing the map like 

image. For detailed explanation let us consider the scenario for an airborne SAR payload as rep

resented in Figure A - 3.

SAR

Target

Figure A - 3: How the received SAR data are placed in a two dimensional signal memory

Source: Adapted from [12]

For simplicity, let us assume that the radar beamwidth is finite in azimuth and range directions. 

When the sensor is at point ‘A , the target is just entering the radar beam. At this instance of time, 

chirp number 1 is transmitted. It lit up the entire scene. Its echo would be received, down con

verted to baseband, digitized and recorded in line number (column) 1, as shown in Table A -  1. 

The platform then moves half of the antenna length in azimuth direction and transmits the next
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chirp and its returns are recorded in the range line number 2 and so on (until the target leaves the 

antenna beamwidth in opposite direction). This is how the complete scene/target would be ob

served and recorded by the SAR. At the end, the matrix so achieved would look like shown in the 

Table A -1.

Azimuth

R 1 2 3 4 5 .... .... ....

N

G

E

S

A

M

P

L

E

S

Table A -1: 2 Dimensional data arrangement in the SAR memory 

Satellite Ground Range Geometry

For the short range airborne SAR systems, the effect of curvature of the Earth is negligible. But 

for the satellite borne SAR missions, this effect is prominent, therefore, needs to be accounted for 

while dealing with different ranges/resolutions.

If we consider a locally circular Earth and the radar beam operating orthogonal to the azimuth 

direction, then the relationship between slant range ‘ ’ and ground range ‘ ’ is illustrated in

Figure A - 4. Let the line joining the radar and the Earth’s centre intersects the Earth at point ‘E’. 

Ground range is the arc length along the Eaith’s surface from ‘E’ to the target. It is marked by 

‘ ’ in the figure, and ' y ’is the angle subtended by this arc at the centre of the Earth. ‘ Rg ’ is the

local radius of the Earth, taken at the scene centre. Let ‘ R ’ be the altitude of the platform with 

respect to point ‘E’, ' J3 ’ is the off nadir angle/incidence angle and ‘ ’ is the local incidence an
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gle (i.e., the angle between the normal of the backscattering element and the incoming radiation). 

[12]

For the locally circular Earth approximation, the geometric variables in the figure are related by 

the law of sines and cosines. [12], [75]

= = —    (A: 7)sin p  sin ^ sin y

and with the approximation of ‘ ^ ’to be small,

  (A: 8)

The local incidence angle ‘ 6  ̂ ’ is larger than the off-nadir angle/incidence angle ‘ ’ by ‘ . The

difference is negligible in the airborne case, but is few degrees in the satellite case. Thus

Y = 0 . - p    (A: 9)

Target

%
%

%

AT?,

A/?,

(a) (b)

Figure A - 4: Satellite cross-track geometry, illustrating the effects of curvature of Earth.

Source: Adapted from [12], [75]

For a radai, the slant range resolution A/?  ̂is given by : [75]
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A/ 5̂ ~    (A" 10)

where the ‘B ’ is the bandwidth of the chirp being used. The rationale for derivation of this equa

tion would be discussed in the next sections.

This relationship shows that the slant range resolution remains constant across the range swaths. 

But the local incidence angle affects the ground range resolution ‘ ’ according to the relation-

ship-   (A: " )

this shows that the ‘ IsR^ ’ varies non-linearly across the swath.

Why a Narrow Pulse or a Chirp is Needed for Fine Range Resolution

In order to derive the range resolution expression for the radar to distinguish between two neigh

bouring targets that are separated by a distance ‘ ISR ’ in range direction as shown in Figure A - 5, 

let a single pulse of length x seconds is transmitted toward these two targets so that it encounters 

them sequentially. Since the pulse is x seconds long and it travels at a speed of light, the leading 

edge of the pulse would have travelled a distance of 'cxr'metres when the trailing edge of the 

pulse is transmitted. In this way, we may think of the pulse as traversing a physical distance of ‘ 

cXT'metres. When the pulse reaches a target, a portion of the energy is scattered back toward the 

radar as an echo or return. If both targets are too close to each other, the returns from the two tar

gets physically overlap and the two targets are not distinguishable in range. The minimum 

distance between the two targets must be such that the return from second target follows directly 

behind the return from first one. This minimum distance ‘AR’ is half the length of the pulse be

cause of the two-way travel required from first target to second target.

It is further explained by considering following timings corresponding to different stages as the 

pulse transmits:

To=0 the pulse is sent towards the scene

Ti=R/c the pulse meets Target 1 and goes back

T2 =(R+AR)/c the pulse meets Target 2 and goes back

T3=2Ti=2R/c the pulse from Target 1 reaches the radar

T4=2T% =2(R4-AR)/c the pulse from Target 2 reaches the radar

In order to distinguish between T 3  and T 4 ,  it depends on how long the pulse is i.e., 'x'.

T ,-T 3 = : ^ ^  <T or AR = c ^

is the shortest separation that can be measured (below this value the pulses would be merged). 

Since SAR works in the slant range direction, thus we would call this as slant range resolution:
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(A: 12)

An important concern is the resolution of the time measurement ‘T’, as it determines the slant 

range resolution. It is an established relationship in the radar theory that this time resolution is 

inversely proportional to the bandwidth ‘B’ of the transmitted signal. For an ideal case where the

constant of proportionality is taken as 1, then T = . [75]

Targe*» 

#  #

AR

r T

j i  n___

2 R4 2AR/c

T

1 ----—1
1 i

__ L.

2ARA

Figure A - 5: Sketch explaining the echo return from two neighbouring point targets

=   (A: 13)

Thus, in order to get a fine slant range resolution (i.e., small ), a narrow pulse ‘ T ’or a pulse

with wide bandwidth is needed.The energy (E) of a received pulse is given by:

E  = Pt    (A: 14) [18]

where ‘F ’ is the instantaneous peak power. This energy determines the capability of a sensor to

detect a target. So it can be increased by either increasing T ’ or ‘T’. T ’ can not be increased 

beyond certain limits due to technical constraints. If ‘ r  ’ is increased then 'B ’ will reduce that 

will yield poor range resolution. Thus in order to have a high detection capability (large E) and a 

fine slant range resolution (large B), a signal is required that should have large T and large B. 

This may not be possible as both these requirements are conflicting with each other. To meet 

these conflicting conditions, a chirp signal is used. [18]
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As an example, the ERS-1 satellite had the pulse duration of 37.1 ps. For a simple pulse, it would 

yield a slant range resolution of 5.565 km. The means by which this long pulse is compressed to 

provide a fine resolution of few meters makes use of the form of the transmitted pulse i.e., the 

chirp. [75]

In many SAR systems, most commonly used transmitted waveform p { t )  i s  of the form:

p(f) = exp {i(q )f-ort^ )jfor |f|< ^    (A: 15) [75]

where the 6%is the carrier frequency of the radar (radians/s), and t ' is the chirp length. The

phase (radians) of the signal is: (A: 16) [75]

and by taking the time derivative of the phase, gives the instantaneous frequency (Hz) as:

.........................  (A: 17) [75]

Since the frequency changes linearly with time, this signal is thus known as linear frequency

modulated (LFM) signal with an frequency modulation FM rate of (Hz/s). Thus the total

frequency sweep or bandwidth B, is given by: B = (H z)..................  (A: 18)

The return from a point scatterer is a delayed and scaled version of the transmitted pulse. After 

down converting the received signal (i.e., separating it from that of the carrier frequency), correla

tion with that of the copy of the transmitted signal is performed (that operation is also called 

matched filtering). After matched filtering, it produces a response whose shape is given by:

h^{t) = I  ^  exp exp Sy ia (s  + t f ^ r e c t (A: 19) 

(A: 20)

[75]

[75]

where rect(f)

1 for 

0 for

¥ Y 2

Y i

and smc
> T i t

Since h ^ . { t ) i s  obtained by correlating the e x p w i t h  itself, it is often referred to as the 

autocorrelation function (ACF). [75]

The first positive zero of this signal (and others of related type) is often taken as a measure of the 

time resolution T . This is controlled by the sine function and occurs when = ;̂ zrthat

has the solution: t  =  T 1“  J l (A: 21) [75]
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and for a large ŒT' product, a good approximation yields: T □   (A: 22)

The ratio of the resolution after processing to the original pulse length is known as the compres-

T'
sion ratio, given by: (A: 23)

that means the compression ratio is equal to time bandwidth product. As an example, the ERS-1 

had a compression ratio of 575 (= 27.6 dB) with a chiip length, r  ' =37.1 ps, that would be equal 

to a time resolution T =64.5 ns. [75]

For a large time bandwidth product, the match filter response (f) may be written to a good ap

proximation as: h^{t) = T' sine sine (5?)  (A: 24) [75]

this expression is often referred to as the ideal form of the SAR point spread function.

SAR and the Azimuth Dimension

P

h

Figure A - 6: The flat- Earth geometry of an airborne SAR

The SAR is famous for its handling of the returns which after processing, yield veiy fine azimuth 

resolution, that is otherwise difficult to achieve through RAR. Figure A - 6 represents the flat- 

Farth geometry of an airborne SAR. After the range processing, a strip of range (bin) is shown in
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the figure. It is assumed that the effects of the range curvature are ignored, thus for the simplicity 

purpose, a straight strip is considered. For the RAR, the azimuth resolution would be AA = x ̂  

where is the slant range at the position of the closest approach and 6^ is the antenna’s beam- 

width in azimuth direction. If a coordinate system is assumed that has the x-axis along the 

velocity vector of the platform and its origin is at a point X on this strip that is defined by . A 

point scatterer X is considered on this strip as shown in the figure. If the azimuth coordinate is x,

then the geometry satisGes:   (A: 25) [75]

For a narrow beam, X is only illuminated when % «  Rg

then R = R ^ ............  (A: 26) [75]
2R

The corresponding two way phase delay at the carrier frequency would be:

............

This would have an associated rate of change of phase with distance given by:

4 ^  = - ^    (A: 28) [75]
ARg

which is equivalent to linear FM in distance variable. In spatial coordinates, the equivalent of the 

pulse length is the synthetic aperture length , which is the azimuth distance illuminated at

range R ,̂ such that = R̂  x ̂    (A: 29) [75]

Now by applying the results from the previous section for the chirp pulse, the spatial bandwidth 

would be :

............

where i  is the length of the antenna is azimuth direction. Thus for the SAR, the azimuth resolu

tion would be: AA = ^  [m]   (A: 31) [75]

Similarly, once the same is considered for the space altitudes, then by incorporating the curvature 

of Earth effects, the azimuth resolution improves to be:

M  = - ^ x -  [m]   (A: 32) [75]
R g +  h  2

This result shows that the SAR azimuth resolution is half the antenna length in azimuth direction 

and is independent of slant range and wavelength.

Eq. A: 27 gives the associated rate of change of phase in terms of distance. Now once motion of 

the platform is to be incorporated, then it is often desirable to interpret it in terms of time.
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by changing % = x r so that:

= [radians]   (A: 33) [75]
A AK^

and rate of change of phase with respect to time:

7 ; = : ^ ^  = - ^  [Hz]   (A: 34) [75]
L7t at AR^

and similar to the range chirp bandwidth (Eq.A:17), the azimuth bandwidth may also be calculat- 

ed as:

since the azimuth FM rate
(X  ' ' ' ^

Hz s'̂

and the azimuth synthesis time = [5 ] ; (this is equivalent to r '  in range direc-

tion); thus the azimuth bandwidth = Azimuth FM rate Xazimuth synthesis time.

Ofaz

71
D. 2v^x - ^  = - ^ x - ^  = —^  [Hzl   (A: 35)

This bandwidth governs the sampling requirements; that is, it defines the lower limit of FRF. 

However the two-way signal drops down from the centre of the main lobe towards the edges by 

6 dB, and the azimuth spectrum rolls off slowly. An over-sampling factor of 1.1 to 1.4 is often 

used to reduce the azimuth ambiguity power; that is, the PRF is set to the over sampling factor 

multiplied by azimuth bandwidth. [12]

Similar to the ideal form of the SAR point spread function in range (Eq. A: 24), the equivalent 

ideal compressed signal (azimuth point spread function) in time coordinates is given by:

= sine .......  (A: 36) [75]

Eqs. A: 24 and A: 36 are equivalent in a sense that the chirp length T'in range direction and

bandwidth ‘B ’ have equivalence of azimuth synthesis time —   and azimuth bandwidth

respectively.

The sine function is characterized by main lobe and high sidelobes. These sidelobes are reduced 

by using suitable weighting functions. Application of these functions on one hand reduces the

sidelobes but on other hand widen the main lobe. The first zero crossing of the main lobe is con- 

sidered as the resolution of the system. The deEnition of the resolution needs to incorporate the

effects of weighting function used.
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Choice o f Pulse R epetition Frequency (FRF)

SAR uses a series of pulses to synthesize the aperture. These pulses are repeated according to a set 

frequency called PRF. The selection of a suitable PRF is governed by a set of parameters that are 

discussed as following:

• Nyquist Sampling Rate (Azimuth Ambiguity)

In order to meet the Nyquist criteria of sampling, PRF should be higher than the azimuth bandwidth 

= (Eq. A: 35) i.e., a pulse should be send every time the platform moves forward half the an-

tenna length in the azimuth direction. Therefore the minimum PRF:

Here in this equation, refers to the platform velocity.

For the case once the SAR is operating from the aircraft, the slant rang to the target is short, thus 

effects of the curvature of Earth may be ignored. The difference between the platform velocity

and the ground velocity Vg (with which the electromagnetic wave front interacts with the groimd) is

negligible. But this difference becomes significant once space altitudes are considered, thus the ef

fects of curvature of Earth need to be taken into account.

The ground velocity is related to the spacecraft velocity v , by v Re . In order to ac-
Re+h

curately estimate the Doppler, the effective/relative velocity is used, that is related to satellite and 

ground velocities as: Vg = .   [12]

Therefore, the minimum PRF should be:   (A: 37)

This equation sets the minimum estimated PRF but in practice, an azimuth over-sampling factor 

which is usually 1.1 -  1.4 times the minimum PRF should be taken into account. [12]

• Range Swath (Range Ambiguity)

It is also desired that at any instance of time there should be only one pulse/chirp impinging in the 

range swath. If there are more than one pulses/chirps impinging in the same area then it will be dif

ficult to distinguish between the echoes coming from different pulses. [12]

Thus in the slant range the time required by a pulse to impinge on the surface and reflect back is:
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^(Ps,F ^S,n )

Therefore the maximum PRF should be less than this time such that:

(A: 38)

• Nadir Return

As was previously discussed that the ground range resolution changes non-linearly across the swath, 

having largest values at the nadir and smallest at the farthest edge of the antenna beam width. The 

returns from the ground below the sensor may be strong enough to interfere with those from the 

main beam. Predominantly, the strength of these returns is dictated by the fact that which part of the 

antenna beam pattern in range direction impinges at the nadir. This aspect is also, in return coupled 

with the SAR incidence angle.

Pulse (n)
Nadtr Echo -» 3 3  

from 
Pulse fn-8)

m

.All Times Are In /«sec 

Pulse (n)

/
r- Pulse 

Echo from Nadir Echo
Pulse (n-8) Irom

Pulse (n-7

f

PRF = 1500 H,

Echo from 
Pulse (n-9)

Pulse (n + 1)

from Pulse (n-8)

i  n

.All Times Are In ;tsec
PRF = 1630 H<

Figure A - 7: Seasat SAR timing diagram 

Source: Adapted Eom [18]

In order to mitigate these effects, the PRF may be tuned in such a way that nadir returns are ad- 

justed at a time that does not interfere with the returns from the main lobe. This aspect is 

highlighted in the Figure A - 7, which shows the Seasat SAR timing. For this sensor, if the PRF
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would had been set at 1500 Hz, the nadir returns were interfering with the time of transmission of 

the pulse. So by changing PRF to 1630 Hz, its receiving timing was so adjusted that it was neither 

interfering with the time of sending the pulse nor once the echo was being received.

Minimum Antenna Area

Eqs. A: 37 and A: 38 set the lower and upper limits on the usable PRF band so that the azimuth 

and range ambiguities could be avoided. Eq. A: 38 may also be written in terms of incidence an-

gleas: [Hz]   (A: 39) [18]
2/trtXsmp

.  cxW xcos^yg 
Combining Eqs. A: 37 and A: 39, ^  2/lAxsinR

Minimum Antenna Area= [m ]̂   (A: 40) [18]
C X c o s

This equation determines the minimum size of the rectangular antenna for SAR. It needs appro

priate modifications if other types of the antennas are to be used. But nonetheless it yields a 

signiEcantly large sized antenna for the satellite platforms mainly because of large values of 'A'

and ‘

Radar Equation for SAR 

• Radar Equation for a Point Target

The radar equation connects the power aperture product of the transmitter with that of intercept

ed power aperture product of the receiver, the location of the scattering target relative to the 

transmitting and receiving antennas and the target scattering properties. For a monostatic radar, 

wherein the transmitting and receiving antennas are co-located, or same antenna is used for both 

transmission and reception, the power received by the antenna, as a result of backscattering from 

a point target -  whose location is deEned by (((r^,(/Ji.e., the small angles (within antenna 3 dB 

beam widths ( ^ , ^ ) )  in azimuth and range directions, respectively, is given by:

[W]   (A: 41) [59]
(4zr)

where:

Pt = Peak RF power (which is fed at the input of the antenna), (W).
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G = Gain of the antenna if same antennas is shared between the transmitter and the receiver. If 

radar is used from monostatic/multi-static locations where separate antennas are used, then their 

respective gains to be used here.

Wavelength of the radar centre frequency (m).

Rs = The slant range to the target (m).

( 7  = The radar cross section (RCS) of the target (considered a point target in this case).

“The above equation pertains to a target whose physical dimensions are such that the solid angle 

it subtends is much smaller than the solid angle of the radar beam. Such a target will be referred 

to as a point target even though it may have a complex geometry and non-uniform scattering

properties”. [59]

The radar cross section o, characterizes the scattering strength in the back scattering direction in 

the form of an area. In general, o of a given target is related to its shape and dielectric constant, 

the viewing geometry, the wavelength X and the polarization directions of the incident and scat- 

tered waves.

The o may be defined in terms of the ratio of the scattered power density measured at a dis- 

tance Rs from the scatterer to the power density S ’ of an incident plane wave. [59] Thus,

" lim
R e  —

F (A: 42) [59]

where the limit as R^ that the observation point is in the far-field region. The subscripts q 

and p denote the polarizations of incident and scattered waves, respectively.

• Radar Equation from a Distributed Target

The radar equation given by A: 41 for a point target may be extended to the distributed target by 

integrating the backscattered power over the illuminated area A. [59] By illuminated area, means 

the area of the ground that is lit by half power beamwidth of the antenna main lobes in both 

range and azimuth directions. Thus:

= xcr^A  [W]   (A: 43) [59]
A (4zr)

F,
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where p  is the incidence angle as previously defined. The polarization indices p and q are in

cluded in the above expression to show the connection between the q-polarized transmitted 

power, the p-polarized received power, and the pq-polarized backscattering cross section per unit

area <7° ,̂ which is defined as the backscattering cross section of a distributed target of horizontal 

area A, normalized with respect to A. Thus,

(A: 44) [59]

Often, cP is referred to as the backscattering coefficient, for short.

When Earth’s surface is used as a reference plane, traditionally the orthogonal pair of linear po

larizations known as horizontal and vertical, to describe the direction of the electric field, are 

used. The Eq. A: 42 may be written in the form of HH and HV-polarized backscattering coeffi- 

cient as:

and

-

<7i

lim 4^R^
2

— ôo
V

4

lim

f 2 ^

2

V
4 /

(A: 45)

(A: 46)

where the relationship 5^ = '  ̂ is used that has the quantity rj that describes the intrinsic 

impedance of the medium, which in this case is considered as air (=1). [59]

In backscattering direction, the scattering process is reciprocal in character, that leads to the 

equality . [59]

In practice, and are measured as a pair by using H-polarized transmitting antenna and a

two channel dual-polarized receiving antenna.

• Radar Equation for a Narrow Beam Scatterometer

If the distributed target has uniform properties across the area illuminated by the antenna beam, 

and if the beam is sufficiently narrow, such that <7®(^), where ^  is the local incidence angle.
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may be regarded as constant over the angular extent of the narrow beam then Eq. A: 43 may be 

written as:

= [W]  (A: 47) [59]
(4 ^ ) ^

P

[An]

where I  = JJ ^ x dA is called the illumination integral, which may be resolved with the
A ^

help of additional approximations such as; = R]) where R^is the slant range at the position of 

the closest approach, thus it may be considered as constant and can be taken outside of the inte- 

gral; and the antenna pattern is replaced with an equivalent pattern of the gain G (i.e., considered

constant within very narrow limits). These approximations then lead to:

x (T » (^ )  [W]  (A: 48) [59]
(4^) x F q

where ‘A’ is the area illuminated by the equivalent beam of the antenna.

• R adar Equation for the SAR

The assumptions made in deriving the Eq. A: 46 are well suited to the imaging radar (real aper

ture radar) and the SAR because the dimensions of the illuminated ground cell are very small

relative to the distanced R̂  ( « Rq ) between the radar and the cell.

Now while dealing with the illuminated area ‘A’ in the context of the SAR, it would be consid- 

ered as the small facet or the elemental area over which the phase is coherent (effectively 

constant). However, for the non-uniform distributed targets, different facets contribute independ- 

ent phases, the observed electric Eeld is dominated by interference effects, giving rise to the 

phenomenon known as speckle. For these distributed targets, the quantity of interest is the aver

age value of within a pixel or 'A. [75] Therefore, the:

A = ARg xAA

where AR is the SAR's ground range resolution (that is local incidence angle dependent and var
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ies non-linearly across the swath) and the A4 is the SAR’s azimuth resolution. As had been dis

cussed previously that A4 = — thus we would use, A = AR^ x —  (A: 49)

Furthermore, developing the SAR equation need to incorporate additional aspects such as:

• Antenna Synthesis Factor: to improve upon the azimuth resolution that is achieved from a real aper

ture radar, the SAR synthesises a long aperture by coherently integrating ‘n’ number of pulses during

the azimuth synthesis time. This factor is given by:

frequency.

v J
, where = The pulse repetition

Compression Ratio: To improve upon the SNR, pulse compression technique is used where instead of

using a very narrow and high powered pulse, a chirp signal is transmitted. The compression ratio ex-

t '
pression given in Eq. B: 23 may also be incorporated here as: — , where T ' is the chirp length and

T is the time resolution needed to achieve desired slant range resolution. Introducing this 

factor to the radar equation, significantly improves the SNR that mostly exceeds 20 dB. For 

example, the ERS-1 had a compression ratio of 575 (27.6 dB) and Seasat SAR had 634 (28 

dB). [75], [18]

^  [W] ...(A :50)

Single Pulse

By simplifying this expression and replacing ~ ^5 , the receive power expression for the HH 

and HV polarizations, respectively would be:

(4;r)^xR!x2xv,XT ( ^ ) [W] (A: 51)

7) x G ^  X x A R g  X x /

(4^)^ xR! x 2 x v  XT
[W] (A: 52)

these resultant receive powers have angular dependencies on gain of the antenna, the ground 

range resolution, the slant range and the back scattering coefficient. While calculating the respec

tive receive powers, these need to be accounted for at small incremental steps of the incidence 

angles.

The above discussion may be summarized on the note that the power received due to backscatter-
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ing from an illuminated area that subtends a small solid angle as viewed from the radar is directly 

proportional to the backscattering coefficient cP , regardless of the specific type of the radar used. 

These equations may be written in a compact form as:

= .......  (A: 53) [59]

where k  may be regarded as a system constant representing the quantity inside the square brackets 

of Eqs. B: 48 or B: 49. If required, then other polarization indices may be used accordingly.

This received signal power needs to compete with the inherent noise power (R )̂ of the SAR sys- 

tem, that is given by:

  (A: 54) [128]

where,

R= Boltzmann's constant = 1.6 x 10 WK^Hz \=  1.38 x 10 JK'̂ )

7̂  ̂= Radar operating temperature, K.

B = System bandwidth.

NF= Receiver noise figure. The ideal receiver does not add any noise to the signal to be ampli

fied, and the input to output signal to noise ratios remains same. But actually receivers do add 

some noise of their own, hence this term is included in the noise power. It determines how much 

the receiver degrades the input signal to noise ratio.

Loss= Lumped losses (scanning, beam shape, collapsing, integration, cable etc.) in the system. 

Often, the combined effect of received signal power and the noise power is expressed in terms of 

SNR given by:   (A: 55)

By taking into account the approximation derived in Eq. A: 23, a simplified SNR expression for n 

coherently integrated pulses can be written as:

( S N R l  =
(j^x/y.XT')xG^xA^xcr^xARg

(4;r)^xR^x2xv^xRx7^^xA(FxL6)jj
(A: 56)

While using this equation, the relevant polarization dependent <7̂  ̂should be used. The role of the 

term x  /). XT' is important as it sets the average RF power fed to the input of the antenna.
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Appendix B: Statistical Distribution Tables and Histograms

of o® at L-Band

Introduction

The SAR images have different average tones, exhibit diEerent textures and present large pixel to 

pixel intensity variations [59]. Tone refers to the relative brightness of objects in an image. Gen- 

erally, tone is the fundamental element for distinguishing between different targets or features. 

Variations in tone also allow the elements of shape, texture and pattern of objects to be distin

guished [1]. “The average tone of an image is the average value of the image intensity for all 

pixels contained in that image. This average tone is proportional to average received power 

which, in return, is directly proportional to the backscattering coefficient P  of the imaged target. 

In other words, P  of a statistically homogeneous distributed target is, by definition, proportional 

to the mean value of the random variable process characterizing the intensity variations in the ra

dar image” [59].

Texture refers to the arrangements and frequency of tonal variations in particular area of an im

age. A target with a rough surface and irregular structures, such as forest canopy, results in a 

rough textured appearance. Texture is one of the most important elements for distinguishing fea- 

tures in radar imagery [1]. Statistically speaking, texture is the low spatial-frequency intensity 

variations of the image. For the image of a “backscattering coefficient for a distributed target”, 

the texture becomes the spatial variation of from one region of the image to another [59].

Another significantly important aspect of the SAR images is due to the random variations due to 

phase-interference effects—known as speckle, and these are characteristic feature of a scattering 

pattern for any distributed target [59]. Speckle is introduced due to coherent nature of electro- 

magnetic radiations used for SAR operation.

Therefore, in a radar image, there are three types of intensity variations that may be observed: 

tonal variations between one distributed target (such as a sea) to another (such as ships), textural 

variations from one region of a distributed target to another, and random fading variations at the
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pixel to pixel scale. These vaiiations are governed by different processes and are chaiacterized by 

different PDFs. [59]

After World War II, an exhaustive research and field experiments were conducted to measure 

variations for different types of terrain, trees, vegetation cover, snow etc. Subsequently that in

formation was collected, processed and publicly released by [59].

To remain focused on the intended applications during this research, only statistical distribution 

tables (SDT), the plots of cr° variations as function of incidence angle and histograms relating to 

the trees, shrubs and short vegetation aie included here. The purpose of this appendix is to high

light different aspects of the sensor- and target-specific variations on the at L-band so that these 

values -  which were acquired as a result of field experiments by [59], could be used as a refer

ence in the thesis.

• SDT and Histogram of P  for Trees at L-band

HH Polarization HV Polarization

Incidence Angle Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

20" -  12.6 4.0 -  16.7 4.3

30" -14.6 4.6 -18.7 4.1

35" -16.9 2.7 -22.2 1.6

40° -  14 2.7 -2 0 .7 3.1

50° -  11.4 1.0 -  19.2 1.3

60° -  16.5 5.2 -18.6 4.5

Table B -1; SDT for HH and HV Polarizations at L-band for Trees

Table B - 1 shows the field measurements of variations as function of incidence angle, for both 

HH and HV polarizations. At 30° the mean values are -  14.6 dB (SD = 4.6) and -  18.7 (SD=4.1) 

for HH and HV polarizations, respectively. The worst case scenario over this incidence angle 

range of 20 -  60° is observed at 35° that is -  16.9 (SD=2.7) and -  22.3 (SD=1.6) for HH and HV 

polarizations, respectively. The available histogram of the data at 35° is shown in Figure B - 1.
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Histogram for Trees
L Band, 35 Degree Incidence Angle
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Figure B -1: Histogram of o"for the Trees at 35 Incidence Angle

• SDT, Histogram and Angular Distribution of for Shrubs at L-band

Table B - 2 shows the data collected from the field measurements of o° variations as function of 

incidence angle, for both HH and HV polarizations, respectively. At 30° the mean values are -  15 

dB (SD = 6.5) and -25.4 dB (SD=5.5).

In addition, the angular* plots showing the dependence of o°on the incidence angle has also been 

included. The corresponding curves show the variations in the mean values of o° within a ±5% 

occurrence level. These plots are not simply graphic display of the information in the statistical 

distribution tables; they represent the product of smoothing functions applied to the source data as 

a function of angle. These plots are shown in. More so Figure B - 3 represents the sample histo

gram for an incidence angle of 40°.
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HH Polarization HV Polarization

Angle Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

20" -  12.5 6.7 -24.8 5.7

30" -15.0 6.5 -23.4 5.5

35" -10.5 4.9 -22.3 3.3

40" -19.4 5.7 -28.3 4.4

45" -  14.3 4.0 -24.9 2.9

50" -  14.5 4.9 -24.6 3.4

60" -23.8 4.5 -30.9 3.5

Table B - 2: SDT for HH and HV Polarizations at L-band for Shrubs

L Band, Shrubs
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Angle of Incidence (degrees)

Figure B - 2: Relationship between Incidence Angle and o"for Shrubs
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Histogram for Shrubs
L Band, 40 Degree Incidence Angle
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Figure B - 3: Histogram for Shrubs at 40" Incidence Angle

•  SDT, Histogram and Angular Distribution of o® for Short Vegetation at L-band

Similar to previous cases, Table B - 3 shows the field measurements of a® variations for short 

vegetation, as function of incidence angle, for both HH and HV polarizations, respectively. At 30° 

the mean values are -16.2 dB (SD = 4.6) and -  26.9 (SD=6) for HH and HV polarizations, re

spectively.

The available data has been organized to establish the relationship between incidence angles and 

the corresponding o° variations within ± 5 % occurrence level, as shown in Figure B - 4. More so, 

the sample histogram for 40° is also shown in Figure B - 5.
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HH Polarization HV Polarization

Angle Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

20° -  13.4 6.5 -26 .1 5.9

30" -1 6 .2 6.6 -24 .9 6.0

35° -  13.1 7.3 -23 .8 5.2

40° -  19.9 5.9 -29 .7 4.9

45° -  16.7 6.7 -26 .2 4.5

50° -  16.6 7.5 -26 .9 6.4

60° -23 .9 4.9 -32 .3 4.2

Table B - 3: SDT for HH and HV Polarizations at L-band for Short Vegetation

L Band, Short Vegetation
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Figure B - 4; Relationship between Incidence Angle and o" for Short Vegetation
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Figure B - 5: Histogram of o® for Short Vegetation at 20® Incidence Angle
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Appendix C: Radiometric Artefacts on SAR Images

What are SAR Image Artefacts?

“Most important for the final identification of objects and processes on SAR images are their 

brightness properties. These properties mainly depend on the radar signal backscattering level and 

characterize such object’s features as electricity resistance and surface roughness. The brightness 

properties of radar images are formed by so called radar channel. This channel could be regarded 

as consisting of blocks of radar equipment, channel of radio waves propagation -  atmosphere and 

ionosphere, backscattering surface, and ground processing facilities which form images as special 

information products. Each of these components brings it own contribution into final brightness 

budget and partially influence on objects visibility. It is evidence, that common user want mainly 

to have deal with brightness contribution derived from signal backscattered from ground surface. 

Therefore, contributions from other parts of radar channel could be regarded as noise components 

which interfere with useful signal. As the processing practice shows the responses from ground 

objects could be overlapped on radar images by atmosphere variations or artefacts formed by ap

plied processing algorithm, so the common user can not distinguish their brightness contributions. 

Therefore, the detailed analysis of artefacts and errors involved into images on any acquisition 

and processing stages could be quite interesting from point of view of SAR image processing.” 

[118]

Sources of Radiometric Artefacts

Following are the commonly know radiometric artefacts inherent to spacebome SAR images: 

[91], [118]

- range ambiguity;

- azimuth ambiguity;

- nadir ambiguity;

- objects ghosting due the local Doppler frequency estimation errors;

- objects displacement due the absolute Doppler frequency estimation errors;

- insufficient range antenna pattern compensation;

- data loss;

- changing of range time delay code;

- scalloping;
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- automatic gain control effects;

- analog-digital converter saturation effects;

- banding;

- ScanSAR beams stitching;

- atmosphere effects;

- processing effects;

- radar viewing nature effects.

A detailed explanation has been given with the help of many spacebome SAR images by [118]. 

Further discussion on each factor is considered out of the scope of this research. In the context of 

this thesis, the appearance of image artefacts is due to gaps in the synthesized data, therefore,

where so ever word “artefact” appears in the text it is considered as due to these gaps.
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